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Abstract

A set of 8 chips, which perform real-time image processing tasks, was designed and fabricated

with a 4u. NMOS technology. The chips include: a 3x3 linear convolver, a 3x3 sorting filter, a 7x7

logical convolver, a contour tracer, a feature extractor, a look-up-table ROM, and two post processors

for the linear convolver. All chips were designed using architectures that are dedicated to the particu

lar image processing task to be performed. The image processing circuits operate on 10 MHz video

data (512 x 512 pixel images). The design time for the chips was kept to 1.5 man years by re-using

hardware and, in addition, utilizing and developing some appropriate CAD tools. ROM generators

and a data-path generator were developed to reduce the circuit design time. An image recognition

system was built with these custom chips that can recognize two-dimensional objects that are charac

terized by their closed outer contours. The complete system is controlled by a SUN work station and

operates at rates up to 15 LJ2£1 j^q recognition system achieved a 97% recognition rate for 8

objects over a wide range of orientation and size variations and a 100% recognition rate without size

variations.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION

Although work in image processing has been progressing for some time, it is beginning to

accelerate with the advent of new image processors. These new processors attack the problems of I/O

and computational bottlenecks that have long been associated with image processing. Hopefully, high

performance, compact processors will make new image processing algorithms and systems feasible that

were considered beyond therealm ofpossibility only a few years ago.

1.1 APPLICATIONS

There is a wide range of applications of image processing. Some broad classifications are image

enhancement, restoration, coding, recognition and characterization. The goal in each of these applica

tions is to convert an image either to a modified image (enhancement and restoration) or to some other

representation that requires fewer bits of information (coding, recognition andcharacterization).

Image enhancement is the subjective improvement of an image for the human visual system. The

goal is toallow aperson tomore easily see some particular feature orfeatures ofan image without regard

for image fidelity. In fact, techniques are often used which purposefully and drastically alter an image.

Medical X-rays are enhanced [1,2] to allow physicians to more easily locate tumors, broken bones or

other conditions affecting the patient's health. Image enhancement isalso used tohelp bring out details in

or remove noise from images taken inouter space [3]. In these cases, where each image comes atconsid

erable cost, it is desirable toextract as much information as possible.

Image restoration isconcerned with restoring animage to itsoriginal state after the image has been

degraded. In this case it is desired tomaintain high image fidelity. One common example of image res

toration is the correction of blurred images. The image blur could becaused bycamera or subject motion

[4], a turbulent atmosphere [5] or diffraction limited optics [6]. Unlike image enhancement algorithms



which tend to be ad hoc, image restoration algorithms are usually based upon more rigorous theory.

Coding of images is used toreduce the bandwidth required totransmit an image via satellite, tele

phone line or other medium. In addition, mapping satellites generate an enormous amount of data that

must be stored. By reducing the transmission or storage requirements for the images, the cost of the

image transmission and storage system is reduced. There are two broad classes of coders, those which

produce and exact representation of the original image and those which do not Usually, if some distor

tion in the final image is tolerable, the total number of the bits required to represent the image can be

significantly reduced.

In an industrial environment, characterization of images is quite important To ensure that

manufactured items are of suitable quality, some kind ofinspection must be performed. Normally, this is

performed byaperson who tends to be good at intuitive reasoning but has amore difficult time perform

ing quantitative measurements or tedious tasks. In order to save on labor costs or toimprove the reliabil

ity of performing tedious inspection tasks, the inspection may be performed with an image processing

system. Automated inspection has been employed to verify the quality of thin film disk heads [7], to

check that the placement of IC dies within a package is within specifications, and to inspect of various

automotive parts [8].

Inspection deals with the characterization of a known object, while recognition deals with the

determination of the identity of an unknown object Recognition could be used tohelp arobot sort parts

on a conveyer belt or to locate a part in order to perform some action upon it With more advanced

recognizers, robots could pick up articles around the house and put them away or look for an electrical

outlet torecharge itsbatteries. In this field, the applications are virtually limitless for arobust 3-D natural

scene recognizer.

1.2 COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

There are many applications for image processing, but the computation requirements are quite

severe. Images typically have a much higher data rate than speech or audio signals and hence special

techniques must be employedto handle the I/Oandcomputational bottlenecks.



A typicalbroadcast qualityvideo imageis sampledat arateon the orderof 10-20MHz. This sam

plingrate will yield an image that is approximately 512 pixels on a side with a 30 Hz frame rate. It is

important to note that the spatial and temporal resolutions both contribute to the high data rates. An

imagewith large spatial resolution, IK x IK pixels,but very low temporal resolution, 1 frame/Sec, would

only have to be sampled at a 1 MHz rate.

Audio band signals can be sampled at a much lowerratebecause audiosignals are band limited to

20 KHz. For telephony applications, sample rates of 8 KHz are common while for digital audio a sample

rate of 44 KHz is typically used.Incontrast to video signals whichare inherently three-dimensional func

tions (the dimensions are time, X, Y), audio signals are only one-dimensional functions (functions of

time) and therefore there is no notion of a frame rate for audio.

The ratio of data rate to circuit clock rate is quite different for audio and video processing. For a

standard MOS process, 10-20 MHz clock rates are feasible. Of course, the actual clock rate depends on

the details of the processing technology, the type of signal processing that must be performed, the circuit

design techniques and the circuit architecture. Assuming that the use of a 10 MHz circuit, the ratio,

Fclk
R=^ »^ 227-1250 for audio signals but only 1for video signals. R indicates how many times each

"sample

piece of hardware can beused per sample toperform different operations in the algorithm. In the audio

case, each piece of hardware can be used to perform hundreds of operations per sample, while in the

video case, each piece of hardware can perform only one operation per sample. If/? is large, a single

standard architecture can bemicro-coded toperform awide variety of tasks. However, as R approaches

1, parallel architectures must beused, with one physical piece of hardware being used for each operation

inthe algorithm. To keep the processing elements and storage elements fully utilized, the processing ele

mentshaveto be connected in acustomconfiguration.

13 GOALS

Several major goals guided this work. It was desired to produce high performance image proces

sors that could perform many of thebasic image processing functions that are needed in different applica

tions. In addition, the decision was made to design all of the processors to operate in real-time. This



makes itpossible to utilize all available data and hence achieve the highest possible throughput In addi

tion, by operating in real-time, the need for external frame buffers, which add to system complexity, cost

and size is avoided. To demonstrate the ability of the chip set to perform some complete task, agoal was

set todesign and build an image recognition system. To make the problem feasible, the recognition goal

was restricted to recognizing 2-dimensional objects that are characterized by their closed contours.

Finally, there was adesire to keep the project development time to aminimum. The set ofchips had to

be designed, fabricated and assembled into a working recognition system in the time allotted for the

PhD. degree.

Development of a real-time image processing system requires the merging of many fields. The

designer or designers must have knowledge regarding the algorithms to be implemented, architectures

and circuit design. To quickly develop custom circuits, some knowledge of CAD techniques is invalu

able. Tradeoffs must be made between efforts in each of the fields. The designer must know how to

choose new algorithms or modify existing algorithms to make the implementation easier. In addition,

tradeoffs must be made between the circuit design effort and the CAD software effort Essentially, if

small compromises can be made in one area that result in amajor savings of effort in another area, the

designer will be successful.

Chapter 2 covers some basic image processing tasks, most of which were implemented on achip.

The functions implemented include 3x3 linear convolution, a 3x3 sorting filter operations, 7x7 logical

convolution, contour tracing, feature extraction and point-wise non-linearities. These functions are com

mon tasks that are mentioned often in the literature and these functions appeared tobe sufficient to solve

the recognition problem. In chapter 3,some basic recognition techniques are discussed. Some analysis is

performed todetermine the ideal performance that can be expected from these systems. A comparison of

the performance, sizeand complexity of various types of hardware is made inchapter 4. Inchapter 5, the

techniques used to achieve a fast development time is covered. These include the use of hardware

hierarchically and the appropriate use of CAD tools. The basic circuits used in many of the chips are

covered in chapter 6. Inchapter 7, the architectures and other details of thechips are discussed. Finally,

in chapter 8, the performance of the recognizer is covered and someanalysis is carried out to determine



the causes of recognition errors and ways in which the systemcould be improved. In the appendixes,

details of the recognition board are covered (appendix A), some storage design techniques are discussed

(appendix B) andtheCADinputdescriptions used in thechips are documented (appendix D).
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CHAPTER H IMAGE PROCESSING REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Asdiscussed previously there are many applications for image processing. Toimplement an image

processing system one must choose particular algorithms toperform various low level tasks such as noise

rejection, edge enhancement edge extraction, contrast enhancement and binary image transformations.

Usually there are many different ways to perform each task. There are global and local techniques, linear

and non-linear techniques and memory-less techniques.

To build areal-time image recognition system, image processing algorithms must beemphasized

that are simple enough toimplement quickly and efficiently in silicon. Further, it is important tochoose

algorithms that produce good results for machine decision making and not necessarily for subjective

human viewing.

22 SEGMENTATION

There are two primary ways tosegment an image into the foreground, orobjects of interest and the

background. In the first technique, it isassumed that the background and foreground can be separated by

using absolute gray-level information. In the second technique, it is assumed that there is alocal discon

tinuity ingray values attheinterface between the foreground and background.

2.2.1 Gray-Level Thresholding

In the first technique, it is assumed that objects in the foreground and background have sufficiently

different gray levels so that the gray-level image can simply be thresholded. Pixels with gray values

above the threshold (or below it) are considered to be in the foreground and pixels with gray values

below the threshold (or above it) are assumed to be part of the background. If the image environment is



sufficiently well controlled, the threshold can be determined once and then left at this one particular

value.

r' ' ' l' • •i 1 r- •!•••! i •' ' i
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Figure la. Histogram for a Large Wire Cutters

Forchanging environments, the threshold is usually determined adaptively, using information from

the image histogram [1,2]. If the background and foreground dohave very distinct gray values, the histo

gram will have two distinct peaks in it; one corresponding to the background and one corresponding to

the foreground.

Deficiencies in this technique begin to show up when the foreground and background gray levels

overlap orwhen the foreground objects become small. An example of this is shown in figure la, the his

togram for a pair of wire cutters. The two peaks can be clearly seen. The large peak at gray levels near

150 corresponds to the background, while the peak at gray levels near 70 corresponds to the foreground.

The threshold was chosen to be halfway between the two peaks and the resulting segmented image is

shown in figure 6. This approach seems to have been fairly successful, except that a small piece of the

cutters near thejaws was falsely classified as background. A greater problem arises in dealing with very
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Figure lb. Histogram for a Small Wire Cutters

small foreground images. The histogram for a smaller cutters is shown in figure lb.The peak correspond

ing to the foreground has virtually disappeared, leaving little information to base the segmentation on.

Another common approach to image segmentation is involves finding "edges" in the image and

assuming that the foreground and background are separated by these edges. These techniques will be dis

cussed in greater detail later. The two cases examined above were also segmented with an edge extractor

and the results are shown in figures 7a and 7b. The edge extractor generated a well defined boundary for

both cases and hence has better size invariance, but the edge extractor also produced edges inside the

object. Forsystems in which only the outer boundary information is utilized, this isnota problem. How

ever, it may be undesirable in some systems.

2.3 CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT

Contrast enhancement [3] refers to the point-wise manipulation of grey levels to "improve" the



contrast of an image. This could beused to bring outdetails in medical X-Rays or to makean automated

image recognition system less dependent on illumination variations. Because the operations are

. memory-less and the data is commonly only 8 bits, a simple way to provide an arbitrary grey level

transformation is with a look-up table. This can be implemented in a RAM, ROM orPLA depending

upon the natureof the problem.

If the image illumination is poor or variable, the grey levels of an image may span only a few bits

and provide littie contrast Transforming the image by spreading these few bits into the entire range of

available bits will subjectively improve the visibility of the image. The transfer characteristic can be

chosen by a human operator or adaptively, using a technique know as histogram equalization [4,5] or

modification. In this technique the histogram of an image, the relative probabilities of each grey level

occurrence, isused to create atransfer characteristic to modify the original image. The output image has

some desired histogram shape, usually flat, that utilizes the entire available range of grey levels. The idea

can be demonstrated byassuming that the input (X) and output (Y) have continuous cumulative probabil

ity distributions, Fx and FY respectively.

If Y is computed from X by: Y - FX(X)

Then: FY(y)=Pr[Y<y]

= Pr[Fx(X)<Fx(x)]

= Pr\X<x]

= Fx(x)

= Fx(Fx~l(y))

= y

so Y has a uniform probability density.

To summarize, the histogram equalized image is formed by modifying an image by a transfer

characteristic that is equal toits cumulative probability distribution. If anon-uniform density is desired,

another look-up table can beused togenerate an arbitrary output image density.

All of this assumed that the probability densities are continuous. In reality, the densities are

discrete which often results in fewer grey levels in the output image. This effect is most pronounced
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when the histogram of the input image has strong peaks. Since it isnot possible tomap pixels with the

same grey level todifferent output grey levels, the large peaks will exist inthe output histogram but will

be spaced out tomake the average height of the histogram aconstant This technique can not add infor

mation which did not exist (i.e. more quantization values). For human viewing, the reduction in the

number of grey levels in the image may not be a problem (if the number of grey levels is reduced too

much contouring of the image becomes obvious) and the resulting image will often be seen as improved.

However, problems occur when edges are extracted from the equalized image because pixels that origi

nally were very close ingrey value near the peak of the histogram become much farther apart inthe out

put image. Therefore differences ingrey level that were caused bylow level noise will be amplified and

result in false edges.

The problem can be illustrated by assuming that the input and output images have continuous gray

levels. The common method ofedge detection is to find spatial gradients. If the spatial gradient islarge,

the point iscalled an edge point So, if Y - FX(X) and the edge extraction filter isa first derivative inthe

"s" spatial direction, then:

dy dFx(x) dFx(x) dx
yedse ~ ds~ ~ds~~ " ""ax~~~as~ !S/^«*»

Therefore, differentiating the histogram equalized image isequivalent toweighting the derivative of the

original image by the pdf. It can now be clearly seen that even ifx^, is small and possibly non zero

only because of noise, y^ can belarge and a false edge will be found.

The problems with false edges can be seen in figures 2 and 8. Figure 8a shows the original edge

map image and the histogram of the grey level image isshown in figure 2a. Notice that there isa strong

peak inthe histogram that corresponds tothe nearly uniform background. The histogram of the equalized

image is shown in figure 2band the corresponding edge map in8b. The pixel values from the peak of the

original histogram (128-160 grey values) were spread over almost theentire range (40-255). The result

of this can be seen in the edge map. The background is full of false edges due to to gain introduced by

the equalization.

Histogram equalization can be performed with a few simpleoperations. Firstfx(x) must be com

puted by counting the number of pixels thathave grey level x. Fx(x) is then computed by performing the
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X

discrete integral: Fx(x)= ]£/,(/)
1=0

Another technique is tosimply normalize the image by a linear tologarithmic transformation. This

is the basis of homomorphic processing [6] and has advantages by reducing the sensitivity of future pro

cessing to the image illumination. This technique also introduces gain for small grey values and, there

fore, also has some of the same problems as histogram modification. In fact, the logarithmic conversion

is similar to histogram equalization when the the image has a histogram that is peaked for small grey

values (they are identical if the image has a probability density fx(x) = —).
x

2.4 FILTERING

The noise rejection, edge extraction and edge enhancement algorithms are all based upon linear or

non-linear filters. The linear filters can be FIR (finite impulse response) or IIR (infinite impulse response,

or recursive). The difference functions for the FIR and IIR filters are:
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The FIR filters are commonly used for several reasons. First, FIR filters can be easily pipelined to

reduce the required performance of the circuits. Although IIR filters can be pipelined, pipelining

requires a significant increase in complexity. Also, since good image models typically do not exist, ad

hoc filtering techniques tend to be used that can be implemented with short FIR filters. FIR filters with

short impulse responses (3x3 or shorter) have been commonly discussed[7]. Template matching [20] can

be performed with an FIR filter where the filter impulse response is the template. These are popular

because the short impulse responses can be implemented with less hardware and hence at a lower cost

while larger impulse response filters can be made from a cascade of 3x3 impulse response filters. As

higher density circuits become possible, the impulse response length will likely increase.

In addition, it is very common for the impulse responses coefficients to be only powers of two

[8,12,14,15]. Again, this reduces the cost of the circuit by making it possible to use a small multiplier.

For very short impulse response lengths, it is usually not necessary to have higher precision coefficients



(see low-pass filter examplelater) because careful tailoring of the frequency response is not possible.

The frequency response of the FIR filter can be found by taking theFourier transform of Art>m:

n m

Hx((a) =H((Ox,0) =llhne-^ where hn =^hn^

Hx((o) = h0+2'£ f^cosinai) ifhn = A_n
R>0

Hx(a>) = h0+2j,£ Asinine*) ifAn = -A_n
n>0
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2.5 NOISE REJECTION

Noise rejection is acommon image processing task. Often, thepoint of view is taken that in acon

trolled environment, asufficiently high SNRcan beobtained sothat noise rejection processors willnotbe

needed. This is true for the human visual system which is insensitive to mostkinds of noise. However,

in systems which employ local operators to extract edges (i.e. high-pass filters), even seemingly imper

ceptible noise can produce an output that is comparable with the "true edges".

There are twobroad categories for low-pass filters for noise rejection: linear and non-linear.

2.5.1 Linear Low-Pass Filters

Some examples of 3x3 FIR low-pass filter impulse responses [8] (neglecting the gain factor

required for unity DC gain) areshown in table 1.

1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 2 4 2 1 2 1

1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1

(a) (b) (c)

Table 1. Impulse responses for linear FIR low-pass filters

Note: filters (a) and (b) are separable and can berepresented as by impulse responses in thevertical

and horizontal dimensions as shown in table 2.
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1 1

1 1 1 1

1

1 2 1 2

1

(a) (a) (b) (b)

Table 2. Corresponding Vertical and Horizontal Impulse responses for filters la andlb

Figure3. \Hx((o)\ = \HY(<o)\ for
filter a (solid), filter c (dotted) and filter b (dashed) in table 1.

Visually, these filters appear to do very little. A slight blurring of the image can be seen which

does not appear tobesignificant However, if the low-pass filtering is performed before high-pass filter

ing and thresholding for edge extraction, an improvement in the resulting edge map can beseen (fewer

edges caused by noise).

Allof thefilters perform similarly. Thereason forthis is that the shape of the frequency responses

for each filter is very similar (see figure 3 for a plot of the one dimensional frequency responses). The

filters in table 1 have thefollowing impulse responses (forcoy = 0):
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^(w)=2t3cosM

With such a short impulse response significant attenuation occurs only at fairly high spatial frequencies

(>-j-). Even though the coefficients ofthe filters are coarsely quantized to powers oftwo, the frequency

responses are virtually identical. This indicates that more precision in thecoefficients is not anecessity

toa shaper roll off. A longer filter impulse response would beneeded to produce anarrower filter.

2.5.2 Non-Linear Low-Pass Filters

If linear filters are used for noise rejection preceding high-pass filtering for edge extraction, the

edges will be blurred along with the noise. If the filters are not carefully tailored tothe power spectrums

of the noise and the image (as is not the case in 3x3 operators) the low-pass filter will simply make it

"harder" to find the edges. To combat this problem, non-linear filters are often used for noise removal.

The most common non-linear filter for noise removal is the median filter, which takes the median of a

neighborhood as its output Another technique rejects "out of bounds" pixels. Both of these filters tend

to perform well onnoise that has aprobability density with long tails (pulse type noise) while the linear

filter performs well on Gaussian noise.

The "out of bounds" filter [9] is based upon a linear filter. To determine if a pixel is "out of

bounds", itis compared to the average ofthe 8pixels around it If the difference islarger than apredeter

mined threshold, the pixel is replaced by the local average. With this technique, pixels are only changed

when detected tobe"bad". If the threshold is chosen properly, obvious errors (pulses) will be removed

but edges will be well preserved. The problem is that the threshold must be determined and the optimum

value depends upon the image and noise characteristics. If the threshold is too high, noise will not be

rejected properly. A threshold that is too low will cause the filter to become linear with the disadvan

tages described earlier. With a human operating in the loop, it can bechosen subjectively. Otherwise, it

mustbechosen a priori oran algorithm mustbedeveloped toadaptively choose thethreshold.
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Probably the most common type of non-linear filter for noise rejection is the median filter [10].

The median filter has some advantages over the filters discussed previously. First, edges or other mono-

tonic changes (over a distance greater than the filter length) are preserved while pulse type noise is

removed. Unlike the "out ofbounds" filter, nothreshold isneeded for proper operation.

The major disadvantage of median filters is the computational requirements. To sort the elements

over an n x n region requires at least n2log2(nz) comparisons (bubble sorters use — comparators to

achieve amore regular circuit layout). For filters operating over alarge region, the median filter becomes

much more costly than linear filters which require only n2 multiplies and additions. To reduce the com

putation costs of the median filter it has been proposed to use aseparable median [1, chap 7] instead ofa

true two-dimensional median. The separable median is found by utilizing acascade of two median pro

cessors, one operating in the verticaldimension andone in the horizontal dimension. The totalnumber of

comparisons required is reduced significantly from 29 to 6 (for n-3). The separable median has some

what poorer noise rejection properties but still rejects pulse type noise well.

A second problem with the median filter is that unlike the linear filters, it tends togive the image

an unnatural appearance. However, for image recognition systems, the subjective appearance of the

image is ofno consequence. The only thing that is important is the overall performance ofthe system.

Filters which replace apixel by the minimum or maximum of some region around the pixel have

been proposed for useas noise rejection filters [11].

The effectiveness of some of these noise rejection filters was tested by putting the noise rejecter

before an edge extractor and examining the edge map for different types of image noise. Figure 9a

shows the edge map of ascene with no noise and no noise rejection filters. The edge map of the image

with additive Gaussian noise is shown in figure 9b (again no noise rejection was used). When the rec

tangular impulse response low-pass filter is used, the edge map of figure 9c results. Many of the false

edges caused bythe noise pulses cleared have disappeared without major degradation of the edges. When

a3x3 median filter is used more false edges were left(figure 9d). For pulse noise, the median filter per

forms far better than the linear filter. The edge map of an image with added pulse noise (and no noise
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rejection) is shown in figure 9e. With median filtering (figure 9f), the noise is almost completely

removed. The edge mapof the linearfiltered image (figure 9g) is actually worse than that withno noise

rejection as thepulses weresmeared overa wider region.

2.6 EDGE EXTRACTION

Because many image processing systems use theedges of the image for segmentation, characteri

zation orrecognition, much work has been done todevelop filters to perform edge extraction. Here the

emphasis is on operators that produce outputs thatcan be usedby a machine to makedecisions, not on

operators that produce good subjective results for a human observer. Again, there are both linear and

non-linear techniques andvariation of thesizeof theregion that is utilized.

2.6.1 Linear Edge Extraction Filters

There are several very common 3x3 FIR filters that have been examined and characterized for edge

extraction. The masks of some of these are shown in table 3.

0 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 1 2 1 1 0 -1

-1 4 -1 -1 8 -1 0 0 0 2 0 -2

0 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -1 1 0 -1

(a) (b) (c) (d)
i

1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1

1 -2 -1 -1 -2 1 1 -2 1 1 -2 1

1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Table 3. 3x3 edge extraction filters

Allof these filters are high-pass filters (the DCgain is thesumof all coefficients which is zerofor

all the cases shown); this is a basic property ofedge extraction filters. To determine if a point is an edge

point the magnitude of the output of one of these filters is usually thresholded. Large filter outputs

correspondto edges while small filteroutputsdo not
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Unlike the linear low-pass filters, the filters in table 3 perform quite differently and have quite dif

ferent frequency responses. Filters 3aand 3b are omni-directional high-pass (Laplacian [12]) filters with

the followingfrequency responses:

Hx((0) = //y(o>)= l-cos(u))

Pratt [13] proposed a measure ofperformance for these filters that penalizes a filter for responding

tonoise. The Laplacian filters donotperform well because they have peaked responses along each fre

quency dimension (figure 4) atnormalized frequency jc. This corresponds tovery high frequency signals

so these filters enhance thenoise greatly. Justbylooking at theimpulse responses onecanseethatthese

filters produce their maximum output when pulse noise is encountered (when the center pixel is bright

while the background isdark). Infact these are the filters that are used to indicate that a pixel is "out of

bounds" in the non-linear low-pass filter.

Filters 3c (Sobel Y) and 3d(Sobel X) [14] have frequency responses (below and figure 4) that are

quite different from the Laplacian filters. The major difference is that the Sobel filters are separable and

are band-pass filters in onedimension andlow-pass filters in theother.

Sobel Y: Hx(a) = 1+cos(g>)

Sobel Y: HY(<&) = sin(co)

Sobel X: Hx(co) = sin(co)

Sobel X: HY((o) = l+cos(co) j

TheseSobelfilters havethe separable impulse responses shown below:

1 1

1 2 1 0

-r

1 0 -1 2

1

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Table 4. Separable Impulse responses for the Sobel X (c,d) and Y (a,b) filters

The Sobel filters also perform quite differently (have better edge extraction characteristics) than the

Laplacian filters. The primary reason is that the Sobel filters are low pass in one dimension. Further, the
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Figure4. Frequency Responses for the Laplacianand Sobel Filters. The dotted
anddashed curves aretheresponses of the Sobel filters in the % and (Oy

directions. The Laplacian filter (solid) hasthe sameresponse in both dimensions.

band-pass filter of the Sobel filters has a steeper rise atlow frequencies and falls offfor high frequencies.

The Sobel X and Y filters are fairly insensitive tonoise because they are low-pass filters in one dimen

sion. This means that the filters will not respond tothe high frequency signals (such as noise) athalf the

sample rate. Because the low-pass filter operates perpendicularly to the high-pass filter, the output ofthe

filter will be large only if the edge exists over several pixels, as opposed to the omni- directional filters

which havemaximum outputfor an isolated point

When using the Sobel X and Y filters, the edge map is obtained by taking the square root of the

sum of the squares of the Sobel filters which approximates the magnitude of the gradient at that point

Commonly the sum of absolute values isperformed instead of the square root of sum of squares to sim

plify the computations.

Theremaining fourfilters (3e - 3h)arefrom a setof eight compass gradient filters [15]. Each filter

produces its maximum output when an edge occurs in the same orientation as the filter impulse response
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(there isone filter for every multiple of45d). In this way, the direction inaddition tothe magnitude of an

edge can bedetermined. This isuseful in schemes that use relaxation as well as the magnitude and direc

tion of edges to determine whether marginal edges should berejected ornot [21]. Essentially, in each

pass of the algorithm, for each point in the image, the confidence of that point being an edge point is

modified. The confidence in the previous iteration and the direction of nearby edge points and the

confidence that neighboring points are edge points are all used tomodify the confidence that thecurrent

point is an edge point This procedure continues until a steady-state solution isreached. For example, if

the current point has alowconfidence of being onan edge (the magnitude of the high-pass filter output is

small), but adjacent points have similar edge directions and high confidence values, theconfidence that

the current point is an edge will be increased.

To achieve better immunity tonoise it maybenecessary touse longer filter lengths and more com

plex filtering schemes. One suggestion [16] is not to use a single filter but many filters of different

lengths. An appropriate algorithm is used to correlate the filter outputs to better reject noise and find

edges that shorter impulse response filters can not Others have suggested the use of "best fit" algorithms

[17] to achievenoise immunity.

2.6.2 Non-Linear Edge Extraction Filters

A non-linear edge extraction filter that is based upon sorting, like themedian filter, is themaximum

difference operator. It finds the maximum difference of pixel values in a region and has high-pass

characteristics. Although this filter will produce amaximum output for pulse noise, it responds better to

edges (produces a higher output at human determined edges) than the Laplacian filter so that the noise

performance is better than the Laplacian filter. In fact subjectively, it appears to perform very similarly

to the Sobel filter.

There are several advantages of the maximum-difference filter in implementation. The arithmetic

units need onlybe as wide as thedata words to retain full precision. Further, comparators are the basic

computational elements which are more compact than multiplying adders. Unlike the median filter, the

separable maximum difference is identical to the true two-dimensional maximum difference so that no

concessions are made by reducing the number of comparators used to implement a separable filter.
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Further, the maximum and minimum can be computed with only 4(n-l) comparators compared to n2

multiplying accumulators need for a nxn convolution.

A comparison of the operation of edge extractors based upon the Laplacian, Sobel, maximum

difference and compass gradient filters is shown in figure 10. Figure 10a is the edgemap after Laplacian

edgeextraction. Note the false edges due to noiseandthe weakreal edges. The Sobel edgemap(figure

10 b) has many fewer false edges andmuch stronger real edges. The edge map generated by the max

imumdifference operator (figure 10c) looks similar to theSobel edgemapexceptthere are slightly more

false edges. Finally, the compass gradient edge map (computed by thresholding the sum of the magni

tudes of the north and east operators) is shown in figure lOd. It appears toa have fewer false edges than

theSobel edgemapandalso fewer real edge points.

2.7 EDGE ENHANCEMENT

Edge enhancement is similar to edge extraction inthat processing isdone to make the edges more

obvious. However, edge enhancement is only concerned with improving the subjective quality of a

image for a human observer. Filters similar to those used in edge extraction can be used for edge

enhancement By adding the high-pass output of the Laplacian filters back to the original, the edges are

made more prominent By varying the amount of high-pass signal that is added to the original, the

amount ofedge enhancement can be varied.

2.8 BINARY TRANSFORMATIONS

Just as filters are utilized to perform transformations on grey level images, they are also used to

transform binary images. The most common operations that are performed are dilation and erosion.

Dilation is the expansion of the foreground and is comparable to low-pass filtering in that fine

image detail is lost There are many uses of dilation [18,19] including: edge joining, bandwidth reduc

tion, closing and opening. In our image recognition system, dilation is used toconnect broken edges in

the edge maps because the contour tracer needs continuous contours. Further, dilation is employed to

reduce the bandwidth of thebinary image toallow down-sampling without aliasing.
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The dilation operator can be thought of as an FIR filter that operates on 1-bit input images with 1-

bit impulse responses and produces 1-bit output images. Ifboth the input data and coefficients are single

bit the multiplication of the convolution equation becomes an AND operation. If the sum issaturated to

asingle bit, thesumcan bereplaced by anORoperation.

Therefore the difference equation fordilation is:

gx^OR{hn/nAND /M^,)
m/i

Because all of the coefficients are of the same sign (0 or 1), the filter is basically low pass. Just as

inmulti-bit filters, the longer the mask or "impulse response", the less detail gets through.

Erosion is the expansion of the background and can be found by inverting the input image, dilating

andinverting the output image.

Closing is performed by first dilating then eroding, while opening is performed by eroding fol

lowed by dilating. Closing fills in all portions of the image that are not large enough to hold the mask.

Opening only leaves regions that are large enough to holdthemask.

The operation of dilation is illustrated in figure 11. Figure 11a shows theedge map without dila

tion. Note that many edges have small breaks inthem. In figure lib the edge map has been dilated by 1

pixel (mask shown in figure 5). The small gaps have been closed in. After 3 pixel dilation (figure lie),

the edges are all well defined but fine details have been lost

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Masks for 1 pixel dilation (a) and 3 pixel dilation (b)
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processing examples

Figure 6.Thresholded Gray-Level Image
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processing examples

Figure 7a. Edges Extracted, Large Image

Figure 7b. Edges Extracted, Small Image
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processing examples

Figure 8b. Edges Extracted, Histogram Equalized Image
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processing examples

Figure 9a. Edges Extracted, no Noise or Noise Filter

Figure 9b. EdgesExtracted, Gaussian Noise aridno Noise Filter
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processing examples

Figure 9c. EdgesExtracted, Gaussian Noise and Linear Noise Filter

Figure 9d. Edges Extracted, Gaussian Noise andMedian Noise Filter
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processing examples

Figure 9e,f. Edges Extracted with Pulse Noise, No Filter (top), Median Noise Filter (bottom)
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processing examples

Figure9g.Edges Extracted with Pulse Noise and Linear Noise Filter

Figure 10a. Edges Extracted, Laplacian Filter
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processing examples

Figure 10b. Edges Extracted, Sobel Filter

Figure 10c.EdgesExtracted, Maximum-Difference Filter
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processing examples

Figure lOd. Edges Extracted, Compass Gradient Filter
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processing examples

Figure 11 a-c. Edges Expanded by 0 (top), 1 (center) and3 (bottom)
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CHAPTER m IMAGE RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

There is, at present considerable effort going on in the field of image recognition and scene

analysis [6-11]. At oneendof thespectrum there is the general image recognition efforts in which few

assumptions are utilized about the images of interest and the scenes which contain them. On the other

end are the more practically oriented schemes which make use of known information to simplify the

problem. As more specific information regarding the images is used, the recognition system becomes

less general. However, the computational requirements should decrease and the performance ofthe sys

temshouldimprove as the rangeof applications is restricted.

An image recognition system was developed torecognize a class of images. Currently, the class is

restricted to 2 dimensional objects which are characterized by their closed outer contours. This may

seem to be a severe restriction, but often the images ofinterest are located inaknown plane in space. In

industrial assembly lines, some parts are transported on conveyer belts which are in a plane. Robots

could use the recognition results to sort parts by type orremove defective parts in an inspection system.

By restricting the class of images that can be recognized to those that are characterized by closed con

tours, some types of problems can not be solved. For example, inspecting some characteristic of a part

that is inside the outer contour isnot possible with this recognition system.

To make the recognition process more general, the decision should be insensitive to the rotation,

size and the absolute position ofthe object In some systems, insensitivity torotation and orsize may not

berequired and actually may be undesirable. For example inan assembly line application, if the camera

remains at a fixed distance from the image plane, thesize invariance would not be needed sincethesame

object will always appear to be the same size. Size invariance would be undesirable if it is desired to
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recognize two objects with the same shape butdifferent sizes. For these cases, it isoften possible toutil

ize more information and improve the performance of the recognizer with some reduction in the general

ity of the system.

In addition to theidentity of theobject it is interesting toknow the position, orientation and sizeof

the object This information makes it possible to perform some action on the object after it has been

identified. The principle axis of the object may also be of interest if a robot "hand" is to pick up the

object
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Figure 1. The Image Recognition System

The basic set-up is illustrated in figure la. The real-time video image from a camera is digitized

and sent tothe image processing hardware. The processing hardware generates ataw rate decision and a

description of the location of theobject which can beused by theoutside world.

Some of thetechniques that are available for performing this type of image recognition and thesys

tems that are needed to generate thedesired features willbediscussed in this chapter.

32 RAW DATA TO BE UTILIZED

A contourtracer is the primary source of information for the recognizer to work with. The tracer

follows along the outside edgeof the image and outputs thecurvature of the contour atevery pixel. The

absolute coordinates and the direction between pixels arealsoavailable. The curvature was chosen as the

primary outputsignal because it can be represented in 3 bits(thecoordinates require 14bits) and the cur-
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vature is invariant with respect to translation, rotation and size of the image if it is scaled and shifted

appropriately. It is important to note that the contour tracer does not discard any information about the

contour. Fromthe curvature signal andinitial conditions on the position andthe direction, the entirecon

tourcan be unambiguously reconstructed. This allows many different recognition schemes to utilize the

tracer output because no assumptions regarding the useof the data has been builtinto the tracer except

thatonly the object's outerboundary is of significance.

The curvature computed is really the discrete curvature. The continuous curvature and the discrete

curvature are defined below. $(•*) is the angle of the tangent ateach pointon the continuous contour and

<X/z) is the angle between adjacent pointson the discrete contour.

curvature(s) =4&& where #?) =tan^ *(*?*)
ds dy(s)lds

and the contour is represented by (x(s),y(s))

discrete curvature (n) = ; where Mn) =tan_1(-^^-)
An Ay(n)

andthe contour is represented by the sequence, (x(n),y(n))

Ax(n) = x(n)-x(n-l), Ay(n) =y(n)-y(n-l), An = n-(n-l)=l

Thecurvature basically indicates how fast the contour is changing. Near sharp corners, the curva

ture has a large value while the curvature is zero for straight lines. With the continuous curvature, the

problem arises that it isunbounded atdiscrete corners, for example, the comers of asquare. The discrete

curvature is always bounded because An is always 1. By matching the curvature signals, one is essen

tially matching the "corners" or abrupt changes in the contour. Intuitively, this seems to be good thing,

since the human visual systems seems toutilize the corners of an image toalarge extent

There isone fundamental problem with using the discrete curvature. Because Ax and Ay can only

have the values -1,0 or 1, <|> will always be n-j (only 8distinct values) and the curvature will effectively

bequantized toonly three bits. Another way tosee this is that each pixel has only 8 adjacent neighbors

andhence <J> andthe curvature canonly have8 distinct values.

The three bitquantization of thecurvature results in avery lowSNR which can be seen in figure 2a

which shows the raw curvature signal for a 5 pointed star. This is the signal from which the entire con

tourcan be reconstructed. The background quantization noise is evident and a few small spikes can be
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seen which correspond to the sharp comers ofthe star. The effect of filtering on the curvature signal can

be seen in figures 2b-d. The simple filters used in figures 2b-d are given in table 1. As the filter cutoff

frequency is reduced (from figure 2b to 2d), the quantization noise and fine features in the curvature sig

nal disappear while the major features in the curvature signal, that is, the 5 points and 5corners between

points, remain.

To get useful information from the curvature signal other than the actual (X,Y) coordinates of the

contour, some low-pass filtering appears to be necessary. Actually, the coordinates are obtained by

integrating the curvature twice (ie. low-pass filtering). The problem with filtering the curvature signal is

that the filtered curvature varies with image scaling and size invariance islost The spectrum of the cur

vature signal spreads as the image iscompressed according tothe relationship:

if curv(n )-»//(©)

thencurv(fn)-*jH(!j-)
As the image is scaled down, features will be filtered out that would pass through the low-pass

filter when the image is larger. To solve this problem, either the filter must be adapted to the image size

or the image must always belarge enough toensure that important features will notbe filtered out while

the quantization noise will be attenuated sufficiently. Basically, it is required that the image be oversam-

pled tomake itpossible toobtain alarger SNR than that obtained by the original quantization.

figure H(z)

2b

3

n=Q

4*-1

2c

3 J

m=0 n=0

4-

2d

1U J

m=Q n=0

4-

Table 1. Filter Transfer Functions used in Figures 2b-d
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Figure 2d. Filtered Curvature for 5 Pointed Star
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33 THE SYSTEM

The complete recognition system is shown in figure 1.Figure lb shows a highlevelrepresentation

of the system. The 10Mhz video is processed by the2-D image processor which outputs an edge map

image ready for contour tracing. The contour tracer reduces the number of bits required torepresent the

image by generating the curvature signal. The feature extractor computes several features for a feature-

based recognizer.

The 2-D image processor is shown in more detail in figure lc. The 8-bit 10 MHz video signal is

first processed by anoise filter toreduce the number of false edge points generated bynoise. Currently, a

median filter is used toreduce the noise. The "cleaned" video signal is then passed through apoint-wise

linear tologarithmic converter to reduce the sensitivity to illumination variations. The output of the log

converter is high-pass filtered to enhance theedges. A Sobel filter is usedwith a sumof absolute values

being performed instead of the square root of the sum of squares. The high-pass video image is then

thresholded togenerate the 1-bit edge map. The edge map isdilated orexpanded by logical convolution

to join broken contours and toreduce the bandwidth of the signal before down-sampling in the contour

tracer. Allblocks inthe 2-D processor generate a2-D raster representation of an image from an input 2-D

raster representation.

Currently, all of the processing blocks in figure 1(except the pattern matcher) have been imple

mented with custom chips. The pattern matching is being performed onaSUNworkstation. It would be

possible to either develop acustom chip to perform this task or to use a fast general purpose signal pro

cessor. At present very littie processing is performed by the SUN and hence it does not significantly

slow down the recognition process.

3.4 RECOGNITION FEATURES

There are manydifferent ways todiscriminate objects based upon the basic information that is out

putby the contour tracer. Basic features include Fourier descriptors [1], invariant moments[2] and the

curvature signal itself. There are several other features that can be computed from the curvature of an

object.
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3.4.1 Fourier Descriptors

To generate the Fourier descriptors, the set of (X,Y) points of the contour is parameterized by a

single variable. A complex sequence, z„, is generated from the (X,Y) pair bysetting zn =Xn+jYn. The

positions on the contour represented in this way are a complex-valued periodic sequence of a single

parameter. The DFT of z„ can be obtained but the resulting DFT coefficients are not invariant with

respect to translation, rotation and size. The DC term represents the position of the center of mass and

can be neglected for recognition. If the image is rotated a phase shiftappears in all terms that must be

removed. Scaling of the image results in ascaling of theFourier coefficients.

Different ways for normalizing the Fourier coefficients have been suggested from simply normaliz

ing the magnitude of each coefficient bythe magnitude of the first harmonic [3] tomore complicated nor

malization schemes, m the first scheme, the normalized coefficients are invariant to translation, rotation

and scaling because the term with absolute position information is discarded, the phase information

which contains rotational information is alsodiscarded and the restof the coefficients are normalizedto

remove scaling information. Granlund [1] suggests amore complicated normalization technique which is

supposed toretain more "significant" information regarding the shape of the image.

Tests have shown that the first 8 normalized coefficients are sufficient for recognizing several dif

ferent images but more coefficients may be needed todistinguish objects that are very similar. A stan

dard EFT should not be used because the number of points will, in general, notbe a power of two.

Further, it isnotnecessary tocompute all DFT coefficients. If only 8 normalized coefficients are needed,

approximately 19 coefficients must becomputed. Theextra coefficients represent theterms used tonor

malize the final 8 coefficients and the negative frequency terms which are not the complex conjugate of

the positive frequency terms.

The DFTcomputation requires approximately 2Nm complex multiply adds for input signals with

N points and m normalized Fourier coefficients. The matching requires very few operations since only

m (typically 8) numbers mustbecompared for each image.
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3.4.2 Invariant Moments

Invariant moments have been used tocharacterize objects. Thebasic technique is tocompute some

number ofmoments forthe object where the p,qrt moment isdefined by:

* y

where /XJ is 1 if the point (x,y) is inside the object and 0 otherwise. As with the Fourier descriptors,

these basic moments are not invariant with respect to translation, size or rotation. Bynormalizing the

computed moments, a setof invariant moments is obtained. Forexample, invariance to translation can be

obtained by replacing xp with (x-xf and y* with (y-y)q in the equation above. Again, it has been

found that only a few moments arenecessary todistinguish several objects.

3.4J Curvature Signal

The curvature can be matched directly topreviously measured curvature signals for the template

images if the sequences are scaled and shifted with respect to each other. Spatial scaling, making the

sequences the same length, removes the effects of size variations and shifting accounts for a possible

relative rotation. These one dimensional signals can inprinciple be treated just like speech signals and

matched similarly [4].

When matching the curvature signals directly, the two signals must first be made the same length.

When scaling, the choice must be made whether to simply decimate the longer length signal or interpo

late the the shorter length signal or to use a dynamic time warp algorithm. Once the two signals are the

same length, the difference between the two can be computed at each point and the square of the error

accumulated. This accumulated error iscalled the score and must be computed for every possible align

ment. The lowest score among the different orientations is taken to be the score between the signals.

The process is then repeated for each test image. The current image is assumed to be the same as the

template image that produced the lowest score.

If N is the signal length and k is the number of template images, the direct matching technique

requires at most kN2 subtract-square- accumulates in addition to the operations required for the size nor

malization and the filtering. This number can bereduced by terminating the matching process if the error
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for the current alignment exceeds the minimum error computed for aprevious alignment

It can be shown that these operations can be performed in the frequency domain. The total number

of operations can bereduced by using fast transforms toonly kNlog (N) if the sequences can be made to

have lengths thatare powers of two. Matching theauto-correlation coefficients instead of the fullcurva

ture has also been suggested. This would reduce the total number of computations toonly N2+kN, orless,

if not all N coefficients are needed in the matching procedure. Both of these techniques would require

additional algorithm development

3.4.4 Feature based recognition

A very promising recognition technique is based upon features which can becomputed as the con

tour is traced. Currently, three features are being investigated: the ratio of area to perimeter squared [5]

(~£i)> ^ sum ofP°sitive values ofthe low-pass filtered curvature signal (FCS), and the variance ofthe

FCS.

A
Essentially, — measures the"circularity" of theimage. The ratio has amaximum value for acir

cle and is zero for aline. The variance of the FCS reflects the "pointyness" of the image. Ideally, acircle

has constant curvature and therefore zero variance of the FCS. For "pointy" objects, such as a multi-

pointed star, the variance of the FCS is large. Thesum of positive values of theFCS is a function of how

far the image deviates from aconvex shape. For all convex objects, the FCS always has anegative sign

(and sums to a constant) and the sumof positive values is zero. For non-convex shapes theFCS can be

positive at some points. The larger the sumof positive values of the FCS, themore areas of the image

are concave.

Calculations and simulations showed that these features were reasonably distinct for some simple

objects and hence couldbe used as thebasis of a feature-based recognizer.

A
It is obvious that in thecontinuous case, — is invariant withrespect to translation and rotation of

theobject fromthe definitions of area andperimeter. Sincethe area andthe perimeter squared haveunits

of linear dimension squared, scaling does not effect the ratio. This can be shown more rigorously by the
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examining the definitions of area and perimeter in polar coordinates:

P=jr(Q)dQ

A=j±r\Q)dB
if theobjectis scaled by k (such thatr*(8) =kri(Q)):

P(k) =jrk(Q)dQ =jkrl(Q)d9 =kP(l)

A(*) =jjrk\Q)dQ=jl**r?<e>/e=k2A (1)
then:

A(k) _ k2A(l) _ A(l)
P\k) k2P\\) P\\)

The continuous curvature signal will not vary with the rotation of the object except for ashift inthe

curvature. Therefore, ideally, the sum of positive values and the variance of the FCS will be invariant

with respectto the object orientation.

Features based on the FCS are notinvariant with respect to the object size. The problem can be

seen bylooking attwo types ofcontours, one with continuous slope orbounded curvature (e.g. an ellipse)

and one with discrete changes of slope orunbounded curvature (e.g. a square). It can be shown that the

variance of the curvature for the first and second cases varies differently as the sizeis varied. If the con

tour is represented by rk = kr(Q), where k is a spatial scaling factor, then for the continuous curvature

case, <5l„(k) =-y0*„,(l).

This relationship can be established bynoting that the curvature inpolar coordinates isgiven by:

2

r*2+2
curv(k)=-

dr.

dQ
d2lL
dQ2

-rK

r?+
drk

,3

dQ

= —curv(\)

then a^v(^)=p-a^v(l)

For the discrete curvature case, the curvature as a function of the scaling factor k and the position

on the contour, n, is:

curvn(k) = 2 a$(n-kni)
i=0
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and the variance is defined as:

<*L,(.k) =En[curv2(k)]-E2[curvH(k)]
where the estimate of the expected value of curv2 isgiven by:

En[c«rvB2(*)] =-i-T2: curv2(k) =-±-X ^a^n-km)
/v|C/»=o Aru;„s=ol=o

similarly, the estimate of the mean of the curvature is:

tffcwv.flfe)]-
*i=0

2 b

so, the estimate of the variance is:

kc2m,(k) =a~

The difference between the two cases can beexplained qualitatively. In the first case, the variance

of curvature decreases as the image is scaled up because the curvature itself decreases in magnitude by

—. In the second case, the curvature does not change inmagnitude, but the contour is longer and hence

the variance only decreases by —. If it isassumed that the image is dominated bysharp corners and the

values of a or k are sufficiently large, then the value ka^k) should be reasonably insensitive with

respect to size variation.

Although a^n, is not invariant with respect to the object size, the feature is not totally useless.

Because the relative size of the object can be easily determined, by computing the area or perimeter,

features which vary with object size can be measured and stored for various object sizes. When recog

nizing, the size of the object can then be used to choose the most appropriate feature value for com

parison from the set of stored values. This is noteasily extended to the use of features thatare not rota-

tionally invariant because there is nosimple way of measuring the object orientation tochoose the most

appropriate feature value.

Although it is possible to use features that vary strongly with objectsize, it is convenient to use

features which vary as little as possible. If the features do not vary greatly, it is possible to store only a
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few values of the feature for different sizes andinterpolate between the stored values.
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CHAPTER IV HARDWARE CHOICES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Image processing algorithms have been implemented inmany different types of hardware. These

include: large arrays of processors (e.g. MPP [1,10], CLIP [2]), data-flow processors (e.g. ImPP [3]),

pyramid connections of processors (e.g. NON-VON [4]), processors built from very high speed general

purpose components and custom image processors that have architectures designed for aparticular image

processing algorithm. Within these broad groups is still the choice as towhether the data isprocessed in

abit-serial or bit-parallel manner. The choice ofaparticular type ofhardware isdependent upon system

tradeoffs, including: programming ease, cost size, and expandability. Toachieve real-time performance

in asmall area we have designed dedicated image processors with bit-parallel arithmetic (when the data

is n bits wide then weuse an bitwide data path). With this choice, we can guarantee that all hardware

elements are fully utilized and no excess hardware is included. However, the circuit design time (over all

applications) isprobably greater for the custom chips than for the arrays ofidentical processors.

42 MAJOR ISSUES

4.2.1 System Cost

Normally it is desired to minimize the "cost" of aparticular system. The problem is that there are

many types ofcosts. For example there is the development costwhich includes the cost ofdesigning any

ICs or other components which go into the system. There are also costs in building and operating the

system. These include, materials (chips, boards, etc), power, maintenance andlabor, which increases as

the number of components in the system increases. Building compact high performance processors

minimizes the cost of building and operating the system while increasing the development cost On the
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other hand, large arrays of similar processors may decrease thedevelopment costby increasing the other

costs. If thedevelopment time of compact processors can be reduced, a lower total cost may be achiev

able. Wehave developed a design methodology which reduces the design time byre-using hardware in a

hierarchical wayandutilizing CAD tools toquickly assemble theremaining hardware.

422 Processors Constructed from High Speed MSI Components

Oneof the most common approaches to implementing image processing algorithms in hardware is

to use fast bipolar adders and multipliers that are assembled at the system level from discrete chips.

These systems usually have a very high cost because the components areexpensive and require a large

board area and consume a great deal of power (most of the fast adders andmultipliers are bipolar cir

cuits). Because the components are general purpose, pipelining (and hence lower power circuits) often

can not be employed even when it is allowed by the algorithms. Further, little or no parallelism is

obtained within each chip somany chips must beused toincrease the system throughput

Systems built with these components would not besuitable forhigh volume products which require

low power consumption and small system size. They are most useful for low-volume programmable

development systems that need higher processing speeds than those commonly found in general purpose

computers.

423 Problems with General Purpose Image Processors

The problem with using general purpose processors, including arrays of similar (possibly systolic

[9]) processors, data-flow machines and pyramid processors is that ingeneral the hardware is not fully

utilized and there is excess hardware overhead in the processor. Thehardware will be under-utilized if

some processing elements are inactive because data is not available due to I/O bandwidth problems

and/or inadequate inter-processor communication orbecause the algorithm can simply be performed with

fewer processors. Excess hardware includes control, computational and/or storage elements that arenot

inherently necessary forperforming the algorithm. Processors which try tospan a wide range of diverse

applications will have to include allhardware that is necessary for any of the applications. Inevitablely,

some of this hardware willnotbeneeded forsome algorithms. Forexample, a general purpose processor
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may include an ALU that can perform multiplications, additions and logical operations. If only power of

two multiplications are required, a fully parallel multiplier would be excess hardware. If only AND and

OR operations were needed (as is the case in aclass of image processing algorithms [chapter 2, 18 and

19]), the adder-multiplier section would be useless. Because of these problems, solutions using these

types of processors typically require much more hardware for agiven application than asolution utilizing

custom circuits. If more hardware is used than is needed, the system cost will increase due to greater

space and power demands. Further, because the hardware of these "general purpose" processors is fixed,

the algorithm will often require more time or hardware for execution than it would in a custom architec

ture that is bettersuitedto the particular application.

This problem is much more severe for image processing (with asample rate that is comparable to

the circuit clock rate) than for audio signal processing. For the audio case, general purpose processors

are available that can perform awide range of tasks onasingle chip (e.g. TMS 320). The reason for this

is that most audio signal processing algorithms are based upon a few standard operations (multiplication

and addition) and the circuit clock rate is typically several orders of magnitude greater than the sample

rate. Therefore, a single fast processor with aRAM, adder and multiplier can bedesigned in which the

hardware can be almost fully utilized and little excess hardware is included. Because there are many

clock cycles per sample (typically) under utilized processors do not add to the system cost as long as the

algorithm does not require more cycles for execution than c , rate . La addition, any excess
sample rate

hardware only occurs once.

For most image-processing algorithms, a great deal of parallelism in the hardware is required to

achieve real-time operation. The optimum inter-connection of these processors is dependent upon the

particular algorithm being implemented. The operations performed by the processor also vary from algo

rithm to algorithm. For this case, any excess hardware and under utilized processors caused by poor

inter-processor communication both add significantly to the total hardware costs of the system. The

excess hardware of the processor is nowmultiplied by thenumber of processors (as noted, some suggest

the use of 32K processors). Under utilized processors increase the overall hardware cost by increasing

thetotal number of processors required to increase thethroughput of theless efficient processors.
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Of course, thereis one majordifference between mostof the general imageprocessors and thecus

tom processors. The general processors can usually be programmed to handle a wider range of tasks

while the custom processors perform a limited class of applications. This maybe a desirable feature for

algorithm development but in an actual system where cost is important and the algorithms are fixed, a

few custom chips which have been optimized for a particular class of algorithms may be preferable to

many boards full of general purpose chips. In addition, it is important to note that the general purpose

chips weredesigned to execute a class of algorithms. For algorithms outside of this classof anticipated

algorithms, theperformance of thegeneral purpose hardware may decrease dramatically.

4.2.4 Bit Serial Vs. Bit ParaUel

For any of the general classes of hardware discussed, it is possible to implement the arithmetic

units in a bit-serial or bit-parallel manner. Many of the large processing arrays (MPP, CLIP) use bit-

serial techniques. It is thought that since a very large array of processors is being created it is important

to make each processor as small as possible. However, bit-serial arithmetic units are inherently less

efficient in the utilization ofsilicon area than bit-parallel units when thesample rateand clock rate are the

same(or nearly so). This is a resultof the fact thatstateof the systemmustbe storedin eithercase. For

example, in an accumulator, the entiredata wordmustbe stored. In the bit serialcase, there will be one

bitof adder for every N (the word width) bits ofstorage, while inthe bit-parallel case there will beN bits

of adder for 7v* bits of storage. In the bit-serial scheme there must beN times as many processors to

maintain thesamethroughput Under this condition, thenumber of single bit adder cellswillbe thesame

for both cases but the bit-serial hardware will have N times the number of storage cells. Bit-serial pro

cessors also have the disadvantage that the parallel inputpixel valuesmust be convertedto serial and the

serial processor outputs must beconverted toparallel. It seems that the goal of these processing arrays is

to achieve a high degree of parallelism and bit-parallel arithmetic would be oneway to achieve greater

parallelism.

These ideas are illustrated in figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows a bit-serial accumulator with one

adder bit and anTV-bit shift register (the accumulator). In figure 2 a bit-parallel accumulator is shown.

Now theTV-bit shiftregister has been replaced by an TV-bit parallel register and the single adder bit has
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been replaced by a bit-parallel adder. If a system with N bit-serial processors isused toachieve the same

throughput as the bit-parallel processor, the bit-serial system will have over/v*2 bits ofstorage compared

toTV bitsof storage for thebit-parallel system.

Reg •—1

N bit Shift Register

bit serial in 1—»tan coul

A
B out

bit serial out

—»

[•bit adder

Figure 1. Bit-Serial Accumulator
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Figure 2. Bit-Parallel Accumulator

For audio bandprocessing, this problem does notexistbecause thesample rate is much lower than

the clock rate andonly one adder bit needs to be included foreach addition in the algorithm. The total
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number of storage bits would beroughly thesame forboth thebit-serial andbit-parallel schemes.

43 COMPARISONS OF IMAGE PROCESSOR PERFORMANCE

Some comparisons of estimated execution times fordifferent image processing algorithms on vari

ous image processors is shown in tables 1 and 2. It should benoted that allof the processors except the

custom processors require external buffers to store the image frame. The relative strengths and

weaknesses ofeach processor can be explained by examining the architecture ofthe processors.

processor # chips external

storage

function

median thresh 3x3 conv 7x7 log conv
CLIP many yes X 4.5 45.5 1.74

MPP 2000 yes .28 .04 .69 .24

ImPP yes X 66 3000 15000

RISP yes X 5.1 47.2 257

Kungl yes N/A N/A 58 N/A

Kung2 yes N/A N/A 33 N/A

custom 1 no 33 N/A N/A N/A

custom 2 no N/A 33 N/A N/A

custom 3 no N/A N/A 33 N/A

custom 4 no N/A N/A N/A 33

Table 1. Image Processor Execution Time (in mSec) Comparisons for 512 x 512 Images

processor
function

area perimeter center of mass total

CLIP 4.0 0.5 3.0 36.0

MPP 0.5 0.5 3.0 4.0

custom 5 & 6 - - - 24.0

Table 2. Image Processor Execution Time (in mSec) Comparisons for 128 x 128 Images

4.3.1 Single Chip General Purpose Processors

The ImPP data-flow machine exemplifies (figure 3) the problems of general purpose processors.

This circuit has a general purpose arithmetic logic unit and acircular pipeline to prevent the system from

becoming memory bound. The programmable controller reads the "tokens" attached to the incoming data
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and decides ifit should be queued for processing orpassed through. When all pieces ofdata for apartic

ular operation have arrived, the controller sends the data tothe arithmetic unit for processing.

output output

contr

output

queue
Queue

\

1

ALU
data

memory

!

input input

contr

link
—*

function

table table

Figure 3. ImPP Processor

Toperform these operations a fairly complex controller is required. Because the control circuitry

is large, less room isavailable for computational elements. The data storage and arithmetic unit (asingle

alu and multiplier) occupy only about 35% of the chip area. Further, the multiplier and the adder must

be used indifferent cycles so that arithmetic operations are only performed at a 5 Mhz rate. Acommon

image processing task, 3x3 convolution, can be performed with this circuit. Inreal-time video signals,

the data appears in a known order and the data-flow aspects of the chip are not necessary. What are

needed are arithmetic units toperform at a 10 MHz rate the 9 multiplies and 8 additions (170 Mops/Sec)

that are required to achieve real-time operation. Because resources are putinto thecontrol section instead

of the arithmetic section of the chip, this chip takes 3 sec toperform the 3x3 convolution. The custom

processor described in section 7.3 completes a 3x3 convolution in real-time (33 mSec). However, ImPP

can be programmedto perform a wide range of tasks.

The twoorders of magnitude reduction in throughput is caused partially by theuseof a lower exe

cution rate(5 MHz) for theImPP (x2reduction) andonly being allowed to perform onearithmetic opera

tion percycle instead of 17(xl7 reduction). This only accounts for a throughput reduction bya factor of

34. The remaining degradation in throughput canprobably be attributed to the needto fetch coefficients
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for themultiplication operations from thedata RAMand other general operational overhead.

ImPP is also much larger (in normalized units) than the custom processor. The ImPP processor

was implemented in a 1.75 \i NMOS processor and was 7 mmonaside. This corresponds toarea of 256

mm2 when scaled for a4 \l technology. The area ofthe custom processor, fabricated with a4 \x technol

ogy,is only42 mm2.

It is also interesting to note that ImPP can notperform the 7x7 logical convolution faster than 3x3

linear convolution. This is because the bit-parallel architecture does not make it possible toperform sin

gle bit operations any faster and hence it takes longer to perform the operations on the 49 single-bit

values ina7x7 region than on the 9 multi-bit values ina3x3 region. When performing logical convolu

tion, the entire 16x16 multiplier is basically useless.

Another issue of importance is the time required for circuit development. The ImPP isavery com

plex (110K transistors) circuit that inevitably required alarge development time. Our 3x3 convolver util

izes information about the convolution algorithm to allow the use arelatively simple array ofprocessors

thatcould be designed quickly.

The author of a paper describing a general purpose image processor [8] that contains more transis

tors than ImPP but does not have the complex data flow mechanisms, said that the total development time

for the chip was 50 man years. In comparison, the total development time for our set of eight chips,

including the3x3 convolver, was only1.5 man years.

Another single chip processor has been recently introduced for Real-time Image Signal Processing

(RISP [5]). It is similar to ImPP except that RISP is not a data-flow processor and achieves a higher

clock rate (cycle time is less than 20 nSec) by using a bipolar technology. In addition, with RISP it is

possible toperform both amultiplication or division and an addition inthe same cycle. The RISP proces

sor (figure 4)has been designed toperform local image processing and stores alocal region (5 x 5) of the

image inaset of internal registers. In general, RISP looks very much like general purpose signal proces

sors. It has a small data RAM (16 words), coefficient RAM (32 words) and a multiplier, accumulator

structure. The processor is microprogrammable.
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video in

Figure 4. RISP Processor

It can be seen that this processor outperforms the ImPP for the algorithms shown. However, this

processor still can not perform the 3x3 linear convolution orthe 7x7 logical convolution in real time.

Although the circuit gets a speed advantage (approx. x5) over the custom processors by running at a

higher clock rate, it loses this advantage by not having more parallel arithmetic units (x— disadvantage

49for 3x3 convolution and x— disadvantage for 7x7 convolution). The overall execution time for 3x3

convolution is about 1.7 times greater than that of the custom chip.

Although these general purpose single chip processors can perform local operations reasonably

well, it is not clear how efficiently they could perform more global operations such as contour tracing,

and the determination of the area, perimeter and center of mass of an object inthe image.

4.3.2 General Purpose Array Processors

Arrays (figure 5) of thousands of processors (CLIP, MPP, NON-VON) suffer for similar though

less dramatic reasons. Papers discussing the relative prowess of these machines usually include tables
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showing orders of magnitude reductions in execution time forcertain algorithms compared to a standard

machine such as a VAX. The problem is that theexecution time perprocessor is normally much higher

for the large arrays than for the VAX. This indicates that the value (number of operations performed per

unittime) perprocessor is much lower because thehardware is not fully utilized or because thearchitec

ture is poorly suited to thealgorithm. Oneexample, thatresults in poorprocessor utilization, is thecom

putation of an image histogram.

Computing the histogram of an image (discussed in chapter II) simply requires the number of

occurrences of each gray level be computed. This can be accomplished by storing the number of

occurrences of each gray level (for typically 256 gray levels) in a RAM. For each pixel the value

representing the previous number of occurrences of that gray level is incremented. This is repeated for

each pixel in theimage. It canbe seen thatonly two memory accesses (one readandonewrite) andone

increment need beperformed perpixel. Acustom processor consisting of a 256x18 RAM and one adder

(withassociated pipelineregisters, etc)couldperform thistaskin real time.

The 32K processor NON-VON machine is organized in a tree of planes. Each plane has half as

many processors as the plane below it The processors can communicate with 4 neighbors in the same

plane. In addition, the processors inone plane can communicate with the parent inthe plane above (each

parent has two children).

Each processor has a bit-serial ALU with local RAM, registers andI/Ocircuitry andhas a structure

like that shown in figure 6 (MPP and CLIP also have a very similar structure).

The NON-VON machine barely achieves real-time (for a 128 x 128 image) performance when

computing ahistogram, requiring 4400 Professor Pgcmj^is means that each processor performed on
increment r

the average only 1 increment (only required increments are counted) every 4400 \iSec. This shows that

the processors are not performing useful operations very often. The 16K processor MPP performed

much worse requiring 64 times real-time to compute the histogram or 128000 Processor r^ec. Qbvi-
increment

ously, these architectures are not well suited to this algorithm because a simple processor could easily

.. , processor uSec .
achieve 1-^—; «=—. A square array or pyramid array of processors is not well suited to comput-

tncrement
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ing histograms because of the overhead involved inhaving the individual processors each compute apart

of theresultandthencombinethe partial results.

<—>

<—* <—*

«—•

o o o < *

(—•

Figure 5. Processor Array

'fromV\j

—1 REG ALU

«—1 RAM

Figured. Processor

These array processors can typically perform local deterministic operations, such as convolution,

fairly efficiently. The arrays are designed tocommunicate only locally which is sufficient for these algo

rithms.
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The CLIP processor has an array of bit-serial processors arranged in a96x96 array. Each proces

sor has a limited amount of RAM and can communicate with each of its 8 nearest neighbors. The basic

processor has avery simple arithmetic unitthat can onlyperform logical operations.

TheCUP processor performs reasonably wellwith logical operations (e.g. logical convolution) but

performs poorly with multi-bit operations. Each processor isnotonlybit-serial butdoes noteven have a

full adder cell. Therefore, 1-bit additions must be performed over several cycles so that multi-bit addi

tions are much slower than single-bit operations. It should benoted that the 9.6K processor array per

forms 3x3 convolution (actually just a3x3 sum) slower than asingle chip implementation (custom 2). In

addition, CLIP computes the area, perimeter and center of mass in more time than a two chip solution

(custom 5 and 6). Although each arithmetic-logical unit should bequite small, each processor still has

substantial I/O and storage (as discussed earlier in the comparisons between bit-serial and bit-parallel

processors). Therefore, it appears that this approach results in a large system that performs worse than a

single chip forsomecommonalgorithms.

It is interesting to see why an array of nearly 10K processors can notperform a3x3 convolution in

less time than a custom chip with9 multiplying accumulators. First, CLIP has clockrate that is one fifth

that of the custom chip. The bit-serial nature of CLIP reduces its throughput by a factor of

N=data word width =10. Inefficient inter-processor communication reduces throughput byafactor of

2. Finally, because each processor does not have a full adder cell, the throughput is reduced further by a

factor of about 20 (because each single bit addition requires about 20 cycles). Taking all of this into

account, each CLIP processor has an effective throughput of only —£—- of that of one custom processor

so that the 9.6K processors provide the throughput of only 4.8 custom processors. The custom 3x3 con

volver has 9multiplying-accumulator processors and hence has greater processing power for performing

3x3 convolutions than CLIP.

When performing logical operations, CLIP performs better. Because logical operations are single-

bit and do notrequire a full adder, the use of a bit-serial processor and the lack of a full adder does not

degrade performance. In this case the effective throughput of each processor is only — that of the cus-
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torn processor. It can beseen from the table that the performance of CLIP compared to the custom pro

cessoris relativelybetter for logical thanlinear convolution.

The MPP was built byGoodyear for NASA. It has 16K processors organized ina plane with 128

processors ona side. Each processor has access to 1Kbits ofRAM also organized inplanes (total RAM

is 16 Mbit). The memory planes get data from and send data to the "S" plane. The "S" plane isabuffer

that loads data from (or sends data to) the staging memory and transfers the data inone cycle toor from

the RAM. The staging memory is another buffer which is used to convertdata from a format used in the

host computer to the plane format (bit serial) for use by the processors. In addition toaVAX 11/780 host

computer, thesystemhas aPDP-11 operating as acontrol processor.

Each processor contains a bit-serial adder, 6 one-bit registers, a variable length shift registers and

control logic. Each processor can communicate with four neighbors.

MPP performs much better than CLIP and always achieves better throughput than the single chip

solutions. The main reasons for this seem to be that MPP has a higher clock rate and better inter-

processor and frame buffer I/O that seems tobeable tokeep the processors operating alarge percentage

of the time. In addition, there is a full adder in each MPP processor. MPP performs relatively worse

when computing the area, perimeter and center of mass, indicating that the architecture is not as well

suitedto these types of computations.

MPP does require an enormous amount of hardware to achieve the high computation rate that it

does. Eight MPP processors were put on a single chip, each 6.0x3.3 mm2 ina5 p: technology. A com

plete system iscomposed of2000 of these chips which occupy 25300 mm 2(normalized toa4 \i process).

For this system, the time-size product for 3x3 convolution on 512x512 images is 17.5 Sec mm2 not

including data storage and control hardware. For the custom 3x3 convolver chip, the time-size product is

only 1.4 Sec mm2 for the entire circuit MPP also requires large amounts of storage (memory planes, "S"

plane, the staging memory) and auxiliary control processors that were not taken into account in this

measure.
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433 What About I/O?

One thing that seems to be universally ignored when discussing these large computing arrays is

where the datacomes fromandgoesto. Presumably, in a real application theremustbe a sourceandsink

of data. The amount of time taken togetdata into andoutof the array andwhether this is a significant

partof thetotal processing time is notdiscussed. ForSIMD (single instruction multiple datastreams) pro

cessors without additional hardware toquickly load allprocessors in the array with new data, it is likely

that all processors will be inactive during the time when the data is being loaded into the array and read

outof the array because the entire array will not have valid data. Without at least two complete storage

arrays some frames could notbeprocessed when operating from a standard video signal.

It is notobvious how the array performs when the number ofprocessors in the array is smaller than

the number of pixels in the image because, in this case, it may benecessary to load the image into the

array partbypart forprocessing. In this case, the I/O considerations arevery important because it does

notmatter if thecomputation time canbereduced to 15 \xSec if theloading ofdatatakes 33mSec.

43.4 SpecialPurposeComputing Arrays

Kung [6,7] has proposed two systolic arrays thatperform specific functions such as 3x3 convolu

tions. The goal is to minimize the amount ofexcess hardware included ineach processor and tokeep all

processors fully utilized by designing a processor dedicated toa single algorithm. This is very similar to

the approach that we have chosen except that Kung has decided tokeep the constraint of using systolic

arrays.

The first attempt byKung (Kung 1 in table 1)utilized a bit-serial basic processor (figure 7). A 3x3

array of 9 basic cells along with a row interface to sum the results from each row is used to compute a

3x3 convolution. However, because of the bitserial nature of the processor, the throughput is only —
o

that of a bit-parallel design. To increase the throughput, Kung suggests adding more (3) 3x3 arrays in

parallel. This circuit was projected to produce only one valid result every 175 nSec. Disadvantages of

this approach include the need for access to 5 lines of video data (for 3x3 convolution), the need for

parallel to serial and serial toparallel converters and the need formany storage bits in the complete pro-
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Figure7. Bit-Serial SystolicConvolutionCell

cessor array. Itcan be seen that each processor has 32 bits ofstorage (registers needed to make the pro

cessor systolic). To achieve real-time operation, about 54 processors with a total of1728 bits ofstorage

(pipeline registers) will be needed. The custom chip has only 9MACs, each ofwhich has 3 10-bit regis

tersfor a totalof 270 storage bits.
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Figure 8. Bit-Parallel Systolic Convolution CeU

The basic processor thatKung proposes for a bit-parallel implementation is shown in figure 8. To

make a kxk convolver out of these processors, k2 basic processors are connected in a linear
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configuration. A system made up of these processors requires only 2 streams of data for any length

impulse response (with the previous processors, the number of data streams increased with the vertical

length of the impulse response). Further, because he uses a one-dimensional array, the data in the two

streams is required in an order that is different than that obtained by normal raster scanning of an image.

This means that arandom access frame buffer that can beread at twice the data rate would berequired to

generate the data for the systolic array.

Like thebit-parallel case, thebit-parallel processor has many registers that are required tomake the

processor systolic. Kung's convolver requires 90 registers, 9 adders and 9 multipliers while the custom

circuit needs 27 registers, 12 adders and 9 multipliers. Because the registers are about 1/3 the sizeof a

full adder, Kung's design would likely belarger if itwere actually built

4.4 DEDICATED ARCHITECTURES FOR SPACE EFFICIENT PROCESSORS

One way to minimize the amount of hardware needed to perform a particular application is to

design the system and circuit blocks so that each block performs its part of the application in real time.

Instead of ignoring the problem of I/O bandwidth, each chip is designed to eliminate the problem by

accepting astandard video stream as input and generating astandard video stream as output In this way,

the I/O requirements do not increase as the amount of processing increases. The blocks can simply be

inserted in the video stream and generate amodified video stream that can be utilized by the next proces

sor (figure 9). As more processing functions are required, more blocks are added to the system. One

obvious benefit of all this is that the frame buffers are notneeded atall (for all of theother circuits dis

cussed an external frame bufferorstorage device is needed).
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Figure 9. Possible Connection of Real-Time Processors
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The netresult of having all chips operate inreal time is that each processing element must perform

all data buffering for the algorithm that it is executing. It may appear that all that has been done is to
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move the storage problem from offchip to on chip. This may be somewhat true, but each algorithm may

only need to buffer part of the video image instead of the entire image. In addition, the way inwhich

data is accessed from the buffer can be exploited to simplify the buffer design. For example, to perform

2-dimensional convolution requires thestorage of atleast n-1 lines for an nxn convolution. If the archi

tecture ischosen properly, the data required by processing elements are exactly one video line apart For

this architecture (different from Kung's), the storage requirements can be met with n-1 line delays. It

should benoted that as n increases, only the number of line delays increases, notthe rate at which data

must be read from the line delays. Although the bandwidth of each line delay does not increase, the

bandwidth of the entire data buffer increases because the number ofline delays increased.

This approach works very well for local operations that require limited storage capacity. For more

global operations (e.g. contour tracing), the total amount ofrequired storage is larger. The contour tracer

has to store an entire frame on chip, but the image is only asingle bit wide and thus the storage require

ments are not as severe and a 128x128 buffer could beputona4ji NMOS chip. With a more advanced

technology, the amount of storage that could be put on one chip could be increased.

Each video processor block is designed with adedicated architecture that contains only the circuits

that are needed for itsparticular function orclass of functions sothat noexcess hardware is included. In

essence this means that as many processing elements as are needed to perform the algorithm inreal time

are included on the chip, but no more. For example, to perform the histogram operation, which requires

only aRAM and an incrementer, achip with only aRAM and incrementer would be designed. To ensure

that the hardware is fully utilized, the inter-processor communication is customized to prevent

bottlenecks.
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CHAPTER V DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR FAST CIRCUIT

DEVELOPMENT

5.1 INTRODUCTION

It has been pointed out that custom processors can achieve a higher throughput in a smaller area

than general purpose processors by using architectures dedicated to particular applications. To avoid

prohibitive design times for these customcircuits, two primary techniques have been employed. First

the hardware was designed and utilized in a hierarchical manner. Secondly, CAD tools were developed

and used to assemblehardware at one level in die hierarchyfrom lower level hardware.

The techniques described made it possible to develop a set of eight custom chips in only 1.5 man

years.

5.2 THE HARDWARE HIERARCHY

The hardware hierarchy is four levels deep with hardware at one level of the hierarchy being com

posed of hardware at lower levels. At the top level of the hierarchy are the image processing systems

such as image recognition, image enhancement etc. At the next level are chips that perform basic image

processing algorithms such as convolution and contour tracing. The third level contains macrocells, or

large circuit blocks. The blocks include RAMs, ROMs, arithmetic data paths and controllers. The last

level contains the basic cells, such as: registers, adder cells and ROM cells.

The hardware at each level was designed to be re-used as often as possible in the hardware at the

next higher level. The chips are complete functional blocks such as linear and logical convolvers, look

up tables, sorting filters and contour tracers that can be used in different image processing systems or to

perform multiple functions within a single system. For example, the 3x3 sorting filter can perform both
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median filtering for noise rejection andmaximum-difference high-pass filtering foredgeextraction. The

same macrocells are used in many different chips. There are three major types of macrocells: storage

elements (ROMs, RAMs and linedelays), bit-sliced datapaths andcontrollers. Every chip is composed

primarily of these three macrocells. Finally, the same basic cells are used in different macrocells. For

example, the same line delay was used in 3 different chips and the basic arithmetic blocks were used in

the data paths of 5 different chips.

53 CAD ISSUES

In addition to re-using hardware as often as possible,CAD tools were used to assemble some of the

hardware at one level in the hierarchy from hardware at a lower level. A data-path generator automati

cally assembles bit-sliced data paths from basic cells and a module generator is used to create tiled

macrocells from the basiccells. At a higher level, a placeandroute tool is beingdeveloped to assemble

the chips from macrocells.

The worst problems encountered in the layoutof the chips are the assembly of blocks with many

details that mustbe handled individually. These include the assembly of ROMs andPLAsthat mayhave

thousands of cells thatmustbe programmed. Also in this classare data paths withcomplex signal con

nections. Random circuit routing with many nets is also a job that is often performed inefficiendy and

with many errors. The assembly of these circuits is very tedious, time consuming and error prone.

Further, small modifications can mean that theentirecircuitblockmust re-assembled so that the previous

assembly time is wasted.

There are also some circuit assembly problems which are quite easily handled. Regularly tiled

macro-cells and simple data paths can be created quickly and modified easily by hand. For example, a

data path made out of a stack of bit slices (with no additional signal routing) can be created with a single

Kic command. Regular structures such as a RAM array can similarly be created with a single Kic com

mand. Small data busses can often be routed quicklyby hand.

There is also a vast difference in the complexity of the software tools required to perform these

tasks. The module generation problem is the simplest because the entire circuit assembly is solely a func-
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tion of the cell design. With the basic cell parameters and a description of the way in which the cells are

tiled together, the circuit can be assembled. No optimization or complex algorithms are needed. The

data path generation is of slightly greatercomplexity because the programmust place and route the cells.

However, a simple data path compiler can be developed quickly if complex optimization is not per

formed. The program should perform the most tedious and errorprone parts of the task and let the user

make the higher level decisions. Finally, the most difficult task is the generalplacement and routing for

the chip assembly. This program requires a fairly complex human interface and data base system. In

addition, the more general natureof the problem makes the development time correspondingly longer as

more general(and robust) algorithmsmust be developed.

Althoughit wouldbe desirable to havetheentire chipdesign automated, some tools must be imple

mented first due to relatively high development costs for some software tools. In light of this, it was

decided to first implement the tools which provide the greatest utility for the lowest cost. Therefore, a

ROM generator was developed first; in actuality it was just adapted from a filter bank generator [1,21.

Modgen [3], a more general module generator, was developed later to allow the assembly of any tiled

macrocell. The data-path generator was developed when it became apparent that data paths with more

complex signal routing wererequired andthatthese new data paths wouldrequire too much human effort

to assemble by hand. Finally, the placer and router (FLINT [4]) is currently being developed and is

nearly finished.

Although much of each chip was hand assembled, automating the most time consuming anderror

prone aspects of the design reduced the total development time significantly. Even the assembly of a

fairly complexchip from macro cellscouldbe completed in a few days.

5.4 MODULE GENERATION

Because ROMs appear in many circuitsand areexceedinglydifficult to correctlyprogramby hand,

it became apparent that a ROM generator wouldbe extremely valuable. The program used was simply

taken from the filter bank generator and modified for slightlydifferent input and output registers androw

buffers. The program explicitly specifies the tiling process as a function of the circuit parameters. The

circuit parameters include the number of words, number of column decoders, number of outputs and the
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binarycontents. In addition,programswere written to generate the binary ROM contents for each partic

ular chip because this was also a tedious task. For the linear convolver, a program determines the micro

code from the desired impulse responses. A program was used to convert an arbitrary point-wise func

tion into binary ROMcontents for look-up-table ROMs. For development of the contour tracer, a pro

gram generates the FSM contents from a state transition table. Modgen was used to generate the PLAs

and the FSM that were used in the feature extractor.

5.5 DATA-PATH GENERATION

5.5.1 Introduction

The data-path generator was developed to assemble bit-sliced data paths made up of cells accord

ing to the user's specified organization. The user specifies the organization in terms of some number of

bit slices (of the same or different types) and the way in which the slices are made of some connection of

basic functional blocks such as adders, registers, etc. All routing between cells is handled automatically.

Data regarding the terminal locations, terminal layers and the cells bounding box size are determined by

the "parse" program and stored in the file, "celldata", that is read by the generator.

Because the data-path generator was developed for the image processing chips it will be discussed

in some detail. The data-pathgenerator was used to generate the data-paths in the sorting filter, the non

linear low-pass filter, the feature extractor, a histogram chip [5], and the small storage array in the pro

grammable convolver controller.

5.5.2 Overall Organization

The data path is made up of some numberof slices.These slices stack from top to bottom (figure 1)

and data flows from left to right (or vice versa). There are two general classes of slices, those that con

tain data signals and those that do not Slices without data signals are typically top or bottom slices that

connect GND, Vdd, and the clocks to the bit slices. Data slices contain blocks which are routed accord

ing to the user-specified description. In addition, the user can specify the different slices which make up

a data path. It is possible for the user to use as many slice types as are needed. For example, one might

have a top slice (CNT for control), an MSB, EVEN and ODD (for optimized ripple carry adders) and a
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bottom slice (GND).

SLICE N

SLICE N-1

SLICE N-2

SLICE N-3

SLICE 3

SLICE 2

control SLICE 1

data signals

Figure 1. Data Path

Each slice is made up of blocks (figure 2). Typically these are basic building blocks, such as,

adders, shifters, registers, etc. Again, there is no restriction on the number of blocks. The actual imple

mentations of a block for each slice are called cells. The user simply needs them to be designed and

declared in the "celldesc" file. This file describes the Kic cells which are to be used in each slice of a

block.

All cells inagiven slice must have the same height tomake the global routing channel rectangular.

The width of cells for different blocks in the same slice can be different but the width of allcells of a

particular block must be the same.

All cellsusedin the data slices musthavesignal terminals on the left orrightsideof acell in either

polysilicon (POLY) or diffusion (DIFF)- Control terminals mustbe on the top or bottom of the cell in

metal. The slices withoutdata signals may havetwo types of terminals. The first are those on the left or

right of the cell which should be connected to the terminals of thenext cell on the right or left respec

tively. These terminals are simply extended to thenextcell. The second typeof terminal is found on the
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Figure 2. Data Slice (a), Top Slice (b), Bottom Slice (c)

top or bottom of the data path (the top of the top most slice or the bottom of the bottom most slice) in

poly. These terminals correspond to control inputs and outputs and are routed according to the user

specified description.
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The user describes the placement of the blocks and the way in which the terminals of the blocks

should connect Because the data path is bit sliced, this information need only be specified once for all

slices containing data signals. The user may also specify how any signals which enter/leave the top or

bottom of the data path should be connected. These signals are typically control signals (e.g. the adder

carry input). Forexample, the usermay want to connectthe adder carry in to an invert signal to obtaina

true twos-compliment subtraction. All connections aremade within a single slice. That is, it is not possi

ble to have terminals of one slice connect to terminals of another slice. If inter-slice connections are

desired (suchas in a shifter), acell hasto be designed to maketheconnections.

5.5.3 Data-path Description

The user describes the data path in aninput file (figures 3 and4 give the syntax diagrams). There

are three mainparts to thisdescription. The first part contains the lists of external nets (nets which leave

or enter the data path for connection to another circuit block). A list for each sidegives the net name, a

netnumber and a cable name. The netnumber and thecable name are used by FLINT and are passed to

the HDL file. In addition to external signal nets, the user declares external control nets which shouldbe

handled differently than signals. These include Vdd, GND and the clocks. The program checks for the

any occurrences of "control" terminals on the boundary of the data path and marks theposition of the ter

minalsappropriately for FLINT in the HDL file.

The next part of the data-path description is a listof theslice types which gives thename of the

slice type and whether that slice has data signals ornot. Finally, comes the description of how the slices

are constructed.

5.5.4 Slice description

The slice description was chosen to make things simple for the user andthe data-path generator.

Basically, this part of thedescription declares alistof blocks and theconnections of anyrouted terminals

on each block. The basic format is "block (terminal=net terminal=net...)". Since most blocks have a

single input andoutput, the connection of these signals can be described easily through use of a redirect

symbol,">". This symbol is used similarly to theUNIX pipeandredirect. The symbol ">" usedbeforea
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Figure 3. Syntax Diagram for the Data Path

block declaration indicates where the standard input of a block (the terminal labeled "in") should come

from and where the standard output (the terminal labeled "out") should go when used after a block

declaration. The standard input can be connected to a net or to the standard output of another block.

Similarly, the standard output can be connected to a net or to the standard input of another block. If a

block has more than one input or output these connections must be described explicitly in a parameter

list This setup is completely general, in that any connection of blocks with any number of terminals can

always be made. The defaults are simply included to prevent having to explicitly specify every connec

tion.

Connections to terminals on the top and bottom of the data path are specified by putting

"T/terminal=net" or "B/terminal=net" in the parameter list respectively.

The slice description not only gives the information of how blocks are connected but also of the
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physical placement of the blocks. The blocks are placed in the same order they are described in in the

input description. It would be possible tohave the program choose a block placement which minimizes

the number of tracks needed for the channel routing. This creates a problem if the user has a different

optimization criteria than the program. For example, the user may not care if the channel route required 5

or7 tracks but may care agreat deal if two critical blocks are put on opposite ends of the data path.

5.5.5 Creating Extra Space

A function is available to force more space between blocks. It can be used tocreate space in the

circuit for something that the data-path generator can not handle such asinter-slice routing. If "space(n)"

is inserted between two blocks, n Kic units will beadded to the space between the two blocks. 100 Kic

units is one lambda. The useralsohassome control overthepitch of thebitslices. If theminimum slice

height is less than the user declared pitch, the slices are simply spaced out to achieve the desired pitch.

Thisoptionmakes it possible to attach a datapath to another circuitwhich has a different bitpitch.
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5.5.6 Constants

The previous discussion has assumed that all data bit slices have identical blocks and connections.

If this were the case, it would be possible, but notvery easy to implement constants in the data path. A

constant parameter can be specified in the parameter list which tells the compiler how to modify the

block in each slice (not each slice type). For example, suppose for theblock counter, twocounter cells

exist countO (loads 0) and count1 (loads 1). To generate a counter which loads the value "10011", one

wouldput"counter (const=10011,..." in theSLICEdescription.

5.5.7 Capabilities

To improve the final circuit some degrees of freedom are given to the cell designer. More than

one terminal canexist for a givensignal. Typically, a terminal in eachlayer (POLY andDIFF) couldbe

brought out With this extra freedom, the generator can more likely abut two blocks or choose routing

layers to avoid metal or buried contacts to minimize channel width. Also terminals can be defined which

are larger than the minimum conductor width, so the generator can choose the point to contactthe termi

nal.

Handling these extra capabilities is not too difficult when there are few nets to be routed, but makes

general routing more difficult Forexample, to check if a river route is possible is fairly easy when each

net has only two terminals and only one layer. Adding the extra terminals and layers (and the possibility

of making buried contacts) makes this problem non-trivial.

5.5.8 Routing Strategy

There are basically five routing problems which must be solved. The nets at the top and bottom of

the data path must be routed. In these cases, all terminals are on one side of the routing channel. There

are three distinct routing problems in the data slices. First there is the routing of global nets above the

blocks. Since these nets must cross metal control lines, the nets are routed in poly. Second, there are the

nets that must connect from a cell to the global routing channel Finally, there are the nets that are local,

that go from one cell to another without entering the global routing channel. To simplify the problem and

produce a small routing channel, certain decisions were made. The nets that enter the global routing
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channel are routed in metal in a river fashion and local nets are routed in a river in poly or diffusion.

Although the local routing could be easily solved by using a channel router, it would often produce poor

results for typical channels with only one output and one or two inputs.

5.5.8.1 Global Routing

The global routing problem is simplified since all terminals are on one side of the channel. This

means that there are no vertical constraints and the channel can always be routed in the minimumnumber

of channels usinga verysimplealgorithm. To minimize therouting area, the tracks are not evenlyspaced

because thecontact pitchis greaterthanthepolypitch. Alternating tracks havetheircontacts on opposite

sides of the poly.

55.8.2 Local to Global Routing

Routing of the signals to theglobal routing channel is a riverroute problem with one terminal free

to move. These arerouted in metal since theglobal routing is done in poly andthese nets mustcross the

global nets tomake connections. Because allnets leave the local routing channel on the same side of the

channel, the channel width isdetermined bythe density orsimply the number ofnets.

55.8.3 Local Routing

The local routing is a fairly complex problem because there are obstacles (metal contacts to con

nect terminals to the global routing channel) and the terminals can beinpoly ordiffusion. Further, com

plications arise with the possibility of connecting a poly terminal to a terminal in diffusion because a

buried contact isneeded. The program checks for obstacles and proper design rule spacings tominimize

the routing channel width. To simplify the routing algorithm, only river routing is allowed. This is not

really a major restriction since most local routing channels have atmost a single net

5.5.9 Datapath Generator Operation

The program first reads the user inputfile (the datapath description) and the cell data file (lists of

cells, bounding box sizes, terminal locations, etc) andcreates the linked list data structures. The place

mentandrouting is donefor each slice typeindependently in a twopassfashion.
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On the first pass, the area required for all the local routing channels is determined, but no

geometries are actually created. This allows for differences in the area required for the local and global

routing between the different slice types. On the second pass,, the block placement is done, separating

blocks by the maximum area required (over the slice types) for the local routing. After each block has

been placed, all routing in the local channels is performed and the geometries are created. When all

blocks for the slice have been placed, the global routing above the blocks is performed, since now the

position of all global terminals is known. All terminals on the top of the cells are thenextended to cross

the poly global routing channel. This procedure is followed untilall slicetypes have beencreated. Then

the entire data path is created out of thesedifferent slicetypes andthe signals in each sliceare labeled for

simulation. At thispoint blocksmodified by theconstant parameter are inserted.

55.10 CeU Parser

In order to relieve the cell designer and users of the system from characterizing the cells in a

description file, a program was written to create the cell description file automatically. The program

"parse" reads the file "celldesc" to see which cells have been defined. It then parses each Kic file to

determine its bounding box and the position and layer of all terminals of the cell. The data is written to

the file "celldata" for use by the "compile" program. This process need only occur when a new cells are

added to the library, not every time a data path is generated.

The bounding-box information is computed as the boundary of all geometries in the cell. The ter

minals are determined from information in the "NS" layer that is put in by the cell designer. A box in the

"NS" layer with a side that touches the side of the cell indicates the terminal boundaries. A label in the

same layer that is inside the box indicates the name and mask layer of the terminal. This information also

creates documentation in the cell.

The input file "celldesc" is a list of all cells used for each block. The format is:
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BLOCK name

SLICE type cellname
SLICE type cellname

SLICE type cellname

BLOCK name

The types are defined by the user and only have meaningin the organization description in the data

path input file. The exception to this is the type "CELL". This is the default type and the cell defined as

"CELL" will be used if the type in the organization description does not exist for that block. Forexam

ple, the delay block uses the samecell for EVEN, ODD and MSB slices. So, instead of defining all three

types to have the same cell, only the "CELL" type is defined.

The operation of the parser is fairly simple. It opens each file and finds all boxes. It finds the

bounding box corners from the minimum and maximum of the box boundaries in each dimension. It then

scans thesymbolic layer (NS) for terminal names and locations. To help thedata-path generator, theter

minal information is stored by name, side of the bounding boxthe terminal is on, the layer it is in and the

boundaries (either in X or Y) of the terminal.

The parser assumes that "nice" files will beread; that is, in the format written by Kic. Kic writes

files with all geometries for agiven layer grouped together and with all layers inthe order specified inthe

.KIC file. Since all cells used in this system were developed with Kic, this isareasonable assumption. If

files that donotmeetthese requirements are tobeused, a program can bewritten tomake them "nice" or

they couldsimply be readandwrittenby Kic.

The currently used"celldesc" file is given below. It showsthe blocksthatare defined.

5.5.11 Cell Description File



BLOCK shiftright
SLICE CELL shiftright
SLICE GND shiftrightgnd
SLICE CNT shiftrightcnt
SLICE MSB shiftrightmsb

BLOCK const /for introducinghardwiredconstants/
SLICE CELL const

SLICE GND constgnd
SLICE CNT constcnt

BLOCK sidelight /interface for FLINT/
SLICE CELL sidelight
SLICE GND siderightgnd
SLICE CNT siderightcnt

BLOCK sideleft /interface for FLINT/

SLICE CELL sideleft

SLICE GND side.gnd
SLICE CNT sidexnt

BLOCK maxselect /mux for max circuit/
SLICE CELL maxsel

SLICE GND maxsel.gnd
SLICE CNT maxseUnt

BLOCK invert-clear / inverter with clear/
SLICE CELL invert-clear

SLICE GND zero-one.gnd
SLICE CNT zero-one.cnt

BLOCKzero-one / cell to generate either loworhighoutput/
SLICE CELL zero-one

SLICE GND zero-one.gnd
SLICE CNT zero-one.cnt

BLOCKsmlatch /small static latch without TS bufferorinputinverter/
SLICE GND staticlatl.gnd
SLICE CNT staticlatl.cnt

SLICE CELL staticlatl

BLOCK latch /static latch with TS buffer for convolver/
SLICE GND staticlatgnd
SLICE CNT staticlatcnt

SLICE CELL staticlat

BLOCK zero

SLICE CELL zero

SLICE GND zero.gnd
SLICE CNT zero.cnt

BLOCK sort2 /produces max(a,b) and min (a,b)/
SLICE MSB sorto

SLICE EVEN sorte
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SLICE ODD sorto

SLICE CNT sortcnt

SLICE GND sortgnd

BLOCK delay2 12 input 2 outputregister/
SLICE GND delay2.gnd
SLICE CNT delay2.cnt
SLICE CELL delay2

BLOCK increment /incrementer carry chainandsum/
SLICE EVEN carrye
SLICE ODD carryo
SLICE MSB carryo
SLICE GND carry.gnd
SLICE CNT carry.cnt

BLOCK buffer2 /dual buffer for sort circuit/
SLICE CELL buffer2

SLICE GND buffer2.gnd
SLICE CNT buffer2.cnt

BLOCK mux2to2 / switch circuit/

SLICE GND mux2to2.gnd
SLICE CNT mux2to2.cnt

SLICE CELL mux2to2

BLOCK compare /comparator- smaller than adderand inverter/
SLICE CNT comparexnt
SLICE GND compare.gnd
SLICE MSB compare.o.new
SLICE EVEN compare.e.new
SLICE ODD compare.o.new

BLOCK TSbuffer / non inv tristate buffer /

SLICE GND busdriv.gnd
SLICE CNT busdriv.cnt

SLICE CELL busdriv

BLOCK buffer / non inv superbuffer /
SLICE CELL buffer

SLICE GND buffer.gnd
SUCE CNT buffer.cnt

BLOCK mux2tol / 2 input mux - no regenerating logic /
/ has 2 inputs - 1 from control slice (delay)

— 1 for user override/

SLICE CELL mux2tol

SLICE GND mux2tol.gnd
SLICE CNT mux2tol.cnt

BLOCK possataccum /full register with pos saturation logic and feedback/
SLICE MSB sataccuml

SLICE CELL sataccuml

SLICE CNT satcnt



SLICE GND satgnd

BLOCK sataccum /full register with saturation logic and feedback/
SLICE MSB sataccuml.msb

SLICE CELL sataccuml

SLICE CNT satcnt

SLICE GND satgnd

BLOCK satregister /full register with saturation logic and feedback/
SLICE MSB sataccum.msb

SLICE CELL sataccum

SLICE CNT satcnt

SLICE GND satgnd

BLOCK possatregister /full registerwith pos saturation logic and feedback/
SLICE MSB sataccum

SLICE CELT,sataccum

SLICE CNT satcnt

SLICE GND satgnd

BLOCKposadder /2's compliment adder - carry in from preceding block/
SLICE EVEN naddce

SLICE ODD naddco

SLICE MSB naddco

SLICECNT posaddersatcnt /contains saturation logic/
SLICE GND adder.gnd2 /hascin logic for2's comp subtr/

BLOCK adder /2's compliment adder - carry in frompreceding block/
SLICE EVEN naddce

SLICE ODD naddco

SLICE MSB naddco.msb /different to handle saturation /
SLICECNT addersatcnt /contains saturation logic/
SLICEGND adder.gnd2 /has cin logic for 2's comp subtr/

BLOCK delayl / full register ph2-phl/
SLICE CELL delay
SLICE CNT delay.cntl /passes msb to next block/
SLICE GND delay1.gnd2 /flattened version of delay.gndl/

BLOCK buff / non-inverting buffer/
SLICE CELL buff

SLICE CNT buff.cnt

SLICE GND buff.gnd

BLOCK delay-clear / full registerphl-ph2 with clear/
SLICE CELL delayc
SLICE CNT delayccntl /passes msb to next block/
SLICE GND delayIcgndl /flattened version of delay.gndl/

BLOCK delay / full registerphl-ph2/
SLICE CELL delay
SLICE CNT delay.cntl /passes msb to next block/
SLICE GND delay 1.gndl /flattened version of delay.gndl/
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BLOCK minus1 /multiply by minus 1 - invert /
SLICE CELL invert

SLICE GND invertgnd
SLICE CNT invertcnt

BLOCK absvalue

/control inputs - zero and absvalue/
SLICE MSB abszero.msb

SLICE CELL abszero

SLICE CNT abszero.cnt

SLICE GND abszercgndl

BLOCK gain /variable gain (1,2,4,8)/
/control inputs shiftl,shift2,shift3/
SLICE CELL gainl /flattenedversionof 'gain'/
SLICE CNT shleftLcnt /flattened version of shleftxntV
SLICE GND gain3.gnd /saturation logic/

BLOCK modify / handles output formatconversion for video/
/control inputs negclip.binclip/
SLICECELLmodify1 /falttenedversion of modify/
SLICE GND modify.gnd
SLICE CNT modifyxnt
SLICEMSB modify1.msb /flattened version of modify.msb/

5.5.12 Nonlinear Low Pass Filter Processor

This data path (see section 7.3.6.1 for a description and blockdiagram) performs the conversion

from linear to non-linear low-pass filter. Overall it is very similar to the Sobelprocessor except that it

has morecomplicated signalconnections. Basically, thisprocessor takes an all-pass and high-pass signal

and generates the corresponding low-pass signal. If the magnitude of the high-pass signal exceeds a

threshold, the low-pass signal is output Otherwise the all-pass signal is output Pads were added to the

data path to make a completechip for fabrication. The inputdescription for this block and the plots fol

low in figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 showsthe actualworkperformed be the generator. The generatorplaced

the blocks shown in the figure and created all of the geometries shown. The full circuit plot is shown in

figure 6.

5.5.12.1 Nonlinear Low Pass Filter Input Description



/*

non linear low pass filterprocessor
5/2/85

*/

CONTROL

VoUO.Vdd

GND.O.GND

phl.O.phil
ph2.0.phi2

TOP

nofilter.40.cable5

binary.4l.cableO

BOTTOM

negclip.42.cable
absvalue.43.cable

invert.44.cable

lpf.45.cable5

LEFT

laplac_in.0.cablel
allpass_in.l0.cable2 /* input signals*/

RIGHT

out20.cable3

thresh.30.cable4 /* output signalandthreshold*/

ORGANIZATION

CNT NODATA

MSB DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD .DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

GND NODATA

SLICE

'allpass_in' > delay > 'allpass'

/* generate low pass signal */

'laplac_in' >minus1 (T/'high'='cinr)
> delay (T/'in'='cinl',T/'out'='cin2')
> adder ('inb'='allpass',T/'cin'='cin2')
> satregister > 'lowpass'
'allpass' > delay > 'allpassV
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/* generate decision */

'laplac_in'
>absvalue (T/'carry'='cin3',B/absvalue=absvalue,T/zero=nofilter,B/invert=invert)
> delay (T/*in'='cin3',T/*out'='cin4')
> adder ('inb*='thresh',T/'cin'='cin4')
>delay (B/'msb'='decision')

/* generate output */

'allpass1'

>mux2tol('inb'='lowpass',B/*in__to_out'='decision',B/inb_to_out=lpf)
> delay
>modify(T/'binarycon'=binary,B/'negclip'i=negclip)
> 'out'
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Figure 5. Non-Linear Low-Pass Filter Plot (highlevel)
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Figure6. Non-LinearLow-Pass Filter Plot(detailed)
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5.5.13 Program Documentation

The programs arebroken into several majorblocks. These are the cell parser, "parse", the user file

parser, "compile", the placement and routing routines ,"route", "localroute" and distance" and the basic

kic cell generation routines,"createkic". "datapath.h" containsthe constant and structuredefinitions.

5.5.13.1 Parse.c

The routine "nextcell" reads data from the cell description file until the next cell declaration is found. It

then will try to open this file and return the pointerto it It also copies the slice type to the output

file.

"scansymboliclayer" finds all boxes and labels in the symbolic layer. It then matches the boxes and

labels and writes the required information to the output file.

"layer" extracts the layer information from the label.

"findside" determines whichsideof thecell bounding box the terminal is on.

"readlabel" reads a label from the kic file.

"findboundbox" reads all boxes in the KIC file and computes the coordinates of the ceU"s bounding box

from that

"readbox" reads a box from the kic file.

5.5.13.2 Compile.c

This file contains routines to read in the input files and create thedata structures so that thedatapath can

be generated.

5.5.13.2.1 Parsing routines

"parseinput" scansthe user input file for the eight main fields andcalls routinesto read in the data,

"readcelldata" reads the "celldata" file andgenerates the linkedlistsofblocks, cells and terminals,

"checkerrors" checks forsome errors during the assembly process,

"netnamematch" compares the user terminalname with that in the kic cell.
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"readinput" parses the slice description of the user file and creates a list of strings. Comments are

ignored.

"readslice" parses the list of strings created by "readinput" and checks for syntax errors and creates the

linked lists of user blocks, nets and global nets.

"readparameters" reads the explicit and implicitnet connections specifiedfor a user block and adds these

to the database.

"fixnetname" gets rid of the optional single quotes from net names.

"findkeyword" determines if a string is a keyword or not

"checknets" checks for nets with only one terminal and also determines if nets exist only on the right or

left of the datapath so that they can be handledefficiently.

"findslicetypes" reads the ORGANIZATIONdescriptionand generates a list of the slice types used.

5.5.13.2.2 Data Storage and Retrieval Routines

"initstructs" initializes the linked lists.

"addnets" adds the nets listed in the LEFT, RIGHT, TOP, BOTTOM or CONTROL fields to the net list

"findterm" returns the pointer to the terminalwith a given name and layer in a particular slice and block.

"findterml" returns the pointer to the terminal in a given cell ,layer and name.

"newterm" adds a terminal to the linked list

"newnet" adds a net connection to the list for a user block.

"findnet" returns a pointer to a net for a user block.

"newbitslice" adds a slice type to the slice type linked list

"findbitslice" returns the pointer to bit slice with a given name.

"findcell" returns the pointer to the cell of a block.

"findblock" return the pointer to a block.

"newlocterm" adds a net to the list for a user block that connects to a terminal on that block.
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"findlocterm" returns the pointer to terminal on a block with a given name.

"newuserblock" adds a new user block to the list

"newblock" adds a new block to the list

"newcell" adds a new cell to the list

"newconst" adds a new constant to the constant list

"addblockterm" adds net connections for a block to the appropriate lists.

5.5.13.3 Route.c

This program contains routines to do the routing andplacement

"assembledp" coordinates all these routines. In the first pass the sizes of allrouting channels are deter

mined. On the second pass, instances are created and therouting is performed.

"extendcontrol" extends allterminals on thetopof acell across theglobal routing channel.

"labelexternnets" labels theexternal netsin thedatapath andgenerates HDL file entries.

"routeLRnets" puts in thegeometries for nets that existonly ontheleftorright of thedatapath.

"outputnet" stores netand terminal information for global routing.

"routeglobal" performs theglobal routing and creates thegeometries.

"addexternnet" adds an external net to the linked list

"labelnet" saves information regarding the signals ineach slice sothat they can later belabeled.

"wireextend" extends all wires on a side of acell acertain distance. This is used for extending control

overtheglobal routing channel and extending control in theNODATA slicetypes.

"routelocal" computes thedistance necessary between blocks for routing or puts in the geometries. This

routine just calls other routing routines.

"routelocalmetal" routes signals from the blocks to the global routing channel in metal. Actually this

routine just computes the size of channel needed and the list of nets.

"abutt" determines if two cells can be abutted or not
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"sort" sorts the list of metal nets for routing.

"routemetal" creates the geometries for the metal route.

"metalcont" creates a metal to POLY or DIFF contact

"insertconstants" puts in cellsthatweremodified by constants.

"slice_global_route" collects all data slice nets androutes them. The control wires areextended to the

next slice.

"topbot_global_route" handles therouting of nets on thetopandbottom of thedata path.

"outputleftnets" adds nets on the left sideof thedata path the global routing list

"genhdl" opens the HDL file and writes the header information.

"gentopbotnets" adds nets on the top or bottom of the datapaththe globalnet list

"findcontrol" adds nets of type control to the external net list

5.5.13.4 Iocalroute.c

This file hassome of the local(POLY, DIFF) routing routines.

"routelocPD" river route local nets between blocks

"routelocall" createsthe geometries for the route performed in "routelocPD".

5.5.13.5 distances

This file contains some routines that compute the minimum spacings between nets in the local routing

area.

"distance" determines the channel size (space between blocks) needed for a local route.

"findyly2" determines the boundaries in the Y dimension of a net

"localchansize" returns the channel size needed to route 1 net and the position of the net in the channel.

Checks for constraints.
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CHAPTER VI CIRCUITS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

As noted in the preceding chapter the hardware at one level in the hierarchy is re-used to make

hardware at higher levels. In this section the basic cells will be discussed and the extent to which they

can be re-used in the macro cells examined. Each macro cell can re-use the basic cell hardware to a dif

ferentextent Many datapathscan make use of a rather limitedcell library while the storage circuitstend

to require a fair amountof new circuitdesign for each new storage macrocell. The controllers lie some

where between these two extremes. The degree to which basic cells can be re-used depends upon the

constraints put upon the basic cells.

Generally, circuits that arenot in the critical pathcan use standard size transistors. The use of stan

dard device sizes makes it possible to quickly layout new circuits. Typically, pull-down devices with

W 8 W 4
-r-="T are used in conjunction with depletion pull-up devices with ~r=Tm Tnis l}asic mverter is verv

compact Of course, if very low power dissipation is desired, the pull-up current should be minimized.

For high speed circuits, the width of the two devices could be increased.

Mead and Conway [1] design rules supported by MOSIS are used throughout The use of these

standard rules made it possible for many of the basic cell designs to survive several changes in the

minimum feature size without modification.

6.2 COMMONLY USED CIRCUITS

Rather than show all circuits at the transistor level, it is convenient to represent some commonly

used circuits more abstractly. The common register (figure 1) and several buffers (figure 2) are used in

many different circuits and will not be drawn at the transistor level. Typically, the output depletion pull-
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W A W 16
up device has —=— and the output enhancement pull-down device has —=-^. For heavily loaded out-

L A LA

put nodes, the width of the two output devices is doubled.
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Figure 1. Registers, load-hold register (top), load-only register (bottom)
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63 THE DATA-PATH CELLS

Different data paths can make use of the same cell library because the cells have been designed

with some common standards and the data path generator has some degrees of freedom when assembling

the data path. All data path cells have some common characteristics which makes it possible to assemble

them automatically in a fairly efficient manner. The heights of all cells in the same slice must be the

same and the width of all cells for the same blockmust be the same. The generator can insert space

between cells and slices when needed to create space for routing wires. In this way, thecells are not spe

cialized for aparticular application, theyare justconnected in acustom wayatassembly time.

There are certain conventions that have been followed when designing these cells that are not

required by the data-path generator. First thecontrol slice (type CNT) is at the bottomof the data path

and contains the VDD bus andall control signals thatcanbe brought in at the MSB sideof the data path.

The slices then stack from bottom to top (MSB to LSB). The top slice (GND) contains connections to

ground, the clocks and any control signalsthatneed to connect to the LSB slice.

There are basically three types of cells: storage cells, buffers and arithmetic-logical cells. The

arithmetic-logical cells include: a comparator, anadder, a 2 to 1MUX, a 2 to 2 MUX, an incrementer, an

absolute value cell, inverters, zero cells and shifter cells.

There are many cells that arenot really needed because the function performed by these cells can

be performed by using more general cells. Forexample, the full adder couldreplace the comparator and

incrementer. However, to achieve reasonably efficient space utilization, special cells are created when

the space savings is significant In the sorting filter, many comparators are used and hence space and

power consumption could both be reduced by using a comparator instead of an adder. In addition, these

specializedcells are then added to the cell library for use by future designers. It is always up to the data

path designer whether he/she wishes to producea better data path by customizing some cells or just to get

a datapath in the least amountof time possible.

63.1 Arithmetic Logic Cells

The comparator is a ripple carry type and is shown in figure 3. It has different even and odd slices
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inb>in

Figure 3. "compare", EVEN slice (top), ODD slice (middle), CNT slice (bottom)

to minimize the delay time in the carry chain by having only one gate delay per slice. Essentially this cir

cuit is the carry chain of an adder with out the sum circuit and hence is quite a bit smaller than an adder.

It is interesting to note that the two circuits are identical except that the inputs have been re-labeled.

Therefore only one circuit had to be laid out by hand. Simulations showed that the carry chain requires

approximately 4 nSec/slice in 4ji Nmos technology. This circuit was used in the sorting filter and the

feature extractor.

The incrementer also utilizes different even and odd slices and is shown in figure 4. This circuit is

essentially the same as an adder with one input always tied to ground. Incrementers are commonly used
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in up counters. In the control slice, signals are generated to saturate a saturatingregister when appropri

ate.

in
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Figure 4. "increment", GND slice (top) EVEN slice, ODD slice, CNT slice, XNOR gate (bottom)
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The full adder is shown in figure 5. The even and odd slices are different to minimize the delay

path in thecarry chain. In addition there are twocarry inputs and twocarry outputs. One input and out

putis in thecritical path while theother input and output is in thesumpath. By designing thecircuit this

way it was possible tokeep theloading of thecritical carry node totwotransistor gates.

The carry input for the entire adder comes infrom the GND slice toallow proper twos-compliment

subtraction and other functions. The CNTslice has saturation logic (figure 6). There is a saturation cir

cuit for bothsigned operands and unsigned operands.

Figure 5a-b. "adder", "posadder", GND slice (top), EVEN slice (bottom)

Absolute value, inversion and zeroing can all beaccomplished with the "absvalue" block shown in

figure 7. Basically, the circuit is an XOR gate that can be used to perform absolute value if the invert sig

nal is derived from the data sign bit or inversion if the invert signal comes from some other source. A

pull down transistor makes it possible to zero the result. The circuit generates acarry signal that can be

connected toan adder carry input to make the operations true twos compliment byadding one if an inver

sion is performed without a zeroing. There are several simple circuits that make it possible to invert or

zero the data path signal or to insert constants. The "invert-clear" block (figure 8) inverts the signal with

a selectable clear. The "zero" block is just a selectable clear (same as "invert-clear" with out the
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Figure 5 c. "adder", "posadder", ODD slice
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Figure6. "adder" CNT slice for signedoperands(top)
"posadder" CNT slice for unsigned operands (bottom)

inverter). "Zero-one" is identical to"invert-clear" with the input grounded. It allows theinsertion of zero

or one into the datapath.

There are three multiplexors. A non-inverting 2 to1MUX(figure 9),an inverting 2 to 1MUXwith

logic level restoration (figure 10) and anon-inverting 2 to2MUX (figure 11).

The 2 to 2 MUX is usedin the sorting filters where a data swap is required. The 2 to 1MUX with

logic restoration is used incases where thebi-directional nature of the pass transistor isnotdesirable.
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absvalue invert

Figure 7. "absvalue", GND slice (top), CELL slice (middle), CNTslice (bottom)

632 Registers

There are two major classes orregisters: static and dynamic. The static registers are more complex

and are used incases where asynchronous loading and static operation are desired, "smlatch" (figure 12)
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Figure8. "invert-clear", GND slice(top), CELL slice(middle), CNT slice (bottom)

is a basic cross-coupled NAND gateRS latch. NAND gates were used to minimize power dissipation

because onlyone gate is consuming powerwhen theregister is not being loaded, "latch" (figure 13)was

used in theprogrammable arithmetic controller in theconvolver andissimilar to "smlatch" except for the

addition of a tri-state output

The dynamic registers fall into two classes: regular and saturating. The regular registers are
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in_to_out inb_to_out

Figure 9. "2tolmux", CELL slice(top), CNT slice(bottom)

"delay" (figure 14), "delayl" which is the same as "delay with the two clocks reversed, "delay-clear"

(figure 15) which is the same as "delay" except that is can be cleared and "delay2" (figure 16) which is a

double register.

"delay" has a register in both the GND and CNT slices. The CNT slice register can be used to

delay control signals (e.g. the carry input to an adder) to compensate for corresponding delays in the sig

nal path. The register in the CNT slice is toallow the msb to be used for control purposes. In the non

linear filter post processor, the msb ofa subtraction (performing a comparison) was used tocontrol a mul

tiplexor input "delay2" was created for use in the sorting filter to reduce the number ofrouting channels

that would be needed.

The are four very similar saturating registers (figure 17). "possataccum" and "possatregister" are

for unsigned values and do not have a different MSB slice, "sataccum" and "satregister" are for signed

values andhence have a different MSB slice. The "possataccum" and"sataccum" blocks have an output
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selin selin*

ZH
intoout

Figure 10. "maxselect", CELL slice(top), CNT slice(bottom)

selin selin*

M
inb_to_out

Figure 11. "2to2mux", slice (top), cnt slice (bottom)

connection on the left side of the cell to make accumulators easy to assemble. The register in the GND

sliceperforms thesamefunction thatit does in "delay".
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Figure 12. "smlatch", CELL slice(top), CNT slice(bottom)

enable

enable*

Figure 13. "latch", CELL slice (top), CNT slice (bottom)
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Figure 14. "delay" , GND slice(top), CELL slice(middle), CNT slice (bottom)

6.3.3 Buffers

There are basically two types of buffers: static and tri-state. The tri-state buffer, "TSbuffer",

(figure 18) is used for bus driving, "buffer" is a super buffer for driving large loads (figure 19).

"buffer2" is a double version of "buffer" used in the sorting filter (figure 20). "buff" (figure 21) is a

smaller buffer used for logic level restoration.

6.4 CENTRAL STORAGE CELLS

All centralstoragerequirements for the chipscouldbe metwitha NOR-NOR typeROM for fixed

storage and the 3 transistor cell RAM for dynamic storage. For both cases, modifications were made to

customize the circuit for the particular application. One reason that several versions of these circuits

were designed was that it was desired to keep the core as small as possible. Therefore, general tech

niques like those used in the data-path compiler were considered unacceptable and custom circuits were
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clear*

Figure 15. "delay-clear", GND slice (top), CELL data slice (middle), CNT slice (bottom)

designed to minimize the final circuit size. Also, because the ROM and RAM cell pitch is quite small to

begin with, any increase in pitch to allow standard cells to be wired together will result in alarger percen

tage increase in thecircuit sizethan in the data paths.

Three different ROMswere used. The convolver arithmetic controller hada ROM with slow row

circuits but 10 MHz column circuits. The ROM look-up table chip used a pipe-lined circuit with both

row and column circuits operating at a 10 MHz rate. The contour tracer FSM ROM was not pipe-lined

because the circuit would notallow the extra pipe-line delays.

The basic NOR-NOR ROM configuration isshown in figure 22. This is the pipe-lined circuit used

in the look-up table ROMs. Note that there isapipe-line register at the inputs (column and row address

inputs) and at the output The row decoder inputs are driven with a standard depletion mode output

driver. Because the rows have potentially large capacitance (the gates of many ROM cells) it was also

desired to drive therow selects with a fast super buffer. A standard super buffer was notused because in
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Figure 16. "de!ay2",CELL slice (top), CNT slice(bottom)

a NOR-NOR ROM all row selects except one are low ata given time. This means that all super buffers

except one will beconsuming power. Byreplacing the depletion output pull updevice with anenhance

ment device, the buffer becomes a true push-pull circuit and consumes nostatic DC power (actually, the

smaller input inverter will continue to consume power). The degraded high level output voltage of the

row driver reduces the performance of the circuit somewhat but isstill acceptable because the ROM cell

has voltage gain.

The bitline has both an active and passive pull up. The active pull upquickly precharges the bit

line high while the passive pull upprovides a small current tooffset leakage onthe bitline.

To make the layout of the output register simpler, the circuit always has at least one column

decode. This doubles thepitchavailable for theoutput register. After thefirst column decoding device,

the first half of the output register latches the data. The remaining part of the tree column decoder is

between the two halves of the output register. The first half of the outputregister isolates the bit lines

from charge sharing in the last part of the tree decoder.
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Figure 17. "sataccum", "satregister", "possataccum", "possataccum"
GND slice(top), CELL slice,MSB slice,CNT slice (bottom)

The contour tracer FSM ROM is very similar to figure 22except that the input registers and some

of the output registers were removed (the FSM state registers were left). Further, each bit line was iso

lated from thecolumn decoder because thecolumn address may become valid aftertherest of theROM
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Figure 18. "TSbufler", CELL slice(top),CNT slice(bottom)

1674 4/16 676 k-4

Figure 19. "buffer", CELL slice

settles and it was desired to prevent any charge sharing between adjacent bit lines when the column

addresses change.

The convolver arithmetic controller ROM didnotrequire registers at the inputor fast row drivers

because the row addresses change once atreset The active bit-line pull-up was also notused in this par

ticular circuit.

The line delay, contour tracer RAM, look-up table RAM and histogrammer allusethesame 3T cell

with different peripheral circuits.

The line delay (see section 7.8) utilizes a shift register pointer instead of more general decoding

logic found in the other RAM circuits. In figure 23 the row select logic is shown. The shift register
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1674 4/16 676 k-4

1674 4/16 676 k-4

Figure 20. "buffer2", CELL slice
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Figure 21. "minusl", GND slice (top), CELL slice (middle), "buff",CELL slice (bottom)

pointer and distributed OR gate (pull down devices are at all but the last two shift register outputs) keep a

single row selected without the need for areset circuit The read row selects are taken direcdy from the

shift register outputs. The shift register outputs are gated with "wen" to generate the write selects.

Notice that therow previously read is the current row being written.

The output circuit is shown in figure 24. The circuit is basically a precharge device, load-hold

register and tri-state buffer combination. The size of the circuit was reduced by using the inverter in the

register togenerate thetrue andinverted data signals needed in thetri-state buffer.

The input circuit (not shown) isjust a cascade of load-hold registers. The peripheral circuits for

the contour tracer RAM are quite different and were designed virtually from scratch. The input circuit
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(figure 25) contains the shift register (a load-hold register) that handles the loading of one entire line of

the video image in the acquire mode, aregister tomake perform refreshing (the data is always written the

cycleafter it was read) and themultiplexor that selects theproper data for thebit linebased on themode

of operation.

The output circuit (figure 26)is very similar to the ROMoutput circuit The bit lines are first buf

fered (to prevent charge sharing). The desired output is selected by a seven stage column tree decoder.

The tree decoder is broken atthe half way point todecrease the critical path length. For this case half of

the nodes fall during a transition instead of all nodes rising, yielding a faster circuit. Further, if the

column addresses are valid during precharge, the second half of the column decoder will be precharged

high. When the precharge cycle isover, the column decoder circuit can bequickly pulled low when the

bit line is pulled down.

The row select logic is shown in figure 27. The read select line isdriven by an enhancement super

buffer tominimize power consumption. The write select issimply the row select delayed byone cycle in

the trace mode (for refresh). During loading, the pipe-line stage isbypassed. A standard NOR decoder is

used to generate the un-buffered row selects.

The circuits for the look-up table chip and the histogrammer are similar but have modifications

necessary for each particular application.
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Figure 25. Tracer RAM input circuit
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CHAPTER VH THE IMAGE PROCESSING ICs

7.1 SUMMARY OF CHIPS

A set of chips has been developed to perform the functions needed for the image recognition sys

tem. The setincludes linear convolvers, linear convolver post processors, a logical convolver, look-up-

table ROMs, a sorting filter, contour tracers and a feature extractor.

Table 1 gives a summary of the circuit information. Figures 1 through 9 are die photos for the

chips that havebeenproduced. Note that thedie photos are notuniformly scaled.

7.1.1 The Linear Convolvers

Three different 3x3 linear convolvers were developed to perform edge extraction and noise rejec

tion functions. These include a convolver for 512 pixel lines with impulse responses stored in ROM

(figure 1), a convolver for 512 pixel lines with a programmable impulse response (figure 2) and a 256

pixel lineconvolver withROMbased impulse responses (figure 3).

7.1.2 Linear Convolver Post Processors

2 chips were developed to perform additional operations on the outputs of the linear convolvers.

One performs theabsolute value, sum and threshold required in theSobel filter while theother performs

the additional operations required to compute the "out of bounds" filter output (figure 4). Both of these

chips are fairly small data paths.

7.1J The 7x7 logical Convolver

The 7x7 logical convolver is used to perform binary filtering in general and edge dilation in the

image recognition system. Only one version for 512 pixel lines has been developed (figure 5).
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7.1.4 3x3 Sorting Filter

This circuit computes themaximum, minimum, median or maximum difference overa 3x3 region.

The median is used for noise rejection while themaximum difference can be usedfor high pass filtering

foredge extraction. Again, only onecircuit for512 pixel lines was developed (figure 6).

7.1.5 Contour Tracer

Contour tracers for 512and256pixel lines were developed (figure 7). Thecontour tracer scans for

images in the edge map. When one isfound, the image is traced and the curvature isoutput To make it

possible to put the edge map RAM on a single A\i NMOS chip, the edge map is down-sampled to

128x128. Therefore, the two tracers only require differences in the down-sampling logic and notin the

amount of storage required.

7.1.6 Feature Extractor

The feature extractor computes features (bounding box, center of mass, area and perimeter) from

the curvature signal output by the contour tracer (figure 8). It also provides the interface between the

tracer and the host computer.

7.1.7 Look up table ROM

These circuits can be programmed to store an arbitrary memory-less transfer function for 8bit gray

values. Linear to logarithmic and linear toexponential tables have been produced (figure 9).
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circuit
line length

(pixels)
area

(sq. mm)
number

xsters

Ops/sec*
(Millions)

3x3 convolver 512 42 39K 280

3x3 convolver 256 35 25K 140

3x3 sorting
filter

512 42 35K 410

7x7 logical
convolver

512 18 16K 1470

contour tracer 512 45 57K 12

contour tracer 256 45 57K 12

look-up-table NA 2** 2K 10

Sobel post
processor

NA 1.5** 1.3K 50

non-linear LPF

processor

NA 2** 1.5K 60

feature

extractor NA 30 7.5K 40

* includes: memory accesses, arithmetic and logical operations.

** active area

Table 1. Circuit Information
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Figure 1. 3x3 Convolver for 512 pixel Lines, ROM Based Coefficients
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Figure 2.3x3 Convolver for 512 pixel Lines, Programmable Coefficients



Figure 3. 3x3 Convolver for 256 pixel Lines, ROM Based Coefficients
B53C ;
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Figure 4. Non-Linear Low-Pass Filter Post Processor
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Figure 5. 7x7 Logical Convolver (512 pixel lines)
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Figure 6. 3x3 Sorting Filter
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Figure 8. Feature Extractor
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Figure 9. LUT ROMs
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7.2 IMAGE PROCESSOR INTERFACES

Most of the image processing chips developed have standard interfaces for both data and control

signals. In this way, circuits can be easily connected in parallel and cascade. A typical cascade connec

tionof chips is shownin figure 10.

input
—> output

in uuc

start

in out

start

in out

start

•

start

* \ /k A • '

Figure 10. Typical Chip Connection

7.2.1 Data Signal Interfaces

Data signals are the input oroutput video signals and are usually high speed (5-10 MHz). To avoid

the need for multiplexing the inputs and outputs on asingle set ofpins, separate output and input pins are

provided. Toensure compatibility of different chips, all data signals passing between chips are valid dur

ing ph2. To provide more timing margin when going between chips, aph2 latch is provided in the input

pads and aphi latch in the output pads (standard pads with the registers have been created). In this way,

an extra pipeline register isinserted toaccommodate delays when driving off-chip loads.

7.2.2 Control Signals

The control signals are a litde harder to standardize, but some efforts have been made. There are

basically two kinds of control signals, those that are synchronized to the processor and those that are not

The synchronized signals usually are associated with the video signal (e.g. start of line). The asynchro

nous signals are typically low rate (down to DC) signals that setthe operating mode of the chip (e.g. the

impulse responseof the convolver).

Currendy, the synchronous control signals include:
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line start- goes high for one cycle at the startof each line

hsync - horizontal sync

hblank - horizontal blank

The line startsignal is used to synchronize the delay lines and the contour tracer to the video line.

It is also useful for applications requiring one operation pervideo line. An exampleof this is the incre

menting of the refresh counter in the look-up-table RAM. The hsync and hblank signals are useful to

controloperations during the horizontal blank period of the video signal. Because there is no useful data

during this period, it is often possible to suspend the signal processing andperform otheroperations. In

the contour tracer, the blank time is used to writethe entire line of data into the RAM. In the look-up-

table RAM, theblank timeis usedto refresh theRAM. In both cases, thehblank signal is usedto change

the mode of operation (switch multiplexors, etc) and hsync is used as a write clock. All these signals

shouldbe latchedinto the chip during phi.

So far, the asynchronous interfaces have been handled in two ways. The first way is to simply

bring thecontrol lines off-chip and allow thehost computer toputaDCsignal on these lines todetermine

the operation of the chip. The advantage of this scheme is that the chip can be operated without a host

computer. That is, the operation can be set by jumper switches. This is also convenient during testing,

when the host computer and the interface are no longer variables. To prevent the number of external

control lines from growing too large, thenumber of degrees of freedom have to be limited. For example,

a convolver was built with 16 preprogrammed impulse responses. In principle, for custom applications,

simulations would be used to determine which impulse responses will be used and full programmability

is not necessary and is even a hindrance.

Of course, there are people who claimthat full programmability is essential. To achieve full pro

grammability, a hostcomputer interface was puton some chips. Because the hostcomputer is operating

asynchronously to the processors, an asynchronous interface is required. Further, the interface is

required to be static as the control words must remain indefinitely. The standard interface has an 8 bit

data word, a number of address bits that depends on the number of words stored on chip and a write

select. The host computer puts the address of the internal register and the desired data on the bus and
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then asserts the write select An active low write select was chosen so that the interface could easily be

implemented with a 74LS138. Usually, the data can be written into the internal registers at any rate

below a maximum. Exceptions to this include the writing of the histogram equalization look-up table

which must occur during the vertical blanking time toachieve real-time operation.

The timing for the programmable interface is shown in figure 11. This interface was used in the

programmable convolver andthelook-up-table RAM.

DATA1 X DATA2 X DATA3 X DATA4

ADDR1 X ADDR2 X ADDR3 X ADDR4

W*

Figure 11. HostInterfaceTiming

7.23 Other Cases

The chips which do not input and output video signals have amore special purpose interface. The

contour tracer and feature extractor fall into this category. The contour tracer operates on avideo signal

and hence its input interface is similar to that described above. The output and control interface isquite

different and was designed for the tracing algorithm. The feature extractor was designed to interface

between the contour tracer and ahost computer. The host computer interface issimilar tothe asynchro

nous control interface described above.
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7.3 A Single Chip 3x3 Convolver

73.1 INTRODUCTION

Many noise rejection, edge extraction and edge enhancement techniques are based upon linear FIR

filters. In addition, 3x3 FIR filters have been used tofind "interest" points in stereo images todetermine

the disparity between the two images [1], A chip has been developed which performs a complete 3x3

convolution inreal time ona 10 MHz video stream. A3x3 convolver was chosen because itcould be put

on a single chip inA\i NMOS technology. Also, many 3x3 masks have been examined and proven to be

useful (see chapter 2). Further, longer impulse responses can beobtained bycascading several 3x3 con

volvers. The convolver for 512 pixel lines occupies 47mm2 and dissipates 445 mW, while the convolver

for 256 pixel lines occupies 35 mm2 and dissipates 275 mW.

There are two ways ofselecting the impulse responses. One chip has 16 impulse responses stored

in aROM. By using a ROM, the complexity associated with acomputer interface for down-loading the

coefficients is avoided. The 16 impulse responses initially put on the chip (see Listing 10, Appendix D)

include 3 low-pass filters, 3 omni-directional high-pass filters, an edge enhancement filter, both Sobel

operators, 3 all-pass filters for testing parts of the circuit and 4 compass gradient operators. A second

chip has a fully programmable interface todemonstrate that there is no inherent reason why these filters

can not be programmable. The programmable interface makes itpossible toseteach coefficient indepen-

dendy.

732 THE ARCHITECTURE

The convolver (see figure 1)consists of a gain stage, 2 line delays, 9 multiplying accumulators, 3

accumulators and controllers for the line delays and the arithmetic units. The 8 bit input data is first

modified by thegain stage. The output of the gain stage is connected to the arithmetic units directly or
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through the line delays. The data path is 10bitswideinside the arithmetic units. The 8-bitresult is then

sent off the chip througha separate bus.

The gain stage scales the incoming data by a factor less than one (1-2"") to prevent overflow in the

arithmetic units. By making overflow impossible, there isnoneed toinclude saturation logic in thearith

metic units. The gain stage also keeps the DC gain of the low pass filters near unity so that the average

intensity of the image remains relatively constant For most filters, the gain stage simply multiplies by

unity.

impulseresponse

select

input

* z

i—> r

GAIN

STAGE

* z*

Line Delay
Controller

Arithmetic

Controller

MAC

^

MAC

^

MAC

JP
ACC

^

doae(3)

coefficients(7x3)

MAC MAC

J^

MAC MAC

J^ J^

MAC

^
MAC

J^
I 1 (0

ACC z ACC

output

Figure 1. 3x3 Convolver Architecture

The line delays delay the video signal by exacdyone line. The line delay controller generates all

control signals necessary to shift in one line of data (512 pixels) while simultaneously shiftingout one

line of data each time the "start" signal occurs. The line delays are inactive after the proper numberof
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pixels have been shifted in/outuntil another "start" pulse is given. In this way, the blanking period of

standardvideo can be accommodated. If "start" is held high, the convolverwill free run for use with a

sensor with no blank period.

There are two basic ways to organize the arithmetic unitsfor operation at 10 MHz. The conceptu

ally simplest way (seefigure 2) would be to have allarithmetic units operating on theappropriate data for

a single result For example, this would mean thatin a single cycle, theproducts aA llf bA 12, ch13, gA 21,

h/i 22, iA 23, mh 31, nA 32, oh 33 (see table 1)would begenerated and accumulated for the result at pixel "h".

a a b c d e f —

" g h i J k l -

" m n 0 P q r -

Table la. Pixel labels for the example

All * 12 nYl

/»21 A22 A23
^31 h 32 * 33

Table lb. Impulse response coefficients

c B A

F E D

I H G

Table lc Processor Designations

In the approach chosen, the multiplications being performed in a given cycle are actually for three

different results. Instead of shifting the data, the coefficients are shifted and each arithmetic unit com

putes a different (offset by one or two pixels) 3x1 convolution over three cycles. That is, one unit (e.g.

A) would compute aA u+bA 12+cA 13 while the next (e.g. B) would finish computing bA n+cA 12+dA 13 one

cycle later and soon. Three units operating ondifferent video lines (e.g. A,D,G) each compute one third

of the entire 3x3 convolution. To get the final result the outputs of the these three arithmetic units are

summed andoutput To decrease the number of additions needed to be performed by each accumulator

inone cycle, the three units (A,D,G) output their results inconsecutive cycles. This is accomplished by

inserting an extra delay after the first line delay and two extra delays after thesecond linedelay. These

delay elements, along with a corresponding delay in control signals to the arithmetic unitson each line,
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input

out

Figure 2. Direct Implementation

offset the results computed oneach line. Instead of three results being valid oneach output bus in asin

gle cycleandnone during theother twocycles, there isoneresult valid in each cycle. Finally, these three

sums of 3x1 convolutions, computed by the accumulators, represent three complete results in three

cycles. Therefore, real-timeoperation is achieved.
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The arithmetic controller cyclically outputs thecoefficients to the arithmetic units. It also outputs

the"finished" signal which clears the accumulator and puts theresult on the bus after acomputation has

been completed. Table 2a shows thecoefficients at each arithmetic unit in the array for 5 consecutive

cycles. Table 2b shows thedata ateach unitatthecorresponding points in time. The value of the accu

mulator for the right-most arithmetic units is shown in table 2c and the accumulator values for the center

row are shown in table 2d. It can be seen that theright rowhas acomplete computation ready in cycle6

whilethecenterrow has thenext computation ready in cycle7.

A12
A21
n 33

n 13

A22
A31

An
A23
A32

A13
A22
A31

An
A23
A32

A12
A21
A33

An
A23
A32

A12
A21
A33

A13
A22
A31

A12
A21
A33

A13
A22
A31

An
A23
A32

A13
A22
A31

An
A23
A32

A12
A21
A33

1 2 3 4 5

Table 2a. Coefficients at eacharithmetic unit over 5 cycles.

a a a b b b c c c d d d e e e

X X X g g g h h h 1 1 1 J J J
X X X x x X m m m n n n 0 0 0

1 2 3 4 5

Table 2b. Dataat eacharithmetic unit over 5 cycles

cycle top (A) middle (D) bottom (G) accumulator

1 ahn X X X

2 ahn+bh 12 5A21 X X

3 ahn+bhi2+ch^ gh2i+hh22 mA31 X

4 dhn gA2i+AA22+*A23 mh$i+nhi2 aAn+6A12+cAi3

5 dh n+e?A \2 ./A 21 mh3i+/iA32+0A 33
ah u+bh 12+cA 13+
gA2i+AA22+*A23

6 dhn+ehl2+fhl2 jh2i+kh22 ph3l
ahu+bhl2+chn
+gh2i+hh22+ih23
+mh31+/1A32+0A 33

7 X jh2i+kh22+lh23 pA31+^A32 dhn+ehl2+fhi2

Table2c. Accumulator values for right rowof array over7 cycles

This approach appears to be much more complicated than the direct approach, butit results in a

veryregular layout. Because thelayout is very regular, thecircuit can be easily assembled and modified

for different impulse response lengths. On the negative side, 12 accumulators are required instead of 8

and the coefficients change atthe data rate. In the first approach, the coefficients ateach multiplier never

change. However, to allow different impulse responses, the coefficients must be alterable at each muld-
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cycle top(B) middle (E) bottom (H) accumulator

1 X X X X

2 bhn X X X

3 bhn+ch 12 AA2i X X

4 bh u+ch 12+dh 13 AA21+'A22 «A31 X

5 ehn AA21+IA22+/A23 nA31+0A32 bh 1i+ch 12+dh 13

6 ehn+fhl2 *A2i «A31+oA32+pA33 bhn+ch 12+dh 13
+AA21+1A 22+/A 23

7 X ^A2l+/A22 #31
6An+cAi2+rfAi3
+AA21+iA 22+jh 23
+«A3i+oA 32+pA 33

Table 2d. Accumulator values for center row ofarray over 7 cycles

plier and the second approach provides asimple means ofachieving this.

To see the importance of a symmetric layout, one need only look at the number of busses connect

ing to the 9multipliers. There are 3 input data busses of8bits each, 9coefficients of length depending

on the encoding scheme and 9 outputs of 10 bits each. If not done properly, these connections could be

an enormous mess.

One way of looking at these two approaches is that the direct approach has asingle word micro

program while the chosen approach has a three word micro-program.

733 ARITHMETIC UNIT

Each arithmetic unit (figure 3) consists of a multiplier, an accumulator and pipeline registers.

Because the coefficients are limited to powers of two, the multiplier is very small (15 transistors/slice)

and consists of abarrel shifter (to control the magnitude of the coefficient) an XNOR gate (to control the

sign of the coefficient) and apull-down transistor to allow zero coefficients. The adder is aripple-carry

type with different even and odd bit slices. The output bus is pre-charged high and can only be pulled-

down by the selected arithmetic unit There are 7control lines to specify the coefficient and asingle con

trol line to reset the accumulator and put the result on the output bus. The arithmetic units that perform

the accumulations (bottom of figure 1) are similar tothose of figure 3without the multiplier section.

It would be possible to allow greater precision in the coefficients without going to a full parallel

multiplier. Another multiplier-adder section could be added to the arithmetic unit for each additional "1"

allowed in the coefficient.
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Vdd finished

MULTIPLIER ACCUMULATOR

Figure 3. Arithmetic Unit

73A ARITHMETIC CONTROLLER

The ROM-based arithmetic unit controller (figure 4) consists of a 3-bit shift register that provides

the micro-program address and a NOR-NOR ROM that contains the coefficient data and other control

signals for the 163x3 impulse responses. A shiftregister was chosen overa counter anddecoder because

the shift registers accomplishes both functions in less space than the counters alone would occupy. By

choosing the impulse response number to be the row address and the micro-program address to be the

column address, avery fast low-power circuit could be designed. As the impulse responses changes ata

very low rate, the row selects and bits lines have a long time to setde. The column decoder and output

register are the only parts that must setde quickly. By keeping the impulse response select separate from

the high speed part of the controller, the number of impulse responses stored onchip can be increased

withoutperformance degradation.

The programmable arithmetic controller consists of a 3-bit shift register for selecting the current

micro-code word and an array of static registers, 10 words of 8 bits each, to hold the micro-code for a

single filter. Thereis oneregister foreachcoefficient (7 bits for thecoefficient and 1 bitfor the "finished"

signal) and a single register to set the gain stage operation. Fully static selection logic on chip makes the

registers appear like a write only static RAM. Because the programmable interface does notneed to be

written at image data rates, low-power circuits could be used for the selection logic and for the latches
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(NAND typecross-coupled circuits werechosen).

7.3.5 EXPANDING BEYOND 3x3

One question that is often asked concerns the possibility ofexpanding the convolver beyond the

basic 3x3 configuration. There are three basic approached that can used. First, for small expansions that

require more operations per line but not over more lines, it is possible to put more MACs on the original

3x3 convolver chip. A 3x5 kernel would fit on a single chip in A\i NMOS technology. The second

approach would betobreak the problem up ina different way (figure 5). Instead of trying tomake each

chip a self contained functional block, the line delays could be put on one chip and the arithmetic units

on another. The linedelay blocks could be cascaded to operate over as many lines as desired. Further,

for operators that operate on the same input data (e.g. both Sobel operators), the line delays would not be

duplicated as they are when using the basic 3x3 convolver chips. The third possibility would betokeep

the basic 3x3 chip, but bring out the line delay outputs so that several convolvers can operate over dif

ferent lines (figure 6). Another input could be used to sum upthe outputs of the different convolvers to

achieve thecomplete output This scheme has the advantages thatall the blocks (3x3 convolvers) are the

same and are also functionally complete as a single chip. The line delays may be repeated, however,
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leading to a somewhat lessefficientuseof the silicon. A final approach is to simply cascade existing 3x3

chips. In this way, a nxn operator requires only 'w~ ' chips. However, an arbitrary impulse

responses can notbeobtained for n>3 as there are only ~ *9 parameters todetermine n2coefficients

(all of which currendy must be powers of 2).

input
* z * z

^
arithmetic units (4x7 FIR) arithmetic units (4x7 FIR)

-F -0
output

Figure5. Expandingto 7x7 with 4 Chips and 6 Line Delays

input

arihtmetic units (3x3 FIR) 3x3 Convolver

<T 4>

3x3 Convolver 3x3 Convolver

output

Figure 6. Expanding to 5x6 with 4 Chips and 8 Line Delays
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73.6 POST PROCESSORS

A post processor was developed to provide a complete Sobel operator using 2 convolvers, more

general edge enhancement, edge extraction and output format control.

The chip (figure 7) has two signal inputs and a single signal output Both input signals can be

inverted or zeroed or the absolute value can be found. In addition one signal can be multiplied by a

power of two between 1 and 8. After this processing, both signals are summed. Full control of these

functions is not possible in current chips due to pin limitations. If ahost processor interface is put on

chip, all functions could become available.
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Figure 7. Sobel Post Processor BlockDiagram

After being summed, aconstant isadded to the signal and one of three output transformations can

be chosen. The constant makes is possible to add offsets to the signal or to adjust the threshold depend

ing on the output format chosen. The first output format called negative clip, displays positive grey lev

els over the entire range of output grey levels available. This the normal mode ofoperation. The second

output format displays the negative grey levels over the lower half of the output grey level range and the

positive grey levels over the upper half. This allows the outputs of filters that generate negative values

(e.g. high-pass filters) to be displayed. The third (called binary clip) zeros out all lower bits to yield a

binaryor thresholded image.

To perform aSobel operator, the output of the Sobel-X and Sobel-Y operators are passed through a

full wave rectifier and summed. Edge enhancement can be performed byadding aomni-directional high-

pass filtered version of the image to the original. The degree ofedge enhancement can bevaried byvary

ing the gain in the high-pass filter path. To extract edges, the output of a high-pass operator is simply
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thresholded. The threshold canbe varied from off thechip.

The active area of this chip is 1.5 mm2 and and power consumption is200 mW(including pads).
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73.6.1 Non-Linear LPF Post Processor

A second post processor (figure 8) was designed toperform non-linear low-pass filtering (see sec

tion 2.5.2) from a low-pass and an all-pass input. The technique is tocompare the current pixel with the

average ofits eight neighbors. If the difference isgreater than a threshold, the current pixel isconsidered

tobe "bad" and is replaced bythe neighborhood average. Otherwise, the current pixel is leftalone.

The original convolvers did nothave a filter that computed the average ofeight neighbors (all LPF

included the current pixel). However, a Laplacian filter is actually the difference between the desired

low-pass and the all-pass filters. By subtracting the Laplacian filter output from the all-pass signal, the

neighborhoodaverage is obtained.

output

dont filter threshold linear filter

Figure 8. Post Processor for Non-Linear Low-Pass Filter

The processor determines if the current pixel is "bad" by thresholding the absolute value of the

Laplacian filter output This decision controls a multiplexor that either passes the all-pass signal or the

difference of theall-pass andLaplacian signals (low-pass signal).

This circuit was generated by a data-path compiler thatworked from a description of the desired

operations. It then placed all blocks and performed the routing, making itpossible tocreate the chip lay

out in a matter of hours.

The active area of this chip is2 mm2 and power consumption is 150 mW (including pads).
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7.4 A 7x7 Logical Convolver

7.4.1 INTRODUCTION

The logical convolver performs two-dimensional logical operations on binary images in real-time

(10 Mhz for 512x512 images). The operator has a mask of size upto7x7. Currendy, the chip performs

nearly circular "dilation" or"bloating" type operations butcould beeasily reconfigured for other types of

operations. Dilation is used tojoinbroken edges after edge extraction and toreduce thebandwidth of the

edge map before down sampling. Thelogical convolver occupies 18 mm2 and consumes 130 mW.

Logical convolution has an affect similar to a two-dimensional FIR low-pass filter that operates on

binary images. That is, a point in the input image is spread into a finite pattern specified by the binary

mask or impulse response. The filter is, however, non-linear so that the output is not the sum of

responses to the individual points in the input image. Rather, theoutput is the"OR" of theresponses to

the individual points.

Logical convolution is simply adegenerate case of linear convolution in which theinput data, out

put data and impulse response are all single bit signals. To perform two-dimensional FIR filtering, the

input values are multiplied by the corresponding value of the impulse responses and summed. If the

input values and impulse response values are both single bit, themultiply operation is identically an AND

operation. The sum of these single bit multiplies is, however, multi-bit To get the desired numberof

bits at the output simple saturation is used. Thatis, if thesumis greater than orequal to 1, it is setequal

to 1. Otherwise, it is set equal to0. This is identically anOR operation. Therefore, the logical convolver

is just a linear convolver with the multipliers replaced by AND gates and the adders replaced by OR

gates.

The basic difference equations for dilation and erosion aregiven below. The equation for dilation
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is the same as that for linearconvolution with thesumreplaced by an OR operation and the multiplica

tion replaced by an AND operation.

dilation &0, = OR{hD njn AND f^.*)
/I till

erosion gXJ = AND(hE n/n OR fx.n^
n/n

The equation for erosion can be transformed into:

erosion gXJ = OR(hE n<m AND /,-*,,_„)
njm

If the input output and mask values are inverted, the erosion equation is identical to the dilation

equation and both operations can be performed with a single logical unit (with the addition of an XOR

gate at the input and output). Essentially, erosion is the expansion of the background. Inverting the

background andforeground and expanding the foreground and then inverting the background and fore

groundagainis equivalentto expanding the background.

7.4.2 WHY A CUSTOM ARCHITECTURE IS NEEDED

To perform a 7x7 logical convolution in real-time, the equivalent of 49 memory reads, 49 logical

ANDs, 48 logical ORs and 1 memory write must beperformed persample. At 10MHz this adds up to

about 1.5 Gops/Sec. It is unlikely that such a large rate of logical and memory operations could beper

formed onageneral purpose processor. The linear convolver could beused toperform a logical convolu

tion over a 3x3 region if the output is clipped to the same magnitude as the input This should beclear

because logical convolution is a case of linear convolution. However, the linear convolver has multi-bit

linedelays anddata-paths andhas multipliers which canmultiply by+/-2+/~n. Allof this extrahardware

i eAt\ transistors . .... ..... . .
k~i ' unused when logical convolutions are performed. To keep the size of the

processor as small as possible so that the logical convolution can be performed over a larger region, a

custom architecture is usedwhich requires only 10 ;—; . By using singlebit storage elements
mask elements

and logicalprocessorsa full 7x7 logicalconvolverrequires only — the area of the 3x3 linear convolver.
4
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Although the logical convolver is a natural extension of the linear convolver, there is virtually no

similarity in the actual circuit In the 3x3 linear convolver, the data was held in place while the

coefficients were shifted. This resulted in greater uniformity of layout because the outputs of several

units could be utilized in a regular manner. In this case, the outputs of the individual AND gates can be

combined in a straight forward manner using a direct implementation. Because the data is a single bit

wide, theproblems associated withrouting aregreatly reduced.

7.43 HARDWARE

The core of this circuit is the line delay originally designed for use in the linear convolver.

Although it was designed as a 1-line x 8-bit delay, by wiring the first bitoutput to the second bitinput

and soon, it could bechanged into an8-line x 1-bit delay element (figure 1). The output of each of the 7

delay lines is input toa setof shift registers that are 7 bits long (figure 2). Atthe output of these 7 shift

registers are the 49points that are used tocompute the current output by the logic array. Each of these 49

points ismultiplied by the corresponding mask orimpulse response value. The outputs ofall multipliers

are then ORed together to get the output Currendy, the logic array is set up for a circular expand by

0,1,2 or 3 that is chosen by the user. However, this could bealtered for any type of impulse response

either mask or user programmable.

The logic array is very compact (figure 3). Each shift register output is gated with the appropriate

mask value. All gated shift register outputs onthe same video line are wired ORed together. Because the

OR gate is fairly long a pre-charge device pulls upthe output node quickly. After the OR gate a pipeline

register is used to reduce the critical path length. The outputs foreach line arethen wired ORed together

to produce the final result

7.4.4 HARDWARE PARAMETERS

Parameters which can vary include theoperator size (N), the linelength (L) and the degreeof free

domallow in the impulse responses. The affectof L on thehardware has beendiscussed already in rela

tion to the delay line. N affects the hardware in two primary ways. First a different number of line

delays is required. If N<7, the problem of changing the standard line delay for fewer bits arises. For
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N>7, either more bits can be added to a single line delay or more line delays can be added. N also

affects the number and size of the shift registers.

The degree offreedom given tothe impulse response can make a large difference. Atone extreme,

a single impulse response can be hard-wired by including connections ornot in the logic array (hard

wired AND gates). The next step, is to allow some parameterizable class ofimpulse responses, such as

circular expand or shrink. In this case, transistors are included in the logic array to perform the AND

operations, but many fewer than N2 parameters are needed to describe the impulse response. For circular

expand and shrink operations only 4 parameters are required. This means that only 4 wires had torouted

to the logic units. In the fully programmable mode, N2 wires will be routed to the logic arrays and all N2

AND gates would be programmable. Some form ofhost interface would be required on chip since 49

pins can not be used to define the impulse response. For a7x7 operator, full programmability could be a
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significant cost that should be justified with corresponding gains inperformance. In the fully programm

able case with large N, the architecture of the linear convolver may be preferable since only N wires

would beneeded toconnect the host interface and the logic array. However, thelogic unitand theinter

face wouldbothincrease in complexity.

7.43 PERFORMING OTHER LOGICAL OPERATIONS

The expanding and eroding operations are a subset of neighborhood operations performed on

binary images. A more general approach would be to take all the pixels that enter into the computation of

thecurrent output and form a binary word from thestring of binary values. This word can then be used

as an address toa ROM with a single output the result The ROM could then be programmed for any

function of the neighborhood pixel values. This approach is reasonable for a 3x3 neighborhood as the

ROM would be 512 bits. However, for larger neighborhoods, the ROM size becomes prohibitive. The

7x7 processing would require aROM with an area of 112000 square meters.

Shown intable 1are the masks for expanding by0,1,2 or 3. If the input isasingle dot the output

of the logical convolver will be the same as the mask.

maskO maskl mask2 mask3

0000000 0000000 0000000 0001000
0000000 0000000 0001000 0011100

0000000 0001000 0011100 0111110
0001000 0011100 0111110 1111111

0000000 0001000 0011100 0111110
0000000 0000000 0001000 0011100
0000000 0000000 0000000 0001000

Table 1. MASKS

maskO maskl mask2 mask3

*

* ***

* *** *****

* *** ***** *******

* *** ***** *******

* *** *****

* ***

*

Table 2. Output for input image with 2 dots
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7.5 A 3x3 Non-Linear Filter Based on Sorting

7.5.1 INTRODUCTION

Some image processing techniques are based on sorting the elements in some neighborhood of

pixel and taking the Nth largest of the sorted values as the new value for that pixel. For noise with very

long tails inits distribution, median filtering has been shown tobe very useful [1]. Median filters possess

the desirable property that monotonic changes in the signal are preserved butsharp spikes are removed.

Therefore it is possible to filter the image to remove noise without blurring the edges and making edge

extraction more difficult Median filters have been shown tobeinferior (in the MSE sense) toan averag

ing filter [1] for some cases when the noise has a Gaussian distribution. The use of the minimum and

maximum over a region has been proposed for noise rejection filters [2]. The difference between the

maximum and minimum (maximum difference) can beused for edge extraction and other high-pass pro

cessing.

7.5.2 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

To completely sort the 9 pixel values in the 3x3 window requires atleast 29comparators [1]. The

29comparators must be wired in a fairly complex manner, resulting in a large cost Other schemes [3]

use more comparators (36) in a bubble sortingnetwork, but achieve simpler wiring. However, if not all

of the 9 sorted values are needed, fewer comparators can be used. For example, the minimum or max

imumof a 3x3 region can be computed with only 8 comparators. The number of comparators can be

reduced further by noting that theentire maximum does notneed to berecomputed for each pixel. Adja

cent pixels have six pixels in common that go into the maximum or minimumcomputation. The max

imum,orminimum, of these six pixels canbere-used to savecomparators.
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One way to reduce the number of comparators is to make the filter separable. That means that a

cascade of two filters is used.The firstoperates in one dimension while the secondfilteroperates in the

other dimension. The net result is that only 2 one-dimensional filters are needed instead of one two-

dimensional filter. Thereason thatfewer processors areneeded for theseparable filter is thateachoutput

of the firstfilter is usedn times by thesecond filter instead of being recomputed. The non-separable filter

requires n2-l processors to compute the maximum or minimum over a nxn region while the separable

filter requires only2(n-l) processors. Because theresults of thefirstfilter of the separable filter are used

n times by thesecond filter, theeffective number of processors in theseparable filter is (n-l)n+(n-l) or

n2-l,which is the same as the number ofprocessors in the non-separable filter.

Making the maximum, or minimum, processor separable does not alter theresults of thecomputa

tions. Themaximum of one-dimensional maximums (i.e. the separable maximum) is the true 2 dimen

sional maximum; this is also true for the minimum. Although the separable median is not the true 2

dimensional median, it will still reject extreme points while preserving edges. To compute the 3 pixel

one-dimensional maximum, median, and minimum (i.e. a three element sort) requires only 3 compara

tors. Therefore, the separable maximum, minimum, and median can be computed with only 6 compara

tors that canbeeasily wired. If the median isnotrequired, only 4 comparators areneeded tocompute the

maximumor minimumover 3 pixels.

7.53 CHOSEN ARCHITECTURE

Thechip that was developed has a total of 10comparators: six compute the separable maximum or

median, and the remaining four simultaneously compute the separable minimum. Therefore, the max

imum difference canbecomputed. Thebasic processing element usedis the two-way sorter (figure 1). It

takes in two values and outputs the minimum and maximum of the values. Three of these can be con

nected to form the three-way sorter(figure 2). Two three-way sorters can then be connected to give the

complete separablefilter(figure 3). One filter processes 3 pixelsfrom the same vertical line. That is, the

inputs to the filter are the currentpixel and the pixels delayed by one and two lines. The second filter

processes three pixels from the same horizontal line. Its inputs are the current pixel and the pixels

delayed by one and two pixels.
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7.5.4 REGION OF OPERATION

The user has limited control over the mask of the filter (see table 1). Essentially, the mask indi

cates which pixels will be included in the computations. Only a single bit is needed to represent each
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element of themaskbecause it indicates onlywhether thepixelwillbe included or not in the currentout

putof thefilter. Because thefilters areseparable, the usercanonly choose which points in eachof the2

3x1 regions are operated upon. Of the 64 possible masks, only 16are reallyuseful because many of the

masks areequivalent andsome mask outallpoints from the3x3 region andproduce a constant zero out

put Therefore, only2 bits areused torepresent themask of each of the ID filters. Essentially, onemask

bit in each of the two filters is set so that thecorresponding pixel is nevermasked out Thenet result of

this masking scheme is that the filters operate only over rectangular subregions of the 3x3 region.

The center pixel invertical processor was notchosen tobealways included in thecomputations for

testing purposes. Byalways including data from the current line and being able to ignore data from each

of the line delays it is easier to test the line delays and arithmetic units separately. Forexample, if the

first line delay is defective, the data from both will be corrupted. In this case the only way to test the

arithmetic unitsis to disable bothlinedelays.

The mask is implemented with AND gates that mask outvalues from themaximum computation

(adding zeros does notchange themaximum) and ORgates thatmask outvalues from theminimum com

putation (adding full scale values does not affect the minimum). There isnocomparable way ofmasking

values for the median calculation sothe median must be computed over the entire 3x3 region.

Because the filter masks are implemented by inserting full scale or zero values, the vertical

minimum must be computed in a separate processor. The zeros inserted to mask out values from the

maximum computation would force the minimum toalways bezero. If the sorter always operated over

the entire 3x3 region only a single vertical processor would be needed and 2 comparators would be

saved.

733 COMPARISON TO THE LINEAR CONVOLVER

Although this sorting circuit and the linear convolver both perform some operations on the pixels in

a 3x3 region, the architecture of the two circuits is quite different First the linear convolver is micro-

coded and requires a controller that operates at the sample rate while the sorter operates in a fully parallel

mode with no controller. The micro-coded approach was chosen for the linear convolver to minimizethe
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complexity of signal routing and coefficient routing. This was a major concern because each of the 9

arithmetic units requires a multi-bit coefficient and the outputs of all nine arithmetic units must be

summed to obtain the result The architecture chosen made the routing very regular and hence easy to

perform. The sorter has only four single bit coefficients and the outputs ofthe individual processors con

nectonly to nearby processors. Further, themedian is more difficult than the maximum orrninimum to

compute over several cycles by a single micro-coded processor. The maximum and minimum can be

computed from only the current input and the partial maximum or minimum. The median can not be

computed in asimilar manner and must have more data stored. With these differences, the parallel imple

mentationproved simpler.

7.5.6 CHIP GENERATION

This circuit could be created quite quickly, as the line delays and line delay controller were the

same as those used inboth the linear and logical convolvers. The arithmetic units (sorters) were assem

bled with adata-path generator using some of thesame basic cells as those used in thelinear convolver.

To reduce the size ofthe sorters, special cells were generated. Double registers, buffers and multiplexors

(double cells have circuitry for 2 signals in asingle bit slice) were created because the comparators and

switching circuits operate on two signals at time inasymmetric way. Allrouting wires for the two ele

ment sorter are included inside the double cells and noglobal routing was needed. Further, the double

cells are less than twice as large as the single cells because every cell requires acertain amount of over

head regardless of the number of transistors it contains. The net result of using the double cells is that

space is saved by both the more efficient use of the cell space and the reduced need for global routing.

The separable filter architecture made the bit-sliced data path approach more feasible. The data

path compiler requires that all blocks in abit slice be physically arranged in a line. This can always be

done for an arbitrarily complex network, but may require complicated and area inefficient routing.

Because the separable sorting filter has blocks that are connected to near neighbors, the routing can be

done withonly a few tracks. Non-separable filters have more global routing and hence could not be as

efficiendy implementedwith the data-path generator.
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
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0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

Table 1. Masks or regionsof sorter operation
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7.6 An Image Contour Tracing Chip

7.6.1 INTRODUCTION

Torecognize two-dimensional images that are characterized by their closed contours, the curvature

of the contour is useful as a feature. The curvature isaone dimensional signal that can be matched using

techniques from speech processing to provide insensitivity to translation, rotation and size. To generate

the curvature from the video image, acontour tracing chip has been developed.

The discrete curvature was defined insection 3.2and isgiven below:

curv{n)=m£Lwhere KH)saJLm-**Ilel
An k_ AX{n)

4

Because AX and AY can only be -1, 0 or +1, the curvature is an integer between 0 and 7 (or -4 and 3).

By representing the contour by its curvature, not only does one get asignal that has useful properties for

image recogmtion but also arepresentation of the contour which requires many fewer bits than a direct

representation based upon the X and Y coordinates. If the initial conditions X(0),Y(0) and <p(0) are

known, the contour can bereconstructed from the curvature inthe following way:

<j>(n) =«p(0)+Zcttrv(/)

X(n) =X(0)+2AX(i) whereAX(i) = sin
i=0

Y(n) = y(0)+2 AY(i) where AY(i) = cos
i=0

f*»

AsM))7*0

As(n) is the length of the contour between twothepoints atposition n and has avalue of either 1or^2.

Because both <{> and curv are 3 bit numbers, AX and AY can be easily computed with a 8 wordlook up

table.
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7.6.2 THE ALGORITHM

The contour tracing algorithm which was implemented is quitesimple. First theedgemap image

is loaded into theinternal RAM after being down sampled to 128 x 120. Then, starting from a userpreset

location, thecontroller starts raster scanning insearch of anobject in theimage. When anobject is found

(i.e. a non zero pixel is found), pixels in the neighborhood of the current pixel are checked. The pixels

arechecked in an orderwhich guarantees that thefirstpixelfoundto be "on" will be on the outside of the

contour [1]. This "on" pixel is then made thecurrent pixel andtheprocess repeats until the contour has

been traced.

The contour is traced in a generally counter-clockwise direction. The search for the next pixel

proceeds in a counter-clockwise direction around the current pixel and starts at the pixel in the most

clockwise position that was not checked in the previous search. In this way, the tracer always stays on

the outside of the contour (some schemes [2] do not dothis) and can not getstuck in holes in the interior

of the object

Figure 1 shows the definition of direction vectors and thesteps thatthetracer will make to find the

next pixel on the contour as a function of the direction between the lasttwo points on the contour. The

points marked with "*" indicate the last two points found on the contour. The center point was the last

point found. The numbered points indicate the order that the points will be tested. The Y points were

tested in theprevious cycle and donotneed tobe tested again. An exception is fordirection 0 when the

contour is first encountered after raster scanning andthe"x" points arechecked. It can beseenthatthe X

and Y coordinates change by at most +/- 1, so that an up/down counter is sufficient for computing the

next X and Y values.

Every time a valid point is encountered, a refresh cycle is performed and the trace algorithm halts

for one cycle. The current row address is taken from the refresh counter and the refresh counter is incre

mented. Although every row is written the cycle after it is read, the refresh cycles guarantee that data

will not be lost The image is raster scanned in direction 0 so that a new row is read every cycle and

properrefreshing willoccur withoutspecial refresh cycles.
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If all numbered test points are found tobein the off state, apoint that has already been determined

tobeonthe contour ischecked. If this point isnoton, the tracer will stop inan error state toindicate that

the memory is not consistent

Figure la. DirectionVectors from center point
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Figure lb. Search paths for each direction (0-7) between last2 points

7.63 HARDWARE

The hardware consists of four main components. These include the image RAM, the trace con

troller (FSM and clock generator), auxiliary counters and the clock generators (figure 2).

This circuit is quite different from many of the other image processing circuits that have been

developed, in that a decision is made every cycle. This means that pipelining can not be used to the

extent that it is in circuits with no decision making. In fact the circuit is one large loop containing the

FSM, the 16K RAM, and the counters. For correct operation of this loop, there must be exacdy one

delay from any point to itself. These facts dictate that the delay through all the components must beless

than oneclock cycle time. There was very little chance of designing these circuits for a 10MHz clock

rate in a A[i NMOS technology. However, this does notmean that real-time operation is notpossible with

the chosen architecture. Because the circuit operates on thedata a frame at a time, the algorithm must

complete before one frame time (1/30 of a second) to achievereal-timeoperation. Therefore, the clock
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Figure 2. Tracer Architecture

rate can be reduced and still meet the real-time condition. Even if the algorithm required 2 frames for

completion, two contour tracers could beused, each tracing objects inevery other frame, toachieve real

time operation.

7.63.1 The RAM

The RAM stores the down-sampled edge map and is organized as an 128x120 array of three

transistor cells. The 3Tcell was chosen for the same reasons that itwas used inthe line delays. Separate

read and write bit-lines and select lines makes it possible to read and write data in the same cycle with

very few timing constraints.
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When writing, the inputis shiftedintoa 128-bit shiftregister during the horizontal display time and

written into the array during the horizontal blank time one row at a time. In this way, the RAM-write

operation is made very non-critical because thehorizontal blank time is approximately 12micro-seconds.

Further, no decoder and other logic is needed to make it possible to write a single column at a time.

When acquiring the image, thelinenumber (Y) is supplied to therowdecoder.

During RAM-read operations, theY address of thetestpixel is applied to therowdecoder and the

X address of the test pixel to the column decoder. To refresh the dynamic 3-transistor cell, every row

read is automatically written back the next cycle. To ensure thatallrows are refreshed, a refresh counter

accesses rows sequentially at certain pointsin the tracing algorithm.

7.6.3.2 The Trace Controller

The trace controller is made up of a FSM that implements the contour tracing algorithm and a

clock generator.

The FSM consists of a ROM and a state register. For the tracing algorithm, there are 8 possible

directions to travel in the array. For each of these 8 directions, there are 8 more possible directions to

look for thenext pixel. This makes a total of 64states. However, some states are illegal, corresponding

to thepoints marked with an "x", and can be used for refreshing, scanning and error trapping. 52 states

are used for the tracing, 8 for refreshing, 3 for scanning and 1 for errors. The states are represented in 6

bits. The current direction is encoded in the top three bits of the state vector and the test direction is

encoded in the lower three bits. In this way it is simple to determine what the tracer is doing from the

state information.

The next state is computed solely from the current state andthe image (1 bit) at the current point.

Therefore, the only inputs to FSM ROM are the state and theRAM output The outputs of the 128 x 16

ROM include the next state, AX and AY to control the X,Y,DX and DY counters and the discrete curva

ture. To keep the magnitudeof the curvature to a minimum, values corresponding to greater than n (4-7)

are translated to values less than 0 (-1 to -4). It can be shown that the curvature is a function of the

current state and the RAM output and hence is easily looked up in the ROM.
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The finite-state-machine approach was chosen to simplify the circuit design. Although the next

state can usually be computed in a fairly straight-forward manner from the current state and the RAM

output a few special cases make the use of random logic more complicated and error prone. Further,

using ROMs or PLAs for logic makes the circuits much easier to handle with CAD programs and

simplifies changes. TheFSMROM was generated automatically with a ROM generator.

7.633 The Counters

The current X and Y address, the current line being written, the refresh address, and the total dis

tances traveled in X and Y (DXandDY) are kept in up/down counters that are controlled by theFSM.

The use ofseparate counters was chosen tominimize the size of the FSM ROM. If the X and Ypositions

were included in the state of the FSM, the ROM would have become unreasonably large.

The total distance traveled in X and Y is computed so that it is possible to determine when the

entire contour has been traced. When every pixel in the contour has been traced and the X and Y

counters are at their original values, the DX and DY counters will both contain zero, which is detected

and sent off-chip.

7.63.4 Outputs

There are many signals sent off-chip for either testing and "debugging" or for actual use. The pri

mary output is the curvature. The X and Y values are sent off-chip forcomputing the area, bounding box

and moments of the contour. The next state is output for detecting when the tracer is raster scanning,

computing thearea in the feature extractor and for general testing. The DX=0 andDY=0 signals areused

todetect when thecontour has been traced. The carry outof the X and Ycounters (CoutX and CoutY) is

output to detect tracing off the edge of the frame and when the frame is done. CoutY occurs when the

contourcontacts theedgeof theframe during tracing. CoutX during traceindicates that thecontouris off

the edge, while CoutXduring scan indicates that the entire frame has been searched. The RAM output

and the shift register output are used for testing.
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7.63.5 Inputs

The X and Y counters and state register can all be loaded with arbitrary values. The X and Y

counters need to be loaded with arbitrary values to allow searching from various points in the frame so

that multiple images will be found and traced. The state register only needs tobe loaded with a single

value (scanning state) in normal use, but was made fully loadable for testing. Other inputs include the

video input acquire signal, load control, and clocks.

7.63.6 Testing

Since the chip is aFSM and all components are inthe decision making loop, itwas very important

to be able to break the loop for testing. Otherwise, had the circuit not worked, it would have been

difficult to control the FSM and isolate the problems. The RAM output is a very convenient place to

break the feedback loop as it is only one bit wide. By allowing external signals to be substituted for the

actual RAM output and by bringing the RAM output off chip, testing was made much simpler by making

itpossible to testparts of thechip independendy.

7.63.7 Clock Generators andCircuitTiming

There are two sets oflow frequency clocks that are generated from 2 sets ofhigh frequency clocks.

The acquire (load array with image) and trace modes work with entirely separate clocks to allow asyn

chronous operation. The write controller generates clocks to latch the proper number ofpixels into the

shift register and to perform the down sampling (1/4) and isa circuit identical tothe line delay controller

with theORplaneprogrammed differendy.

The trace clock generator (figure 3) generates the clocks (figure 4) for the trace modes. The pri

mary reason for having the trace mode operate ata lower rate (1/8 input clock) is that the FSM approach

does not allow pipelining and the critical path includes virtually the entire circuit Also, having a lower

clock rate makes it possible togenerate more complicated signals forwriting the RAM and pre-charging

(the pre-charge signal is the same as slow phi2) because one slow clock cycle is 8 input clock cycles. It

is also possible togetclock separation needed forRAM writing that is defined by thefastclock instead of

by circuit parasitics.
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When acquiring a new image, the trace controller is held inactive andstarts up in an orderly way

after the image has been acquired. To prevent writing the wrong data into the RAM, refresh operations

mustbe inhibited untilvalidaddresses areavailable (figure 5).

7.6.4 IMPROVING CIRCUIT SPEED

The critical path in the tracer, during trace mode, starts at the X and Y counters and goes through

the RAM, ROM and the ripple carry circuits of the X and Y counters. To improve the performance of

the circuit the ROM was organized as 64 words x 32 bits with a one bit column decoder. The RAM
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Figure 5. Trace ClockWaveforms After Acquire

output was chosen to be thecolumn address. With this configuration, therow decoder and bit lines of the

ROM can be settling while the RAM is being accessed. The RAM output only propagates through the

column decoder and output circuitry of the ROM. The delay through that part of the ROM isquite small.

The up/down counters used in the circuit have identical slices and therefore have two gate delays

per bit in the carry chain. Also, in the worst case, all carries are rising which is slow. To improve the

speedof the counters even andoddup/down counter slices should be used.

7.6.5 REFERENCES

[1] Kitchin, P. W., et al., "Processing of Binary Images," Robot Vision, WS Ltd., UK, 1983.

[2] Pratt, W. K., Digital Image Processing, Wiley, New York, 1978, pp543.
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7.7 A Feature Extractor for the Image Contour Tracer

7.7.1 INTRODUCTION

A chip has been developed to interface the contour tracing chipto a hostcomputer and to compute

object features as theobject is being traced. Thecenter ormass, area, perimeter and bounding boxof the

image are computed. The chip also controls the loading of curvature data into an external buffer and

reports the tracer status to the host.

The contour tracing chiponly stores the image and implements the tracing algorithm. All data is

generated at a high rate and can notbeeasily read by the slow host computer. Further, it has no provi

sions for indicating if the trace was finished successfully orwith anerror or if the entire frame has been

scanned.

The feature extractorkeeps track of the state of the contour tracerand indicates the state to the host

processor. It also handles the loading of thecurvature data into a buffer for reading by the host proces

sor. Addresses,data andstrobes aregenerated which can be used to load the datainto an externalRAM.

This chip generates the starting coordinates for the nextsearch. For schemes notrequiring the more com

plete information contained in the curvature, basic features of the image are computed by the feature

extractor andare available immediately after the tracing is completed.

The system diagram showing the inter-connection of the tracer, the feature extractor and the host

computer is shown in figure 1.The feature extractor loads thestate and X and Y coordinate outputs of the

tracer over an input bus. There is a common I/O bus that is used to read results from the feature extractor

by the host load constants from the host into the feature extractor, load start values from the feature

extractor into the tracer and set the address of the external buffer RAM from the extractor during tracing

or from the host. The curvature data passes through a second bus to the RAM or from the RAM to the
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host Finally, there are control signals that set the feature extractor operation and status outputs to signal

the host that the tracer has finished itscurrent operation.
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Figure 1. System Organization

The feature extractor-tracer combination operates in several distinct modes. During the acquire

mode, the image is loaded into the tracer RAM and the feature extractor is idle except that the user

chosen start position is on the I/O bus to be loaded into the tracer X and Y registers. When the image has

been acquired, the tracer loads the start position from the I/O bus and begins searching for an image.

While the tracer is searching for an image, the feature extractor resets all internal registers for the next

feature computations. After the image is found, the feature extractor puts the RAM address on the I/O

bus for loading data into the RAM and begins computing features from the X,Y and state outputs of the

tracer. When thecontour tracer finishes tracing (either successfully orwith an error) thehost processor is

notified via a feature extractor output The tracer continues tracing the last image while the feature

extractor is idle. At this pointthe hostcan load thecomputed features from the feature extractor and the

curvature data from the external RAM. The feature extractor then puts the new start position on the I/O

bus for thenext trace. When the host resets the tracer, by loading the search state into the state register,
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the feature extractor again computes features and signals the host when the trace is done. If the search

continues and no image is found, the feature extractor notifies the host that the entire frame has been

searched. Thehostcan then repeat thewhole process by starting another acquire operation.

7.72 COMPUTED FEATURES

The features computed include: the perimeter, the even perimeter, the area, the center of mass

(except for the required division) and the bounding box. The perimeter is computed by counting the

numberof valid points on the contour. The perimeter is also used as the address for the buffer RAM for

loading the curvature. The even perimeter is the number of contour points where the direction had an

evennumber (i.e. the tracer didnot take a diagonal step) and is computed so thatanestimate of the true

perimeter can bedetermined, since the diagonal steps are longer than the vertical orhorizontal steps. The

bounding box is computed by keeping track of the minimumandmaximumvalues of both the X and Y

coordinates. Thecenter of mass of the contour is computed as opposed to thecenter of mass for thesolid

figure. That is, the image is treated as though the center of the image has nomass. To obtain the center of

mass of the contour, the sums all the X coordinates (xbar) and all the Y coordinates (ybar) are divided by

the perimeter.

The area is determined as the image is traced by accumulating the area under the contour when

tracing in one direction and subtracting the area under the contour when tracing in the other direction.

The trapezoidal approximation for integration iscomputed and is derived below:

area =2——Ay,-
i *"

but.xi_1=:;Cj--Ax,-

w Xj+JCj-AXj
soarea =£ Ay,- =£ x^+bi

i L i

where a,-= Ay,= {-1,0,+1} (determined from tracer direction)

Ax,-Ay.
and £. _ _— _ {-i/2,0,1/2} (determined from tracerdirection)

It can be seen that the area can be computed by performing two sums and a simple multiply. A
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PLA is used to compute the values <z,- andbt from the current tracer direction.

In order to simplify the feature extractor, some operations are left to thehostprocessor to perform.

The division and multiplication operations were not implemented on-chip because these operations

require arelatively large area and would beneeded only once per contour trace. Therefore, to compute

the center of mass, the host processor would load the sums of the X and Y coordinates and the perimeter

and perform the division. The true perimeter would beobtained similarly. The host would load the per

imeter and the even perimeter values from the feature extractor and perform the final multiplication and

addition. By leaving the multiplication and division operations off chip, all features could becomputed

withadders, comparators and incrementers which are all quite small.

7.73 THE HARDWARE

The chip(figure 2) consists of anarithmetic unitthatis composed of three sub-arithmetic units that

compute the features of the current image anda control section consisting of 2 PLAs anda finite-state-

machine (FSM). There are two7-bit input data busses for the X and Y coordinates. A single 16-bit I/O

bus is used to send results to the host processor and toload constants from the host processor. The 16-bit

bus also transmits the address to the buffer RAMand the starting coordinates to the contour tracer. Con

trol signal inputs include the 6-bit contour-tracer state and the 3-bit tracer output The features are com

puted in parallel processors (figure 3), onesimple processor computing each feature.

The perimeter processors are simply counters which can becleared. The xbar, ybar processors are

accumulators that can beresetThebounding box processors are resetable maximum orminimum proces

sors. The area computation requires two adders and acomplimenter. All registers except the minimum

and maximum registers will saturate.

7.73.1 General Organization

The arithmetic functions were spread over three units to accommodate varying requirements for

data word width. The bounding box processors (min-max circuits) onlyneeda width equal to that of the

input data width (7 bits). The perimeter, area, and moment processor require more bits. The theoretical

maximum limits for a 128x120image are:
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Theprocessor for these quantities was chosen to be 16bits for several reasons. First thelimitation

to 64 pins on the chip was a factor. Second, it is a convenient number for connecting to the host com

puter (usually I/O ports are multiples of 8 bits). Finally, although the xbar and ybar computations may

require more bits, only extremely complicated non-convex shapes will required more than 16 bits. For

these complex shapes, it is unlikely that the center ofmass will be very useful for determining the posi

tion ofthe object as the center ofmass will be a strong function of the quantization.
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7.73.2 Control

The control functions of this chip are very data dependent (the tracer state data) so an FSM is

employed to handle therequired decision making. OnePLAandtheFSMdetermine of thecontour tracer

state and generate control signals for the arithmetic processors. The PLA generates allsignals which are

a function of the contour tracer state (detects when the tracer isscanning and generates a,- and bt for the

area computations). The FSM also performs unrelated functions to decrease the number of circuit blocks

needed on chip. For example, the delays needed to synchronize the curvature signals with control signals

for writing into the buffer RAM are provided by theFSM. This is not an efficient use of the FSM but

avoids theneed for randomwiring to additional circuitblocks.

The state transition table forthe FSM isgiven in table 2.When the tracer is acquiring animage, the

FSM is forced to the acquire state via the reset signal. When reset goes low, the FSM goes to a waiting
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state. It will wait there until it is detected that the tracer is scanning. When scanning is detected, the

FSM will go to the scan state. If scanning is notdetected, an error will be flagged because the tracer

started on a contour andcorrect characterization isnotpossible. TheFSMwillwaitin thescanstateuntil

either the end of frame is reached {COX true) or a contour is found {scanning false). If a contour is

found, theFSMgoes to tracing state where it remains untilthe traceis doneor an erroroccurs. The FSM

waits in the error state and the contour done state until either a LOAD signal is encountered toreset the

tracer at a new point orRESET occurs to acquire a new image. The resetreg signal goes high during the

waiting state toreset allprocessors for new computations. Selstart goes low during tracing to allow for

the RAM address tobeputonthe I/O bus instead of the tracer start position.

Another PLA handles the register selection and permits asynchronous access of the internal regis

ters by the host computer. If the user sets the override signal high, then the registers can be selected

(enabled onto the 16-bit I/O bus) by the three address lines for reading by the host processor. In this

mode thecircuit looks to thehostprocessor likea 7-word static ram. If override is low,thefeature extrac

tor along with the user supplied register address determines which register is enabled. Registers are

enabled toprovide the start position for the tracer while the tracer issearching and the address for writing

data into the RAM while the tracer is tracing. The register address inputs give the user control over the

choice of startpositions for the tracer to begin searching for a new contour after one or more contours

have been found and traced. Register control information isgiven table 1.

7.7.4 USE OF AUTOMATED LAYOUT TOOLS

Almost the entire circuit layout was generated automatically. Thethree data-paths were assembled

with the data-path generator and the 2 PLAs and the FSM were assembled with Modgen. The resulting

blocks were, however, placed and routed by hand. The automated aspects of this circuit made changes

quite easy. Several mistakes were found thatcould bequickly corrected bychanging thecircuit descrip

tion file. Some changes to the FSM did not even change the block size and hence did not require any

routing changes at the chip level.
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7.73 TESTING

This circuit was fairly easy to testbecause there are no large arrays of memory and the outputs of

any processor can be watched during computation. The usercan force any processor to put its outputon

the I/Obusat any timeasdescribed previously. Thatmakes it possible to observe the partial results dur

ing all phases of operation. TheFSM state is brought off-chip in encoded form which is quite useful for

testing to verify thatthe state is determined properly.
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override RESET* selstart* address bus direction bus data

X X 0 to host ymax, xmax
X X 1 to host count of pixels around contour
X X 2 to host count of non-diagonal pixels
X X 3 to host xmin,xmin
X X 4 to host ybar
X X 5 to host xbar
X X 6 to host area

X X 7 from host ystart, xstart
0 1 X x to host ystart, xstart
0 0 1 0 to host ystart, xstart
0 0 1 1 to host ymax, xstart
0 0 1 2 to host ystart, xmax
0 0 1 3 to host ymax, xmax
0 0 0 X to host pixel count (RAM address)

* - internal signals

Table 1. Register Control

current state
input

next

state
done

out

code
rr ss

name #

scan 000
000

001

100

0

0

0

00

00

00

0

0

0

1

0

1

scanning*COX*RESET
scanning*RESET
scanning*COX*RESET

tracing 001
010

011 -

001

0

0

0

01

01

01

0

0

0

0

0

0

DX=DY=Q*ERROR l*RESET
ERROR 1*RESET

ERROR 1*DX=DY=0*RESET

contour done 010
110

010

1

1

00

00

0

0

RESET*LOAD

RESET*LOAD

error 011 110

011

1

1

01

01

0

0

RESET*LOAD

RESET*LOAD

frame done 100 100 1 11 0RESET

acquire 101 110 0 11 0RESET

waiting 110
000

110

110

0

1

0

10

10

10

1

1

1

scanning*RESET*LOAD
scanning*RESET*LOAD
RESET*LOAD

XXX RESET 101 0 11 0 1

rr = resetreg, ss = selstart
Table 2. State Transition Table

scanning ={tracerstate=3)
ERROR 1 = COX+COY+ERROR
validpoint = {outO+out l+out2+{tracerstate =36))* {tracing)
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7.8 The Line Delay

7.8.1 INTRODUCTION

To perform two-dimensional signal processing algorithms on the one-dimensional video signal,

line delays are required. The basic function required ofthe line delays is toaccept the current pixel value

and output the value of the pixel "direcdy above" the current pixel (i.e. delayed by one video line).

7.8.2 HARDWARE CHOICES

The line delay could beimplemented with a shift register that has a length equal to the number of

pixels in the line. This would be a simple solution, but would require a significant amount ofspace and

power. To avoid these drawbacks, a RAM is used anda pointer to thedatais shifted instead of thedata.

Since every location in the RAM is written at the video line rate (i.e. every 75 micro-seconds), adynamic

memory with no refresh can be used. By using the three transistor RAM (3T cell) with separate read and

write selects and separate read and write bit lines, a read and a write operation can occur in the same

cycle with both operations having the full cycle time for completion. The 3T cell with separate bit lines

is only slighdy larger than that with a single bit line, so a high price is not paid for the performance

increase.

Figure 1shows the basic operation of the RAM array. The shift register pointer is at the bottom of

the diagram. The shift register is currendy enabling the left cell for writing and the right cell for reading.

Input data on the write bit line is written into the left cell, while data stored in the right cell is put on the

read bit line and output. In the next cycle, the pointer will shift tothe right and the cell that is currendy

being read will be written.

The shift register pointer replaces a row decoder and a counter. Although the total number of

transistors is virtually the same for both cases, the circuit with a shift register is more compact because
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the shift register abuts the RAMarray while the counter must beaseparate block and routed tothe RAM

decoder.

The fact that the data is always written and read inthe same order can beexploited toease the cir

cuit design with some increase inarchitecture complexity (figure 2). The input data isde-multiplexed (by

a factor ofeight) to form a64-bit word that changes at a1.25 MHz rate. The internal RAM array works

at one-eighth speed, making low power implementations feasible. The array isalso square, 64 rows by64

columns for 512 pixels per line with 8-bit data, which is easier to handle when putting the entire chip

together. At the RAMoutputthe 64-bit 1.25 MHz data ismultiplexed to form the desired 10 MHz 8-bit

word.

The de-multiplexor consists of an 8-bit recirculating shift register, a set of 8 8-bit registers (there

are actually only 7 registers, butto simplify the discussion it will be assumed that there are 8 registers)

and a 64-bit register. The setof 8 registers latches 8 consecutive pixels at thevideo rate (10 Mhz for 512

pixel lines). The shift register has only one output high and provides the load signals for the registers.

On the first cycle, the shift register points to the first (top most) register and the first register latches a

pixel value. The nextcycle (10 Mhz cycle), the shift register pointer shifts and the 2nd pixel is latched

into the 2nd register. After 8cycles, the 8 pixels are latched into the 8registers forming a64-bit word.

To synchronize this data with the RAM which is running a one eighth speed, the 64 bits of data are
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Figure 2. Line Delay Architecture

latched into the64-bit register. At the output of this register, all 64bits change at thesame time unlike

the outputsof the firstset of registers. The data is then writteninto the RAM.

The first 8-bit register does not really exist and is only shown for the sake of simplicity. It is not

needed because the multiplexor adds an extra delay of 8 pixels to the top most path of the circuit By

removing the top most input latch, the pixel isadvanced by 8 cycles in the de-multiplexor, canceling the

delay inthe multiplexor. Therefore, the first pixel is latched direcdy into the top 8bits ofthe 64 bitregis

ter. Theother56 bitscomefrom the7 8-bitregisters.

The multiplexor operates similarly. A 64-bit register latches (at the lower rate) the RAM output

which consists of 8 consecutive pixels. A shift register pointer, enables the 8-bit tri-state buffers in suc

cession at the high rate. The output bus then contains the 10 MHz 8-bit signal that has been delayed by

one video line.

Theoperation of the line delay is shown in tables la-f. Each table shows theregister contents at a

multiple of 8 cycles. The input and output columns indicate the 8 inputs and outputs that occurred during

those 8 cycles (the top entries are the first inputs and outputs). Two rows of the RAM array are also

shown. In table la, the first 8 pixels have been latched. Note that pixel 1 was latched direcdy into the
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64-bit register. 8cycles later (table lb), pixels 9-16 have been latched and the 64 bit register was written

into the RAM array. After another 8cycles (table lc), pixels 2-9 are written into the RAM array. Table

Id shows the situation at the very end of the video line. Pixels 505-512 (last 8 pixels on the line) are

latched into the input registers and rowH is read from the array and latched into the output register. As

mentioned, the top most pixel inthe output latched isdelayed 8cycles and does not appear atthe outputs

until pixel 513 is atthe input After rowH has been read, it is over written with the data in the input regis

ter. At the same time, rown+l is read and latched in the output register and multiplexed on the output

lines. The data appearing atthe output is in the proper order and exacdy 512 pixels behind the input.

Without this de-multiplexing scheme and with a 4iiNMOS technology at 10 MHz, large buffers

would be needed to drive the select lines, particularly the write select line. To prevent the wrong data

from being written into the cells, the write select must be gated with one clock phase ("40 nS) and must

pull up close to VDD to get a good a high stored charge. Simulations showed that quite a bit ofpower

would be dissipated and that 3jx technology would be needed since the RC delays were quite large.

The multiplexing and de-multiplexing logic requires a significant amount of space. If a more

advanced technology were available, it would be possible to operate the RAM array at the data rate

without the MUX-DEMUX circuitry and hence save the space associated with these circuits.

7.83 HARDWARE PARAMETERS

The primary parameters of the line delay are the line length (L) and the number ofbits/pixel {B).

The multiplexing and de-multiplexing ratios (M) are also important The line delay can be easily

modified to handle other line lengths, but the line length must be a multiple of M. The internal RAM

should have —-1 rows. It does not have -— rows because the other registers account for a single slow

cycle delay. TheRAM should have MB columns. Arbitrary word widths cannotbehandled because the

shift registers which accomplish the latching of data at the input and the enabling of data at the output

are put between the data lines and must remain even if fewer bits are desired. The number of bits/word

can vary by multiples of two, due to mirroring in thecircuit between 6 andan upper limitdetermined by

timing constraints. For small numbers of bits, thegeneral approach taken requires a lot of overhead and
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may no longer be better than a direct implementation.

7.8.4 CONTROLLER

Acontroller is used togenerate the lower frequency clocks for the line delay and toshift inexactly

one line ofvideo data. The controller (figure 3)consists ofan 8 bitshift register (SR), an OR logic array,

a counter and start-stop logic. The slow clocks required for the line delay are pre-charge, write enable

and shift.

T T
pro*

register/buffer * *>»

OR Logic

Shift Reg

i r
JM2 jfcu

Figure 3. Line Delay Controller

It was desired to make the slow clocks be fully programmable. That is, each slow clock can go

high during any combination ofthe 8fast cycles that make one slow cycle. One way to implement this is

to have a 3-bit counter that is connected to a PLA or ROM. The 8 states could then be decoded in an

arbitrary manner. However, the counter and row decoder of the ROM can be replaced by an 8-bit SR.

The shift register outputs are identical to the row select lines ofthe ROM. If the OR plane is connected

to the output ofthe SR, the equivalent ofaROM has been made. This was the approach taken. One bit

in the OR plane is used to ensure that the SR has only one output high atagiven time and the rest ofthe

bits control one slow clock each. To have a slow clock active during a particular fast clock cycle, a

transistor isputin the OR array at the corresponding SR output

To ensure that exactiy one line of the video signal isshifted into the delay line, additional hardware

is required. A counter keeps track of the total number of slow cycles that has occurred. When this total
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reaches the number of slow cycles that occur inone video line (64 slow cycles occur ina512 pixel line),

the controller is shut down. The shiftregister stops shifting and theclocks are left in an inactive state.

When the "start" (start of line) signal goes high, the controller starts again and shifts in another line. If

the "start" remains high, the controller free runs which isuseful for testing.

The slow clocks generated bythe controller are shown infigure 4. Shift (same as "next 8pixels" in

figure 2) goes high once every 8 cycles. This causes the 63-bit shift register pointer to shift once every

slow cycle and keeps exacdy one output of each of the 8-bit shift register pointers active inany cycle. It

also causes data tobe latched into the 64-bit RAM input and output registers. The write enable goes low

one cycle before shift and returns high one cycle after shift todisable write operations when the RAM

addresses are changing. The bit lines are pre-charged high at the beginning ofeach new read cycle (for

threecycles after shift goes low).

The controller stops atcycle 8 when waiting for the beginning of the nextline. In this state, RAM

write operations are disabled, the main shift register pointer is frozen and no pre-charging takes place.

Basically, thecircuit is inactive in cycle 8.

~i

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 4. Line Delay Clocks

shin

r
write enable

precharge

cycle

The controller is easily reconfigured for other line lengths (L) or number of fast cycles per slow

cycles (R). The shiftregister length is equal toR. Thecounter mustcount uptoL/R.
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input regl reg2 rown rown+l outreg output

9 9 1 X X X

10 10 2 X X X X

11 11 3 X X X X

12 12 4 X X X X

13 13 5 X X X X

14 14 6 X X X X

15 15 7 X X X X

16 16 8 X X X X

input regl reg2 rown rowH+l outreg output

17 17 1 9 X X

18 18 10 X 2 X X

19 19 11 X 3 X X

20 20 12 X 4 X X

21 21 13 X 5 X X

22 22 14 X 6 X X

23 23 15 X 7 X X

24 24 16 X 8 X X

input regl reg2 rown 7WB+1 outreg output

505 505 1 9 1 X

506 506 498 X 2 X X

507 507 499 X 3 X X

508 508 500 X 4 X X

509 509 501 X 5 X X

510 510 502 X 6 X X

511 511 503 X 7 X X

512 512 504 X 8 X X

input regl reg2 rown ™wn+l outreg output

513 513 505 9 9 1
514 514 506 498 2 2 2
515 515 507 499 3 3 3
516 516 508 500 4 4 4

517 517 509 501 5 5 5
518 518 510 502 6 6 6
519 519 511 503 7 7 7
520 520 512 504 8 8 8
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input regl reg2 rowH rown+l outreg output

521 521 505 513 17 9
522 522 514 498 506 10 10
523 523 515 499 507 11 11
524 524 516 500 508 12 12
525 525 517 501 509 13 13
526 526 518 502 510 14 14

527 527 519 503 511 15 15
528 528 520 504 512 16 16

Tables la-lf. Data Storage inthe Line Delay isShown over 512 cycles.
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CHAPTER Vffl RECOGNITION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The image recogmtion system described inchapter 3 has been built using the custom chips which

were described in chapter 7. The system accepts a standard 10 MHz video image and outputs features

(the curvature, area, perimeter, center ofmass and bounding box) atlow rate for use by ahost computer.

The feature based recognizer was implemented because the three basic features (-4r, /'oiL, andp2 curv

£ curv) could be computed quickly. This made itpossible to collect a large amount ofdata. Recog-
curv>0

nition based upon the Fourier descriptors and the curvature signal were examined toa lesser extent

The overall system does not quite achieve real-time operation, that is, the recognition can not per

formed on all frames, because some feature extraction and the pattern matching is performed by the host

computer. Itwould be possible toachieve real-time operation if the remaining feature extraction and pat

tern matching were performed by either a special purpose chip orby a faster general purpose processor.

The system can recognize approximately 7^aJnes wnen Pa2^ and £ curv must be computed on
^eC CUTV>0

the SUN host computer and approximately 15 Jrames when only the features computed by the feature
oec

extractor are used.

The results of the recognition process for a setof8simple objects (see figure 1)have been obtained

for the system described in chapter 3. The basic objects were chosen to simplify the analysis of the

results. Several very different geometric shapes were used in addition tosome similar complex shapes.

From the results with these objects it ispossible todetermine some of the strengths and weaknesses of the

techniques used.
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Figure 1. Objects Used in Recognition Tests

The recognition task was chosen as agood test of the custom circuits which have been designed

and the basic algorithms chosen. For recognition problems with fewer degrees of freedom (e.g. size

invariance is not required), it is possible to come up with more robust recognizers which require fewer

computations.
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8.2 THE FEATURES

In chapter 3, the ideal properties of the features were discussed. It is interesting to see how close

the characteristics of the measured features are to the characteristics of the ideal features. Plots of the

features for different sizes and orientations of each object are shown in figures 2,5 and 12. Each feature

was measured for 5 different object sizes and 4 different orientations at each size. The features are plot

ted against image area.

82.1 The Feature, Ar
P2

There are several striking aspects ofthe plot of —j shown in figure 2. First there are three objects

which have very distinct values of the feature and six which have very similar values. Second, the

feature seems tovary significandy for different sizes and orientations of asingle object

It is clear from figure 2 that this feature is quite useful for distinguishing acircle from any of the

other objects but not particularly useful for differentiating the pliers from the strippers. In fact, the use

fulness of this or any other feature is heavily dependent upon the nature of the objects being recognized.

For the objects used in these tests, itwas apparent that the —j would have to be used in conjunction with

other features to achieve reasonable recognition accuracy.

From the plot it is also evidentthat —7 is not invariant to either the size or the orientation of thepi

object Earlier it was shown that this feature would ideally be invariant with respect toboth size and rota

tional variations. There are three primary reasons for these variations. First the perimeter is a micros

copic feature, whereas the area is macroscopic. Second, the digitization process results in images which

are not processed in a way that is invariant with respect to object rotation. Finally, quantization errors

cause the feature to vary.

The perimeter is a microscopic feature which depends very strongly on the the fine detail of the

contour. If a straight segment of a contour is changed slighdy so that every overpoint is offset by one

pixel, the length of the line will appear to lengthen byV2. Therefore, one can not really expect the perim

eter to be unchanged as the object is rotated because the quantization effects will be different for each
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rotation and hence the perimeter will vary. This effect can be seen in figure 3, aplot of the area, perime-

ter and —j for the square for different orientations ofthe square. The area varies little, while the perim

eter has avariation of7.5%, which results in avariation ofabout 14% in Ar.
P2

A.

P

a

Other variations in —j can be attributed to the way inwhich the image is digitized. The camera

generates avideo signal which consists of two interlaced fields. Every other line of the image is actually

in a different field and is therefore separated by one field time (16 msec) and notby one line time (75

\\Sec). With this scheme, ann x n operator becomes a2n x n operator, because consecutive lines in the

video image are really two lines apart in the original image. As a result of this, operators that were

intended to symmetrically expand the image (e.g. the logical convolver with a symmetric mask), will

actually expand the image more vertically than horizontally. This willdistort images that are notradially

symmetric as they are rotated. This effect is mostpronounced for objects that are very"thin", such as the
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pen. The area and —j for different orientations of the pen are shown in figure 4.For this object the area

A
vanes by about 20% and accounts for most of the variation in —r. For orientations near the center of the

P2

plot the pen is nearly vertical. The area is greatest when the major axis of the pen is horizontal and the

greater verticalexpansion more stronglyaffects the area.

Anothercauseof feature variation is error due to spatial quantization. Earlier it was mentionedthat

quantization errors affect the perimeter for all object sizes. In addition to this, the area is affected by

quantization errors. However, this affect is only severe when there are "thin" parts within an object or

A

P
the object is small. Therefore, one would expect to see more variation in the feature, —=-, when the

object area is small. In general, much more variance is seen in the curves shown in figure 2 as the area

approaches zero.
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8.2.2The Feature,Pa2^

The feature, Pa2^, for the objects for different sizes and orientations is shown in figure 5. This

feature has some very different characterists than —. The most notable characteristic is the very large

change in the feature which occurs as the orientation and size of the objects are varied. In addition, the

A

P'
objects that were clustered inthe —^ space are, ingeneral, spaced farther apart inthis feature space.

The ideal analysis showed thatthis feature should beinvariant with respect toobject rotation. This

is not the case since features for objects with the same size but different orientations can be seen

clustered closely together. The quantization errors and non-isotropic image processing seem to be a

major cause of these variations. It is also interesting that the curves all tend to slopedownward as the

area, and the scaling factor k from previous analysis, approaches zero. This was predictedfor the case in

which theobject is dominated bysharp corners andPc^, = a--— (derived insection 3.4.4).
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The feature varies more with respect to size and rotation for the objects with fine detail (e.g. the

pliers and the strippers) than for the objects without fine details (e.g. the square and circle). This basi

cally is a problem with under-sampling caused by the down-sampling in the contour tracer and non-

isotropic processing. The fine details are lost for some orientations and also as the object is scaled down.

This problem is clearly illustrated in curvature plots shown in figures 6 and 7 and figures 8 and 9. In

figure 6, some of the fine detail (point of attachment for the spring) of the wire strippers does not show.

Figure 7 is the curvature for the strippers (ofthe same size as that in figure 6 buta different orientation)

when the fine detailed was clearly visible. In figure 7, the amplitude of the spikes in the region marked

"fine detail" is greater and there are also negative-going spikes. Asimilar problem occurs when the pliers

is rotated. The curvature signals shown in figures 8 and 9 are quite different in the areas marked "jaws".

In figure 9, the interior of the jaw was filled in and the large curvature spike evident in figure 8, is not

present.
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Figure 6. Filtered Curvature for the Strippers

Feature variations are also evident from the plots of the features vs. area (figure 10) for a fixed

orientation and vs. rotation (figure 11) for a fixed size for both the strippers (solid) and the pliers (dotted).

In figure 10, the value ofPg2^ for the pliers isrelatively constant until the area reaches about 800. At

this point Pg2^, increases because the space between the two jaws becomes more pronounced and a

greater curvature spike is produced. The Pg2^ for the strippers is relatively constant The feature

varies more with respect to object rotation. The feature peaks for the strippers near the center ofthe plot

(figure 11) as this is when the fine detail becomes clearly visible. For the pliers, Pg2^ has a local

minimum near the center of the plot because the fine detail in the jaws becomes obscured. In both of

these cases, part of the problem isdue tothe non-isotropic expansion. For rotations corresponding tothe

center of the plot the jaws are aligned nearly horizontally and the greater expansion in the vertical direc

tions tends to fill in the area between the jaws. This causes some spikes in the curvature signal todisap

pear. A similar situation exists for the strippers when the fine detail disappears. Because the features

vary fairly smoothly as the angle of orientation is varied, non-isotropic processing seems to be the
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dominant cause of feature variation.

8.2.3 The Feature, £ curv
curv>0
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A plotof 2 curv f°rmeobjects fordifferent sizes androtations is shown in figure 12. Because
curv>0

this feature is computed from the filtered curvature, the problems cited for the ?ff^ in general apply

here. Atfirst look, this feature appears tobevery sensitive toboth the orientation andsize of the object.

Because this feature measures the "how convex" (and is ideally zero for all convex objects) an

image is, it does little to distinguish the convex objects: pen, square, triangle and circle. In fact, when

2 curv is below 300, thereappears to be littleinformation in the feature. For the convex shapes, the
curv>0

feature value is dominated by quantization noise in the curvature. To reduce the noise, the curvature

could be filtered with a lower cutoff filter, but this filtering would also obscure the fine details and cause

the type of problems cited earlier.
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8.2.4 Use of the Features

From the preceding discussion, itshould be clear that the three features used by the recognizer vary

significandy with both the size and orientation of the objects. The variation with object size can be

accounted for tosome extent as discussed inchapter 3 when generating the templates and when recogniz

ing.

Theobjecttemplates are generated by measuring the features for4 object sizes and some number

of rotations at each size. The area is used as a measure of size because it is in general a more robust

feature (the area is a macroscopic feature of the object). An average of the features is obtained for each

area and stored along with the area as part of the template. The template features are assumed to be

piece-wise linear functions of the area. When recognizing, the area and features of the unknown object

are determined. The features for the template objects are found by computing (by linear interpolation)

the features that correspond to the unknown objectarea. A score for each template object is computed
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according to the equation:

score = 2 Wi
i—feature number

J i ,UmplaU v* fj junknown object

M-Mi+Jitun]aurwn object

T-r-r-r

220
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where fi template {A) is the interpolated templatefeature value

Essentially, the score for each feature is the square of thepercentage deviation of the feature for the unk

nown object from the feature of the template object The score for each object is the sum of scores for

the features. This basic scheme has some slight modifications. Each feature score is modified by two

weights {Wi and Mini). These weights take into account the ability of each feature to distinguish dif

ferent objects. Ideally, W, should be a function ofqjw.,. Objects which have small feature variance

should be weighted heavily {Wt large). Mini is used to reduce the weight of features as the value of the

feature decreases. This isused for both Pg2^ and X curv which tend tobeless reliable as the value
curv>0

of the feature decreases. The features are less reliable for small areas because the features are more sen-
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sitive to quantization noise orother aspects which are not characteristics ofthe object

The weights can be chosen analytically if some assumptions are made and the problem is

simplified. Assuming that there is only one feature and there are only two objects, the weights can be

chosen by making the probability ofmistaking object 1for object 2{P^{) the same as the probability of

mistaking object 2 for object 1 {P€rr2). Assuming that the feature, Xu for object 1has a Normal distribu

tion (with mean \iY and variance g{)and that the feature, X2, for object 2 has a Normal distribution (with

mean |i2 and variance G2), the goal is to choose a threshold, T, between ft and \i2, such that

Perr\ = Perri- If the feature value, X, for the unknown object is less than T, theobject is assumed to be

object 1 andifX>T, theobject is assumed to beobject 2. T canbederived under these conditions:

" errl = *err2

=>Pr[Xl>T] = Pr[X2<T]

=>1-<D
r-n,

= <D
T-iL2

<*i <*2
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If S!<52, the object is assumed to be object 1 and if S2<S i, the object is assumed to beobject 2. These

conditions for making the decision can beshown tobeequivalent to those using T directly.

Therefore, under the stated assumptions, the weighting factor is the inverse of the variance of the

feature value. The computed weighting function is intuitively satisfying. If the variance of a feature is

small, that feature is more reliable and that feature is weighted heavily. However, there is little hope that

all of the assumptions that were made are really valid and hence the derived weighting function is not

used. The variance of the features is a function of the object size and not constant as assumed above.

Instead the variance of the feature values was used to subjectively determine the weights. The values of

the weights for the three features are given in table 1. —- is weighted twice that of the other two
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Figure 13. Recognition Successes and Errors for the pen

S3 RECOGNIZER OPERATION
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The image recognitionsystemcan be dividedinto three main parts, the high rate image processors,

the lower rate feature extractors and the pattern matcher and central controller. The high rate processors

(sorting filter, linear convolvers, logical convolver, post processors) process all video data in real time

and and are not controlled by the central controller. The lower-rate feature extractors (contour tracer and

feature extractor) provide the interface between the high rate processors and the slow host computer (pat

tern matcher and controller). The host computer controller must control the operation of these chips and
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read the output results.

The host computer controls the contour tracer operation. It commands the tracer to load a new

frame into the internal buffer ofthe tracer and also restarts the tracing algorithm to try to locate multiple

objects in a frame. The host reads the features computed by the feature extractor and the curvature com

puted by the tracer. After all data for the objects have been read by the host, it computes the Pa^ and

2 curv features andperforms thepattern matching.
curv>0

The basic tasks that the host performs are diagrammed infigure 17. First, the controller commands

the contour tracer to acquire a new frame and search for objects. The same command resets the feature

extractor. The controller then waits for the feature extractor toindicate that the tracer has completed its

algorithm. If noobjects were found in the frame, the process repeats anda new frame is acquired. If the

trace ended in an error, the pattern matching is not performed and the controller computes a new start

point for the tracer and initiates another trace, still using the old image frame. If the trace finished
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successfully, the features are read from the feature extractor and the curvature buffer. The host then

computes any additional features andperforms the patternmatching. After this, a new start point is com

putedand the tracer is commanded to beginsearching for otherobjects.

The computation of new startpoints is one weakness in the currentsystem. Currently, after a suc

cessful trace, the tracing is started at the topof theimage and atanXposition onepixel pastthe right side

of the last object's bounding box. This is a simple way tocompute thenew start point, butispossible for

objects to be masked by larger objects andnotbe found. If there is an error, thecomputed right side of

thebounding boxmay beunreliable because thecontour of theobject touched therightsideof theframe.

In this case, theprevious X start position is increased bya constant and the tracing is performed again. If

single point noise is encountered, the bounding box data is useless because the first point is notrecog

nized as valid. The first point is recognized only after the the rest of the contour has been traced and

there are at least two points onthe contour. For this case, the Xstart position for the tracer is the Xposi

tion of the noise plus one.

The controller is also required to detect certain pathological cases. If the tracer starts inside an

object, useless data will begenerated. Tracing on the inside of anobject can bedetected byexamining

thesignof thecomputed area. If the area isnegative, theobject was traced from theinside.

8.4 RECOGNITION RESULTS

The recognition system was tested with the basic objects shown in figure 1, the same objects used

to create the templates. Each object was recognized over a wide range of orientations and sizes. The

object rotation was varied by continuously rotating the table the object was on. Size variations were

simulated by changing the focal length of the camera lens. A record was kept of the total number of

times therecognizer choseeachobjectas a function of theobjectsize.

The recognition results for a system with a median noise rejection filter, no linear to logarithmic

conversion, a Sobeledge extractorwithpre-determined threshold and single pixel expansion are given in

table 2.

All of the errors, except the one for the triangle, consist of mistaking the pen for the wire wrap tool,
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object
recognition

error

ratesuccesses errors

stripper 1607 45 2.8

square 3282 0 0

circle 1568 0 0

star 2449 0 0

triangle 2085 1 .005

pliers 1755 43 2.5

pen 1980 342 14.7

wwtool 1946 30 1.5

overall 16672 461 2.7

Table 2. Recognition Results

the wire wrap tool for the pen, the pliers for the strippers or the strippers for the pliers. This seems tobe

areasonable way for the recognizer to fail because the objects that were erroneously picked are actually

quite similar (in a subjective sense) to the true object The number of recognition successes (line) and

errors (bar) as a function of object area is plotted in figures 13-16. For the pen and the wire wrap tool, all

of the errors are made for relatively small sizes. This is not unexpected because, many of the effects

which cause variations in the features are most pronounced for small image sizes. In addition, the pen and

wire wrap tool both have the type of shape that causes the value of -^- to be sensitive to quantization

errors and the non-isotropic processing. It is interesting that the wire strippers were incorrecdy identified

asthe pliers forrelatively large objectsizes.

The overall error rate for this test was 2.8%. However, if the recognition errors that were made for

very small areas (< .6% of the frame area) were ignored, the error rate would drop nearly inhalf to 1.6%.

8.5 MORE CONSTRAINED RECOGNITION

Originally it was desired to recognize two dimensional objects with invariance to the size and

orientation of the object without many other constraints put onthe problem. However, insome cases it is

likely that specific information regarding the environment of the objects or the characteristics of the

objects can beused to make the recognizer more reliable. In addition to increasing the reliability of the

recognition process, it is likely that the computational requirements would decrease. For example, if size
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Figure 15.Recognition Successes and Errors for the pliers

invariance is not needed, the absolute size of the object will aid the recognition process. If the types of

objects to berecognized are known in advance, it may bepossible touse features that are better tailored

to distinguishing thoseparticular objects.

8.5.1 Constant Size Recognition

Forsome cases it is quite reasonable toassume that the object size will notchange. As mentioned

inchapter 3, if parts are located ona conveyer belt orother surface in a known plane and the camera isa

fixed distance from the known plane, size invariance is not required. In these cases, the absolute size of

the image, measured in terms of the area and/or perimeter, can beused toaid the recognition process. In

fact, ifall objects have different sizes and shapes (as measured by —j), then the itshould be possible to

distinguish the objects solely from the area and perimeter of the object. It is nolonger necessary to actu-

A.

P'
ally compute — because size invariance is not needed. In addition, the features do not need to be
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Figure 16.Recognition Successes andErrors for thestrippers

parameterized with area.

To test the effectiveness of a recognizer using only these two object features, the four objects

which were recognized incorrecdy in the previous test were tested again without size invariance. The

orientation of the objects was varied as inthe previous test The areas ofeach offour objects along with

the recognition results are listed in table 3. All of the objects inthis test filled only a small portion of the

screen; thelargest strippers thatcan be displayed hasanapproximate areaof 2300units2 or about 7 times

larger than the object used in this test The problems with variations in area and perimeter were not

severe enough to cause recognition errors with these object sizes.

8.5.2 Distinct Shape Recognition

An example of another constrained problem is the recognition of objects with distinct shapes as

measured by —j. If it is desired torecognize the circle, square and triangle, the —r feature seems tobe
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Figure 17. Recognizer Operation

frame done

object area perimeter successes errors

pen 156 87 3868 0

wwtool 77 68 2628 0

pliers 178 111 3317 0

strippers 373 168 2480 0

Table 3. Recognition Results for Constant Size Objects
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adequate todifferentiate these objects. This might be used is invery specific problems, such as, having a

robot locate a ping-pongball and then hit or catch it1

A

P'
The recognizer was tested using only the —j feature to recognize the circle, square and triangle

over a wide range of orientations and sizes. Although no attempt was made to recognize the other

objects, they were still template objects and hence the recognizer could still mistakenly choose one of

1 This has been suggested as agoal todemonstrate the abilities of robots inthe control systems group atU.C.B.
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them. The results of this test are shown in table 4.

object successes errors

square 1756 0

triangle 2116 0

circle 1494 0

Table4. Recognition Results for Distinct Shape Recognition

It shouldnot be surprising that the recognizer madeno mistakes in this test because the values of

—j for these objects (figure 2) are quite distinct This test demonstrates the ability of the recognizer to

achieve good recognition accuracy for specific objects using a feature which can becomputed easily.

8.5J Using Color

Until this point there has never been any mention of the use of color information to aid in either

edge detection or recognition. To rely only on the intensity of the object to find edges is a handicap

unless all objects of interest areblack andwhite. Changes in luminance as well as hueshould be usedto

find edges. In addition, hue information could simplify some recognition problems. For example, the

wire strippers and the pliers have different colored handles (one red, one blue). It would bepossible to

have the image processor count the number of pixels with each color within the boundary of the objects

after contour tracing. If the information from the other features was not sufficient to make a reliable

decision (i.e. the scoresfor the twoobjects wereclose), thecolorinformation couldbe used.

8.5.4Recognitionwithout Edge Extraction

The problems with thresholding thegray-level image were discussed inchapter 2. In environments

with good contrast and low noise, it may bepossible tosimply threshold the gray-level image and use this

as an input to the contour tracer. This was in factdone when thecontour tracing algorithm was being

simulated because the convolver chips were not yet available. If the gray-level image is thresholded

direcdy, not only is the edge extractor and logical convolver unnecessary, but the 8-bit A/D converter

could be replaced with a comparator.
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8.5.5Achieving Size Invariance Optically

There is no reason why the invariance with respect to object size of the recognizer must be

achieved algorithmically. It could instead, beobtained optically, by changing the focal length of thelens

and perhaps translating theobject orcamera in order to have theobject fill the frame. If this were done,

features would nothave to beused that are reasonably invariant with respect to object size. In addition,

the recognizer would nothave todeal with small images which are more sensitive toquantization errors.

If the object were scaled to fill the frame, quantization errors would be as small as possible. Higher reso

lution may be more economically obtained through this method compared tosimply sampling the object

at a higher rate. The value of this scheme can be seen by noticing that this kind of size normalization

would make the recognition problem the same as that in section 8.5.1. By making the objects astandard

size, no recognition errors were made when using only two features which were quite easy to compute.

8.5.5 Conclusions

We tried tosolve arelatively general recognition problem and hence used some general techniques

and features which resulted inrecognition errors. For a specific recognition problem, as much specific

information regarding the objects and the environment should be utilized to make the recognizer as

robust as possible and to also reduce the computational requirements of the system. It has been shown

that specific recognition problems can be solved with fewer computations than the general problems and

with a greater accuracy.

8.6 IMPROVING THE RECOGNITION ACCURACY

The basic causes of feature variations and hence recognition errors, include quantization errors in

the spatial image and the curvature signal, non-isotropic image expansion and the use of the perimeter

whichis a microscopic property of theobject.

Both spatial and curvature quantization errors can bereduced by simply increasing theresolution

of the system. The tracer down-samples the image to 128 x 128 pixels. With a more advanced technol

ogy, a larger buffer could be puton-chip and the down-sampling would no longer be necessary. If no

down-sampling were performed a significant increase in resolution would result and hence quantization
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errors wouldbe rniriimized. Although the curvature is inherendy quantized to three bits, the effects of

quantization errors can beminimized byover-sampling the curvature (which happens as the spatial reso

lution isincreased) and then removing quantization noise bylow-pass filtering.

As mentioned above, it may bemore economical to achieve greater resolution by scaling the image

before digitizing to efficiently use the available resolution.

The problems associated with under sampling are made worse by the logical convolver. Although

expansion of the binary image behaves like alow pass filter insome sense (i.e. image details are blurred),

it can actually create high spatial frequency components inthe image by shrinking the background For

this case, it is possible that aliasing will occur when the image isdown-sampled if the background region

becomes narrower than the sampling interval.

The non-isotropic processing can be corrected by employing an image digitizer that samples the

image on asquare array and without interlace. Another way to solve the non-isotropic processing prob

lem is to modify the image processing chips to take into account the particular distances between pixels

horizontally and vertically. For example, to compensate for greater expansion vertically, the "impulse

responses" could be lengthened in the horizontal dimension. It may beadvantageous to actually digitize

the image on ahexagonal grid, where each pixel is equidistant from each of its six nearest neighbors.

The perimeter may have tobediscarded as a feature as there isnoobvious way to reduce the vari

ance of the perimeter as the object is rotated.

8.7 OTHER RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES

Twoother recognition techniques were examined. The performance of these techniques was com

pared to the performance of the feature-based recognizer. Both the Fourier descriptors and curvature

matching techniques were characterized.

8.7.1 Fourier Descriptors

The first eight normalized Fourier coefficient magnitudes were used as features to recognize the

objects in figure 1. The same basic system configuration was used that was used in the feature-based

recognizer. In this case, the curvature values wereused to reconstruct the (X,Y) pairs which are needed
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tocompute theFourier coefficients. Because theFourier coefficients werecomputed on the host, the total

number of recognition tests was reduced. The images which were usedto generate the templates for the

feature based recognizer were used as test images (about 20 images/object). The system was trained on

one large image per object and no attempt was made to allow for size variance as discussed previously.

Theerror measure usedwas a simple Euclidean distance between the template andunknown coefficient

vectors.

object attempts errors error object
star 20 0 -

square 20 0 -

triangle 20 3 circle

pen 20 1 wwtool

wwtool 20 1 pen

pliers 20 2 triangle
strippers 20 0 -

circle 15 0 -

total 155 7

Table 5. Recognition Results for Fourier Descriptors Features

The results of the recognition are given in table 5. There are some similarities between these

results and those for the feature based recognizer. The pen and wire wrap tool were mistaken for each

other. In addition, the objects which were recognized correcdy most of the time in the feature based

recognizer were also typically recognized correcdy in this test However, the pliers was mistakenly

called the triangle and the triangle wascalled thecircle.

coeff o*

Fi .42

F2 36

^F?+F} .12

Table 6. Variance of Fourier Coefficients for the Triangle

There are two problems with this technique. The first is that bycomputing Fourier coefficients, it

is being assumed that the contour is uniformly sampled. However, for a square sampling grid, the diago

nal points are farther apart than the points that are aligned vertically or horizontally. This could be
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corrected bysampling theimage onanhexagonal grid. The other problem is that the coefficients tend to

be somewhat correlated. That is, ifone coefficient is large, another may tend to be small. For example,

for the triangle, the first and second normalized coefficients (the two largest ones) have a correlation

coefficient of-.85. Intable 6 it can be seen that the variance ofthe two coefficients is larger than that for

the square root ofthe sum of the squares of the coefficients. For some cases the first coefficient is large

and the second is smalL Inother cases, the converse is true. The exact magnitude ofeach coefficient is

probably determined by quantization errors and the non-uniform sampling. This results in recognition

errors in a system in which this relationship is ignored.

object attempts errors error object
star 20 0 -

square 20 1 circle

triangle 20 2 pen, wwtool
pen 20 4 wwtool

wwtool 20 8 pen

pliers 20 0 -

strippers 20 0 -

circle 15 0 -

total 155 15

Table7. Recognition Resultswhenmatching Curvatures

8.7.2Curvature Matching

A recognizer which matches curvatures was tested in a similar way to the Fourier descriptors

recognizer. Acurvature template for each object was generated from a single image ofan object which

fills the frame. The images which spanned a wide range oforientations and sizes were then used to test

the recognizer.

Sizeinvariance is obtained by simply making the template curvature andthecurvature of theunk

nown object the same length. This is done bydown-sampling the longer curvature. Because the curva

ture is the second difference of the position of the contour, it has significant high frequency content and

can not be simply down-sampled without aliasing. Toprevent these problems, when a point is removed

from the curvature, the value of that point is added to an adjacent point In this way the slope, which is
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the discrete integral of the curvature, is not changed significandy. Because sharp corners can be

represented by an impulse in the curvature signal, it is important not to simply discard points or major

object features may be lost This simple matching technique requires that the relative distance between

corners be maintainedas the image is rotatedand its size is varied. Therefore, a correctionmust be made

when there is a diagonal step in the contour, because diagonal points are actually ^2 units, not 1 unit

apart To accomplish this, one dummy zero point is inserted intothe curvature after two diagonal points

are encountered on the contour. This makes thediagonal points appear to be approximately 50% farther

apart thanthe horizontal or vertical points.

Rotational invariance is achieved by shifting the template relative to the curvature of the unknown

object and using the best match over all shifts. The two curvature signals are filtered by the same filters

used in the feature-based recognizer. The error between the scaled curvatures is found for each shift by

accumulating thesquare of the error between thetwo ateach point

The results of the recognition process are summarized in table 7. Again, mistakes were made

between the pen and the wire wrap tool. It is interesting that the pliers and strippers were notconfused

with each other. However, the square was mistakenly called the circle and the triangle was called the pen

and the wire wrap tool. Considering that only asingle template curvature was stored for each image, the

recognizerperformedreasonably well.

The use of the curvature in this way is fairly sensitive to errors in quantization of the object. If

quantization errors make anormally smooth side of an object become jagged, its apparent length, meas

ured by the normalized number of pixels along the edge, will increase. This could cause the object to

appear different from itself when the quantization errors cause the side to appear shorter. An example of

this is a triangle withone side aligned withoneaxis of the digitizing grid and another side that isnotvert

ical, horizontal or diagonal. The side aligned withthedigitizer axis will havezero curvature because the

pixels are perfecdy in line. The off-axis side willhave nonzero curvature because the particular slope of

the line is not one of the 8 which can be exacdyrepresented. As a result the slope will change between

the two values closest to the true slopeof the line. The line will appear "jagged" and hencewill appear

longerrelative to the edge alignedwith an axis. The net resultof this is that the shapebecomes distorted,
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with errors in the relative distances between sharp corners. Basically, this parameterization of the curva

ture has the same problems of the perimeter because the perimeter is simply the integral of the curvature

parameter.

One solution to the problem is to find the true X,Y position of points on the contour which have

large curvature values. The points with large curvature are the ones which can contribute large errors in

the matching and hence should be positioned accurately. The distance between points of large curvature

would be known within the spatial resolution of the system. The curvature could then be non-linearly

scaled toensure that these points are the proper relative distance apart

8.8 CONCLUSIONS

Although none of these recognizers produced perfect results, they do show that high-speed object

recognition can be performed with a very simple custom system. By utilizing custom chips to perform

the bulk of the high rate processing and mid-rate feature extraction, the entire system could be made to

run atnearly real-time rates. With minor improvement to the system, real-time operation is likely to be

obtained. Further, it was found that a very simple feature-based recognizer performed comparably to

much more computationally intensive recognizers. The performance of the feature-based recognizer

could be improved byusing greater resolution, sampling the image on asquare grid and/or using optical

size normalization.

The use of hardware in an hierarchical manner and the appropriate CAD tools made it possible to

develop a working set of image processing chip and the recognition system inonly 1.5 man years. By

making tradeoffs between the algorithms, architectures, circuits, and CAD tools, large savings inthe total

design effort could be achieved.
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APPENDIX A. THE RECOGNITION BOARD

The recognition system described in chapters 3 and 8 was built on a board. The way in which the

custom chips are connected on the recognition board is shown in figure 1. The connections are fairly

straight forward for the chips that produce video outputs (they are connected in a simple cascade

fashion). There is a much more complicated interconnection between the contour tracer and feature

extractor. In addition to the connections shown in figure 1, there are circuits to latch the control words

from the host send results from the board to the host generate the control signals for the contour tracer

andthe feature extractor andgenerate the clocks forthe custom chips.

video in IN ROM
*i in out

SORTER
*1 in out

CONV1
in out

CONV2
in out

CURV

BUFFER

data

m

Ul

CONVPP
inb

out
ina

FE
bus 0-7 K

bus 8-15

curv out XinO-6

YinO-6
curv in

LOGCONV
in out

OUT ROM
in out

TRACER
YinO-6 in

♦lXinO-6

XoutO-6

YoutO-6

Figure 1. Custom Chip Interconnection

A.1 DESCRIPTION OF CHIP SIGNALS

video out

low rate data

TO HOST

The pinouts for the various chips are given in tables 3-10. For each chip a brief description of all

signals is given below. For all signals that are numbered (e.g. dinO-7) the Isb is the lowest numbered sig

nal (e.g. dinO) and the msb is the highest
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LUTROMs

dinO-7 video input
doutO-7 video output
enable modify video when high, pass data when low

Logical Convolver

dinO-7 video input
doutO-7 video output
bypass modify video when low, pass data when high
bloatO-3 impulse responseselect - to bloatby n set only bloatO-bloatn high
start start of video line synchronization

Convolver Post Processor

aO-7 video input
bO-7 video input
doutO-7 video output

gl»g2

select gain for input b
gl=0,g2=0,gain=l
gl=l, g2=0, gain=2
gl=0, g2=l, gain=4
gl=l, g2=l, gain=8

t3-t7 offset (or threshold) value, LSBs are zero

negclip
when high map positivegray valuesto entire range
when low map positive gray values to top half of the gray values
and negative gray values to lower half

binarycon set all bits but the MSB to zero when high (for thresholding)
zeroa zero video input a
absval modify both a and b inputs by full wave rectifier

3x3 Convolver (ROM based coefficients)

dinO-7 video input
doutO-7 video output
selO-3 impute response select
start start of video line synchronization



3x3 Convolver (programmable coefficients)

dinO-7 video input
doutO-7 video output

conO-7

control (coefficients) signal inputs (see table below)
for MAC:

only one of sh0*-sh4* should be low (selects coeff magnitude)
invert high gives negative coefficient
zero* low gives zero coeff

for GAIN

zero high gives gain of 1
shn high (zero low) gives gain= l-2~"

a0-a3 register address (see table below)

W*
active low write strobe

latches conO-7into register determined by aO-3
start start of video line synchronization

programmable convolver register use

register
address

coeff type done

0 h 31 MAC 0

1 /»32 MAC 1

2 h 33 MAC 0

3 /»23 MAC 0

4 h2i MAC 0

5 ^22 MAC 1

6 Gain GAIN X

7 h 12 MAC 1

8 hu MAC 0

9 hu MAC 0

Programmable convolver control words

bit
TYPE

MAC GAIN

conO

conl

con2

con3

con4

con5

con6

con7

shO*

shl*

sh2*

sh3*

sh4*

invert

zero*

done

zero

sh4

sh3

sh2

shl

211
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3x3 Sorter

dinO-7 video input

doutO-7 video output
cO-cl vertical region of operation select
c2-c3 horizontal region of operation select
invert* invert minimum when low

zeromin zero minimum

zeromax* zero maximum or median

selmax* compute maximum when low, median when high
start start of video line synchronization

function invert* zeromin zeromax* selmax*

minimum

maximum

median

maxdiff

1

X

X

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

X

0

1

0



Contour Tracer

yinl-yin6 Y start value (LSB is always high), normally connected to bus2-7
xinl-xin6 X start value (LSB is always high), normally connected to buslO-15
ramout RAM output for testing
xoutO-7 Current X position, normally connected to FE xinO-7
youtO-7 Current Y position, normally connected to FE yinO-7
SRout input shift register output for testing
videoin video input signal (1 bit)

curvoutl-3

output curvature signal, normally connected to FE curvinl-3
This output is the actual curvature offset by 4. So when
curvout=0 the actual curvature is -4.

stateoutO-5 Current tracer state, normally connected to FE stateinO-5
error indicates trace error when high
philw, phi2w video clocks for loading data into tracer
hsync write clock during horizontal blank
acquire when high, loads frame into buffer and starts trace

load loads tracer registers for tracing same frame at different location
phil,phi2 clocks used during trace mode (can be different than philw,phi2w)
stateinO-5 start state for tracer after "acquire" or "load" (normally 000011)
auxram FSM input for testing
selauxram when high FSM takes input from auxram instead of real RAM output

for testing
start start of video line synchronization
slow phil slow clock used by tracer, needed to synchronize FE
Coyout carry out from Y counter, used to detect trace off edge
Coxout carry out from x counter, used to detect trace off edge and frame done
dx=zero* indicates that X position is the same as first point on contour
dy=zero* indicates that Y position is the same as first point on contour

These 2 signals are used to determine when the contour has been traced

213
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Feature Extractor

stateinO-5 Current tracer state, normally connected to tracer stateoutO-5
yin0-yin6 Y current value, normally connected to tracer youtO-6
xin0-xin6 X current value, normally connected to tracer xoutO-6
curvinl-3 input curvature signal, normally connected to tracer curvoutl-3
curvoutl-3 output curvature signal to buffer
busO-15 I/O bus for sending data to host, reading data from host, setting

buffer address for read/writing and setting tracer X,Y start values
latch signal that causes FE latches to load data from the bus
dir indicates direction of data on bus, used to control tri-state buffers

validpoint strobe to latch curvature data into buffer

override force register to be selected from a2-a0
a2-a0 register address (address 7 for loading data)
reset resets FE after tracer acquire
Coxin Coxout from tracer

dx=dy=0 indicates that current X,Y position is same as first point on contour
errorl* signal to indicate trace errors (computed from tracer signals)
load tracer load signal

done* indicates when the trace has finished

outcodeO*-!* code indicating tracer state

A.2 BOARD LAYOUT

The layoutof chipson the board is shown in figure 2. The hostcomputer and videoconnectors are

at the left and the customchips are clearly marked.
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Figure 2. Board Layout
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Figure 3. Clock Generator Circuits

A.2.1 The Clock Generators

The clocks for all of the chips on the board are derived from a single phase clock (dot clock) sup-
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plied by the video digitizing.circuit Allchips were designed to utilize clocks with zeroclock separation

to preventthe need to generate difficult to control clockseparation and to give the circuits as muchof the

complete cycle as possible for operation. The circuit used to generate the clocks is shown in figure 3.

The crosscoupled NORgates generate non-overlapping clocks from clockandclock* (clockis buffered

to equalize the delay in clock and clock*). The resistors are utilized to reduce ringing. To get clocks

which risequickly to5 Volts, 74S02 parts were used with a 7 V supply.
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A.2.2 Video Interface

The video in (input video from the digitizer) and video out (output video to the display) signals are

latched with the circuit shown infigure 4. The circuits are the interface between the video signals onthe

recognition board and the video signals on thedigitizer board which operate off different clocks. Video

ingoes totheinput ROM andvideo outcomes from theoutput ROM.

All lowratecontrol signals from the hostare latched by thecircuit in figure 5. This is just a bank

of registers that latches dataon the Multibus when the appropriate address is decoded Lowrate data is

read from the board with the circuit in figure 6. This circuit enables data onto the Multibus when the

appropriate address is decoded. The "wsel/** and "sel*" signals are decoded selects from the Multibus.

The "BDATnT signals are theMultibus datasignals. The input andoutput port assignments areshown in

table 1 and table 2.



bit
port

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0
sorter

zeromax

convl

impselO
convpp

thresh3

conv2

impselO
FE

aO
busO bus8

1
sorter

zeromin

convl

impsell
convpp

thresh4

conv2

impsell
FE

al
busl bus9

2
sorter

selmax*

convl

impsel2
convpp

thresh5

conv2

impsel2
FE

a2
bus2 buslO

3
sorter

cO

convl

impsel3
convpp

thresh6

conv2

impsel3
FE

override
bus3 busll

4
sorter

cl

convpp

negclip
convpp

thresh7

logconv
bypass

FE

latch
bus4 busl2

5
sorter

c2

convpp

absval

convpp

binarycon
logconv
bloatl

acquire bus5 busl3

6
sorter

c3

convpp

gl

convpp

zeroa

logconv
b!oat2

load bus6 busl4

7
out ROM

enable

convpp

g2

in ROM

enable

logconv
b!oat3

tracer

selauxram
bus7 busl5

Table 1. Output Port Assignments

bit
port

0 1 2 3

0
FE

outcodeO*
busO bus8

tracer

xoutO

1
FE

outcodel*
busl bus9

tracer

xoutl

2
FE

done*
bus2 buslO

tracer

xout2

3
tracer

error
bus3 busll

tracer

xout3

4
FE

curvoutl
bus4 busl2

tracer

xout4

5
FE

curvout2
bus5 busl2

tracer

xoutS

6
FE

curvout3
bus6 busl4

tracer

xout6

7 done bus7 busl5
tracer

ram out
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Table 2. Input Port Assignments
A.2.3 Control Signals

Figure 7 shows the circuit that generates the "start" signal for chips with line delays. This circuit

detects edges in the horizontalblank signaland generates a single pulse at the start of each line. The con

tour tracer could use this signal direcdy if the pixels were on a square grid. However, because the pixels

are 20% closer vertically than horizontally, the circuit shown in figure 8 is used to discard one out of
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every 5 lines.

The signal"hblank*" is generated by thevideo digitizing system.
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Figure 5. Latches for Low Rate Control Signals

The tracer requires a signal that goes high during the frame that is to be loaded into the internal

buffer. Thecircuit in figure 9 generates a signal thatis high during thefirst frame (actually the first even

frame after the first oddframe) after the acquire signal is asserted bythe host The timing for this circuit

is shown in figure 10. The circuit in figure 9 also synchronizes the "load" signal from thehostto clocks

on the board.

The video digitizing system generates "vblank*" and "field".

The feature extractor must besynchronized to the internal slow clocks of the tracer. Slow phil is

brought off the tracer chip butlimitations didnotallow "slow phi2" toalso bebrought off. Thecircuit in

figure 11 regenerates theslow clocks from "slow phil". The timing for the circuit is shown in figure 12.

Although theclocks are not identical for the twocircuits, there is no overlap between the twophil clocks

or the twophi2 clocks. The rest of the circuit in figure 11generates the reset signal for the featureextrac

tor. Because the slow clocks are turned off during the tracer acquiremode, the feature extractor must be

reset after every frame has been acquired. In addition, the feature extractor must hold the X and Y start

values on the bus for loading by the tracer until these values are loaded into the internal tracer registers.

This is why the feature extractor reset is the acquire signal from the tracer delayed by four cycles. The
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Figure 8. Contour Tracer "start" Circuit
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Figure 9. Tracer "acquire" and "load" circuits

datafromthebus is loadedduring the first"slowphil"

The circuits in figure 13 generatesignalsfor the feature extractor from tracer signals (top two) and

handle the bufferingof curvature data (bottom). Figure 14showsthe circuit that indicateswhen a trace is

finished. The done signal is reset during acquire and is set when any of the featureextractorstatus lines

is set.
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Figure 10. Tracer "acquire" timing
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Figure 11. Feature Extractor Clock Generator and reset Circuits
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Figure 14. "Done" Circuit
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Convolver Post Processor Logical Convolver

function pin pin function function pin pin function

sub 1 40 dout4 sub 1 40 din4

dout3 2 39 dout5 din3 2 39 din5

dout2 3 38 dout6 din2 3 38 din6

doutl 4 37 dout7 dinl 4 37 din7

doutO 5 36 Vdd dinO 5 36 bloatO

t7 6 35 negclip bypass 6 35 bloatl

t6 7 34 a7 dout7 7 34 GND

t5 8 33 b7 dout6 8 33 bloat2

t4 9 32 a6 dout5 9 32 bloat3

t3 10 31 b6 dout4 10 31 Vdd

binarycon 11 30 a5 dout3 11 30 GND

g2 12 29 b5 dout2 12 29 phi2

gl 13 28 a4 doutl 13 28 phil
zero a 14 27 b4 doutO 14 27

absval 15 26 a3 start 15 26

phil 16 25 b3 16 25

phi2 17 24 a2 17 24

GND 18 23 b2 18 23

bO 19 22 al 19 22

aO 20 21 bl 20 21

Tables 3,4 Pinouts for the Post Processorsand Logical Convolver

LUTRom Programmable 3x3 Lin Convolver
function pin pin function function pin pin function

sub 1 28 GND sub 1 40 dout4

Vdd 2 27 doutS 2 39 dout3
doutO 3 26 dout6 3 38 dout2

doutl 4 25 dout7 4 37 doutl
dout2 5 24 start 5 36 doutO
dout3 6 23 Vdd Vdd 6 35 GND
dout4 7 22 GND GND 7 34 phi2
dout5 8 21 phi2 8 33 phil
dout6 9 20 phil GND 9 32 GND

dout7 10 19 din7 a3 10 31 con7

enable 18 30 din6 a2 11 30 con6

dinl 12 17 din5 al 12 29 con5

dinO 13 16 din4 aO 13 28 con4

din2 14 15 din3 W* 14 27 con3

Vdd 15 26 con2

din7 16 25 conl

din6 17 24 conO

din5 18 23 dinO

din4 19 22 dinl

din3 20 21 din2

Tables 5,6 Pinouts for the LUT ROM and Programmable Linear Convolver
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3x3 Linear Convolver 3x3 Sorter

function pin pin function function pin pin function

sub 1 64 start sub 1 64 dinO

Vdd 2 63 dout7 start 2 63 dinl

3 62 dout6 Vdd 3 62 din2

4 61 dout5 GND 4 61 din3

GND 5 60 dout4 5 60 din4

6 59 dout3 6 59 din5

7 58 dout2 7 58 din6

8 57 doutl 8 57 din7

9 56 doutO 9 56 GND

10 55 10 55 phi2
11 54 11 54 phil
12 53 GND 12 53 GND

13 52 phi2 13 52

14 51 phil 14 51

15 50 15 50

16 49 16 49
17 48 17 48

18 47 18 47

19 46 GND 19 46 invert*

20 45 selO 20 45 zeromin
21 44 sell 21 44 zeromax*

22 43 22 43 c3

23 42 23 42 c2

24 41 sel2 24 41 selmaxl*

25 40 sel3 25 40 cl

26 39 dinO 26 39 cO
27 38 dinl 27 38 doutO

28 37 din2 28 37 doutl

29 36 din2 29 36 dout2

30 35 din3 30 35 dout3

31 34 din4 dout7 31 34 dout4

din7 32 33 din6 dout6 32 33 dout5

Tables 73 Pinouts for the Linear Convolver and Sorter



Tracer Feature Extractor

function pin pin function function pin pin function

sub 1 64 yinl sub 1 64 outcodeO*

yin2 2 63 phi2 outcodel* 2 63 load

yin3 3 62 Coxout done* 3 62 errorl*

yin4 4 61 dx=zero* curvoutl 4 61 dx=dy=0
yin5 5 60 dy=zero* curvout2 5 60 Coxin

yin6 6 59 Coyout curvout3 6 59 reset

xinl 7 58 start stateinO 7 58 curvinl
xin2 8 57 slow phi stateinl 8 57 curvin2

xin3 9 56 yout6 statein2 9 56 curvin3
GND 10 55 yout5 statein3 10 55 aO

Vdd 11 54 yout4 statein4 11 54 al
xin4 12 53 yourj statein5 12 53 a2

xin5 13 52 yout2 xin6 13 52 override

xin6 14 51 youtl xin5 14 51 Vdd

ramout 15 50 youtO xin4 15 50 yin6
xout6 16 49 selauxram xin3 16 49 yin5
xout5 17 48 auxram xin2 17 48 yin4
xout4 18 47 stateinO xinl 18 47 yin3
xout3 19 46 stateinl xinO 19 46 yin2
xout2 20 45 statein2 busl5 20 45 yinl
xoutl 21 44 statein3 busl4 21 44 yinO
xoutO 22 43 statein4 busl3 22 43 dir

SRout 23 42 statein5 23 42 bus7
videoin 24 41 phil 24 41 bus6

curvout3 25 40 load busl2 25 40 bus5

curvout2 26 39 acquire busll 26 39 bus4

curvoutl 27 38 hsync buslO 27 38 bus3
error 28 37 philw bus9 28 37 bus2

stateout5 29 36 phi2w bus8 29 36 busl
stateout4 30 35 GND validpoint 30 35 busO

stateout3 31 34 stateoutO latch 31 34 GND

stateout2 32 33 stateoutl phi2 32 33 phil

Tables 9,10 Pinouts for the Contour Tracer and Feature Extractor
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APPENDIX B. A COMPARISON OF STORAGE CELLS FOR

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

B.1 INTRODUCTION

Every digital signal processing algorithm requires some form of storage for state variables. Every

delay in the algorithm corresponds to one word of storage. In image processing, where line delays are

used, whole lines (512 or 256 words) must be stored. The type of storage element which yields the

optimum tradeoff between power consumption, circuit size and design complexity is very application-

dependent

B.2 GENERAL TRADEOFFS

Storage can be distributed, suchas in a fully parallel implementation, or centralized, as in a micro-

coded implementation. If the storage is distributed, every state variable can beaccessed each cycle. This

is incontrast to themicro-coded case where only a single, orperhaps a few, state variables areneeded in

each cycle so that the variables canall bestored ina single RAM. The distributed storage elements may

be dynamic or static and may have inputs and outputs which are synchronous or asynchronous. Like

wise, for the centralized storage elments. Centralized storage has, however, more degrees of freedom.

Size of the cell can be traded off for ease of using the cell. As the number of transistors in the cell is

decreased, thecomplexity of theperipheral circuits andthecircuit timing increases.

B.3 DISTRIBUTED STORAGE

Typically, dynamic registers can be used to provide internal distributed storage since clocks are

usually available in the system and the inputs and outputs are synchronous to the system clocks. An
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example of this is shown in figure la, the 6 transistor (T) register. This register will load every clock

cycle. If it is desired to hold data in the register,the firstclock can be gated with a load signal (figure lb).

Problems with this circuit include: possible clock skew between the gated phi and the ph2 clocks (phi

and ph2 have no overlap). Also, data will remain in the register only as long as leakage currents permit

To remedy these problems, a feedback path can be provided (figure lc). This circuit will load only when

the load signal is high and will refresh otherwise, so that datawill remain as long as the clocks run. Also,

the originalclocks (phi, ph2) areused to load the 2 halves of the register, so clock skew is not a problem.

m

phil

1
phi2

1

(a)

phil * load phi2

1^1

(b)

(c)

out

out

Figure 1.6T register (a), load-hold register (b), 7T load-hold register (c)

B.4 CENTRALIZED STORAGE

B.4.17TCelI

The choice of cell to use for centralized storage is much more difficult to make. The differences in

cell size and peripheral circuit design are great. At one end of the spectrum (largest, but simplest to use)
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is the fully static asynchronous write and read 7T cell (figure 2a). This cell has separate read and write

bit lines andseparate read andwrite selects, so that read and write operations canoccur during the same

cycle. The cross coupled inverters refresh each other. The feedback transistor can be a weak depletion

device which can be overridden by the write device or an enhancement device that is driven by write

select*.

write bit line read bit line

(a)

R/W bit line R/W bit line

R/W select

1 o^
R/W select

1

^<
(b)

Figure 2.7T cell (a), 6T cell (b)

This cell is useful in small arrays which require static operation, in which refresh cannot be done

conveniendy, and asynchronous read and write operations. An interface between the internal circuitry

andanoff-chip processor is one possible application for thiscell.

B.4.2 6T Cell

Another fully static cell is the 6T cell (figure 2b). Againcross coupled inverters store the state of

the cell without refresh. However, to get rid of the feedback transistor, both select devices and both bit

lines are used to write the cell. The same devices areused to readthe contentsof the cell. No longerare

the read and write operation independent
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BA3 4TCell

The 4T cell (figure 3a) can be obtained by removing the loads from the 6T cell. This not only

makes the circuit consume no static power, but greatly reduces the size of the cell because the depletion

devices must have a small W/L ratio («1) to minimize power. Without the loads, the circuit is dynamic

and must be refreshed. The cross-coupled natureof the circuit automatically refreshes the cell each time

the cell is read. This is simpler than having to read and then write the cell to refresh it To prevent

changing the cell contents during a read operation, the select devices must have a small W/L ratio. Dur

ing a readoperation, the bit lines are pre-charged high. If the select devices are large, both nodes in the

cell will start to pull up causing a loss of stored information. To ensure this does not happen, the select

devices must a small W/L compared to the storage devices. This, however, degrades the cell read time

by reducing the cell current. Another constraint imposed by removing the loads is that the read timing

must be controlled to ensure that 2 cells are never enabled at the same time. If two cells are enabled one

could change the data stored in the other.

B.4.43tCeIl

If one of the storage devices is removed from the 4T cell, then one has the 3T cell (figure 3b). The

circuitno longer hasregeneration andcannot be refreshed by simply reading the cell. However, theread

andwrite bit-linesand select lines arenow separate so that the readand write operations areindependent

Further, the select devices no longerneed to be ratioed to prevent changing the cell contents duringread

operations, because the read select is isolated from the storedcharged. More read and write ports can be

easily addedto this cell. Each additional portrequires the addition of a bit line and another select transis

tor. For the cross-coupled cells, two select devices and bits lines would have to be added.

The 3T cell with separate bit lines hasother advantages. Because the write andread dataappear on

different bit lines, tri-state buffers are not required on the write bit line. Further, it is possible to design a

RAM that does not require that the two clocks have any separation between them. In lower frequency

applications, clock separation can be obtained by using a higher frequency clock and dividing it down.

The clock separation is then defined by some number of the higher frequency clock cycles. This scheme

is difficult to utilize in image-processing where the clock rate is high, so that clock separation must be
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R/W bit line R/W bit fine

(a)

Read bit line Write bit line

read select write select

1 1

(b)

R/W bit line

R/Wsel

(c)

Figure 3.4T cell (a), 3T cell (b), IT cell (c)

generated by difficult to controlcircuitdelays.

The single bit-line3T cell requires clock separation while the two bit-line3T cell does not With a

single bit line, the bit line is usually pre-charged during oneclockphase to speed up the read operation.

The gated write signal (write enable in the RAM cell) must not overlap this precharge period or the

wrong datamay be written. To guarantee that the gatedwrite signaldoes not overlap the pre-charge sig

nal, clock separation must be provided. This is because there is delay from the gate signal (usually a
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clock) to the write signal in the RAM. With separate bit-lines the write bit-line is not pre-charged. If the

circuit is set up as is shown in figure 5, no clock separationis needed. Essentially, the circuit operates as

that shown in figure 6a. The phi and ph2 clocks have no overlap, but the gated write signal (ph2 AND

W) can overlap either phi or ph2 due to delays in the circuit It can be seen that this circuit will always

operate as a single master slave register with no raceconditions. However, in this configuration there is

only the time of one clock phase to assert the write bit-line and the write select-line. If the circuit were as

shown in figure 6b, the bit line would have more time to settle but race conditions would exist since there

is a time when all three register clocks are on. To prevent writing into the wrong cell, the write lines

must never go high except when it is desired to write that row. Because the write select is ANDed with

ph2, and ph2always goes lowbefore phi goes high, thewrite linewillonly go high atthe proper time. A

timing diagram for this RAM configuration is shown in figure 4.

Separate select-lines makes it possible toread data with very few timing constraints. In the4T cell,

reading and writing occur through the same ports and hence thesame care mustbe taken when reading as

withwriting to ensure that thecelldata is notcorrupted. This usually means that theread time must be

restricted to less than one clock cycle to ensure that 2 cells are never enabled for reading at the same

time. In the 3Tcell, the entire cycle can betaken for reading acell. If two cells are selected for reading

at a given time, the contents of the cells are uneffected.

B.4.5 IT Cell

A simplification that can be made to the 3T cell is to remove the read select device and the read

bit-line. This circuit is called a IT cell(figure 3c), butreally has twodevices, theselecttransistor and the

storage capacitor. This cell is drastically different from the previous ones. Data is read by direcdy sens

ing the charge on thestorage capacitor. In all other designs, the output was sensed through some kind of

gain stage (a MOSFET). This makes it possible to achieve full logic levels at the output of the cell

without any kind of sense amplifier. The IT cell is read by connecting the storage node to the bit line.

Not only does this destroy the stored signal in thecell, but also generates a voltage change which is pro

portional to ratio of the storage node capacitance to the bit line capacitance (usually « 1). This means

that a sense amplifier must be used to restore signal levels. The sense amplifiers add a great deal of area
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to thecircuitandrequire complex timing forproperoperation.
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Figure 4.3T cell timing

write select,

Figure 5.3T cell circuit
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B.5 MAKING CHOICES

Usually, for small storage requirements, the added power and size of the larger cells is not as

significant as the added circuit complexity associated with the smaller cells.
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Figure 6. Equivalent Circuits

Often a small (e.g. 3T) cell can be used with littledesign penalty. For example, if the RAM loca

tions are are written at well defined periods that are less that the refresh times, a dynamic memory will

workjust like a staticmemory. Senseamplifiers can oftenbe avoided, even whenworking with arrays of

2K bits at 10 MHz.

If static operation is requiredwith a largeRAMarray, it is likely that a dynamicRAM with refresh

will be more cost effective than a static RAM. This is because, circuitry must be added to each cell to

makethe cell static,but therefresh circuitry is onlyadded to eachrow and/orcolumn. Further, the power

consumption will increaseas R+C (number of rowsplus the numberof columns) for the refreshcircuitry

and by RC for the static cells. To perform the refreshing withoutslowing the processing down, one can

often utilize specificpoints in the algorithmwhere the RAM would be inactive.

Senseamplifiers are rarely needed withanyof theRAMs except the IT RAM. This is because the

select line pull-up times are the largestpart of the total propagation delay. To minimize the size of the

cell, typically, the select lines are poly and the bit lines are metal. The poly select lines have a large

capacitance in the form a gate capacitance while the bit line capacitance is composedof the metal to bulk

and active area capacitances. The poly has a much higher sheet resistance than metal so that the RC

delays in the select lines is often significant The bit lines can be pre-charged quickly and even with very

large bit lines (5mm), the RAM cell can pull the bit line down quite fast If sense amplifiers could make

the bit line delay approach zero, the total RAM propagation delay would not change by much. Of course,

this situation would change if the select lines were metal and the bit lines were active areas.
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B.6 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

B.6.1 Pre-charged Bit-Lines

Typically, to achieve high speed in aclocked system, thebitlines are pre-charged high. Care must

be taken to ensure that the off-current is small for all cells which are not enabled but connected to the

same bit line. This is particularly true for large arrays. If many cells are connected to the same bit line,

each with a small leakage current the total current may be large enough to pullthe bit linedown when

not desired. There are two techniques to avoid this problem. First a static pull-up can be connected to

each bit lineto provide a source of current so that theleakage currents willnot pullcharge of thebit line

capacitance. Ratioed logic must be used when static pull-ups are employed. To keep the size of the

memory cell small, it is desirable to keep the static pull-up current small. Using weak pull-ups also

reduces the power dissipation. Thesecond technique is toensure that select lines pull down as far as pos

sible to reduce theleakage current in each cell. Care should be taken toensure that the ground potential

in the select driver does notrise above that of the array. If the driver ground is positive with respect to

the array ground, this will show up as positive bias on the select device, increasing its leakage current.

Further, larger W/L ratios should be used in the pull-down device in the driver than is used in standard

logic to provide a lower output low voltage. If apush-pull driver is used with enhancement pull-ups, the

output low voltage is quite low.

B.6.2 Maintaining Long Storage Times in Dynamic Memories

Similar problems exist in maintaining stored charge on thestorage node of adynamic memory cell.

To obtain long refresh times, leakage currents should bekeptsmall. This means keeping diffused regions

which connect to the storage node small, since thereverse bias leakage current is onecomponent of the

total leakage current Charge may also leak through the select device if it is not turnedoff completely.

To keep this component small, the write select drivers should pull down near zero volts and a good

ground potential in the drivers should be maintained. Signals which are capacitively coupled to the

storage node can also change the voltage stored on the storage capacitor. Care should be taken not to

cross the storage node with signals which may alter the stored signal significantly.
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Lab tests can help indicate which of these problems exist. Increasing the substrate bias (more

negative bias on a p-type substrate) will increase the threshold of the enhancement select devices and

decrease the leakage current At the same time, the width of the depletion regions will increase as will

the leakage current due to space-charge generation. If the refresh time increases with substate bias, the

drivers are likely the problem. If it decreases, p-n junction leakage could be the problem. Another test is

to increase the VDD supply. This will raise the voltage at the gates of pull down transistors in the select

drivers. Because the current through this device varies nearly linearly with gate bias in the triode region

(for constant VDS) and the depletion devicecurrent is only a weak function of the supply voltage (typi

cally, the device will be in saturation when the select line is low and changes in VDD will affect the

current only through channel length modulation effects), the net affect seen by raising VDD is a decrease

in the output low level of the select driver. This results in a decrease in the leakage current through the

select device.

B.63 Example of RAM problems

A 4K RAMusing a 3T cell with separate bit lines wasconstructed for use in thedelayline. The bit

lines are pre-charged since there is a largecapacitance due to the metal-oxide-bulk capacitance and the

diffused capacitance. Simulations showed that a static pull-up ratioed (with the RAMcell) to provide a

good outputlow level couldnot appreciably change the bit line voltage in the cycle times that the RAM

was to operate. It was thoughtthat the bit line capacitance was large enough that the staticpull-upswere

not needed. The circuitdid not work. The errors which occurred werevery data-dependent but it could

be seen that the bit line was pulled down when it should not be. Some tests showed:

1. Increasing the pre-charge timehelped theproblem. Thisshowedthat the problem was likely at

the read bit line as suspected, since the bit line has 64 devices connected to it

2. Running the circuit slower made the problem worse. This tended to indicate that leakage

currentsof some kind were the problem, sincea fixed current wouldbe able to make a greaterchangeon

the voltage on a capacitor in a longer time.

3. An array with half sized bit lines also made the problem worse. This seemed to indicate that the
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problemis not reverse biased p-n junction leakagesince the numberof leakagecurrentsources halved as

the capacitance halved. Therefore, the effects of junction leakage currents should be constant with a

change in length of the RAM bit lines.

4. Increasing VBB (more negative) did not help. Negative substrate bias tends to slow the circuit

down by decreasing the currents in the devices while only decreasing the junction capacitance andnot the

oxide capacitance. Becauseof this it was not obviouswhich effect was being seen, a changein the leak

age currents or a change in the speed performance of the circuit

5. Shining light on the substrate fixed the problem! This was quite a surprise, since it was

suspected that leakage currents of some type were to blame. Shining light on the die generates free car

riers in the substrate which look very similar to leakage currents of the reversed biased junctions. The

electrons are collected by the n+ regions. At the bit lines a net current flows out of the bit line. This

would tend to pull the bit line down not up.

6. Putting positive bias (".4V) on the substrate fixed the problem. Positive substrate bias has

several effects. First the thresholds of the devices are lowered so thatleakage through the selectdevices

should increase. The depletion region widths decreases, decreasing thejunction leakage current Also,it

injects electrons into the substrate andholes into the n+ regions atground potential. The electrons in the

substrate will behave as those created by shining light on the die. No holes will be injected into the n+

regions attached to the bits lines as these regions are at a potential far above ground when pre-charged

(no problems wereobserved on bit lines thatshould be pulled down). It appears thatshining lighton the

die and putting positive substrate bias on the circuit have the creation of free electrons in the substrate in

common.

No simple theory could explain all these facts. All othermemories(except one) included the static

pull-ups on the bit lines and worked. The circuit was changed to include the pull-ups and the circuit

worked finewith still no explanation as to what the problemwas.
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APPENDIX C NMOS CIRCUIT LAYOUT GUIDELINES

C.1 INTRODUCTION

"VLSI" circuit design has been talkedaboutby many [1]. Usually attentionis paid to implement

ing the desired logic functions with the fewest andmostregularly arranged transistors andcircuitblocks.

The electrical characteristics of the transistors and the interconnect are usually ignored for the sake of

simplicity. However, in reality the transistors do not act as perfect switches and the interconnect layers

are not perfect conductors. Certain guidelines should be followed when designing circuits which take

these attributes into account to prevent circuits from being designed that are correct logically but not

electrically. Further, to reduce thesensitivity of thecircuit performance to processing variations, theuser

shoulddesign critical parts of the circuit carefully.

C2 TRANSISTORS

The enhancement devices are very different from ideal switches under certain circumstances.

Likewise, thedepletion devices characteristics can vary gready. Theenhancement device operated in the

common source configuration operates verynearly as a switch. When the gate is high, the drain-source

impedance is low. When the gate is low the drain-source impedance is very large. A common source

transistor with a depletion pull-up produces output voltages that can swing close to VDD and ground.

When the enhancement transistor is used as a pull-up device the source is raised above ground and the

device operation changes. This situation routinely occurs when enhancement devices are used as pass

gates or dynamic pull-ups. The logic output levels are a strong function of both the device zero bias

threshold voltage and the body effect parameter, y. Because the device turns off when VGS-Vt=Q the

source can only rise to VG-Vt(Vs). When the circuit is operated from a single supply, these nodes can

only pull-up to VDD-Vt. The actual voltage that is obtained is process-sensitive and is a function of both
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Figure 1. Circuits Used in Transient Simulation

The transient behavior of source-follower circuits is quitedifferent from a common-source circuit

andmust be treated accordingly. Thesource-follower has thedisadvantages thatboth theinputandout

put are rising in the worst case and NMOS devices pull-up much slower than they can pull-down.

Further, the gain of the circuit is less thanone so the inputto the source follower must rise very close to

VDD. The net result of these disadvantages is that the source follower must have a higher performance

driver than the common sourcecircuit The circuits shown in figure 1 wereused to illustrate this point.

All enhancement devices were chosen to be the same size (W/L=8/4) and the depletion devices were

chosen to give a good outputlow level. Spicesimulation indicate that the outputof circuit 1 reaches 0.5

V before the driver reaches 3.75 V (120 nSec). For circuit2, however, the output voltage lags behind the

driver voltage. The output of circuit 2 reaches 2.5 V after 185 nSec and 3.0 V after 235 nSec. After 300

nSec, the output of circuit 2 only reached 3.3 V.

Depletion devices are used at times to allow poly to cross the active area without creating an
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enhancement device. The depletion device is assumed to be low impedance regardless of the gate vol

tage and hence to act as a simple interconnect crossing. The parasitic depletion device in a pull-down

path decreases the pull-down current but can be compensated for by decreasing the pull-up device

current If the depletion device has to pull-up, the output voltage will only rise to -V& (the depletion

device threshold voltage) with zero gate bias. For depletion devices with thresholds in the -2.5 V range,

this type of circuit should be used only with care.

The enhancement device operated as a pass gate has logical characteristics which are quite dif

ferent from an enhancement device operated in a common-source configuration. A common-source

enhancement device is basically a uni-directional device. That is, voltage at the gate of the device

strongly affects the drain current but the drain current and voltage have little effect on the gate voltage or

current When operated as a pass-gate, the device is bi-directional because the source and drain are

identical. In somecases this is a desired characteristic andcan be used to the designers advantage. How

ever, it is possible that the bi-directional nature of the device will cause problems if undesired signals

propagate in the direction opposite to desired signals. This can happen in multiplexor circuits made of 2

pass gates with logic to turn one of the two transistors on. If the turn-on and turn-off times of the drivers

are asymmetric, the two pass-transistors can be turned on at the same time. It then becomes possible for

signals to propagate from one input to the other. This willnot necessarily cause errors but the designer

should be awareof the possibility. If the inputs were connected only to MOSFET gates, the transmission

between inputs would be virtually eliminated.

C3 INTERCONNECT

Interconnect (typically poly, active area and ,metal) has several properties that make it a non-ideal

conductor. Most importandy, the interconnectlayers have both resistance and capacitance. The diffused

regions also form p-n junctions with the substrate. These p-n junctions result in two effects. First if the

p-n junction is forward biased when a signal goes below ground, electrons will be injected into the sub

strate to be collected elsewhere. When the p-n junction is reversed biased it collects electrons from the

substrate and those generated in the space charge region.
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Since dealing withthecapacitance is of primary concern inmostcircuit design courses and "VLSI"

design books, the resistance of the interconnect is probably themostimportant aspect that is ignored. In

general themetal layer provides the lowest resistance ("40 ) and thelowest capacitance. These pro-
sq

perties make it the preferred conductor. Low resistance is important when DC current flows and low

ohmic voltage drops are desired. Even when there is no DC current low resistance is desirable to minim

ize RC delay times on long wires with a significant capacitance. Metal should be used forall(except for

very local) VDD and ground wiring to minimize ohmic drops. It is important to run the systemclocks in

metal tominimize RC delays that can result in clock skew oroverlap. There is usually noDCcurrent in

the clock lines but theclocksignals should notoverlap after propagating through the interconnect The

resistance of polyor the active area can cause excessive delay in oneof the clocks and cause theclocks

to overlap. Of course, if thecircuit is perfecdy symmetric, the clock signals willbedelayed equally and

no clock skew will develop.

Poly and the active area should beused for short orlow speed signals. If the signal lines are long

and high speed is desired, the resistance (KCls of resistance are not uncommon in poly ordiffused lines

longer than 100 microns) and capacitance of the two layers mustbe considered. In NMOS, care must

also be taken when a signal line has DC current flowing in it toensure that ohmic voltage drops are not

too large. This situation can arise when the pull-up ofalogic gate is connected tothe pull-downs through

a poly line.

The p-njunctions associated with the diffused regions can be a problem in certain circumstances.

If signals from off-chip are not buffered (such as clocks) and are connected to diffused regions, the p-n

junctions can be forward biased by negative going swings of the signal. The electrons injected into the

substrate when the junction is forward biased will becollected atother nodes in the circuit possibly caus

ing errors. Diffused regions connected to dynamic storage nodes collect electrons which tendto neutral

izethe stored charge. Although it isnecessary tohave the storage node connected toadiffused region to

form the pass-gate, thearea of thediffusedregion should be minimized.
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C.4 GENERAL CHIP LAYOUT

When a complete chip is put together from macrocells, the supplies, clocks and signals should be

routed in an order that minimizes undesirable effects. First the supplies should be routed in metal to

guarantee that no cross-overs will be needed. The width of the VDD and ground wires should be chosen to

keep the ohmic voltage drops below a couple tenths of volts and to prevent metal migration. The latter

TflA
usually requires that the conductors carry no more than 1 . Next the clocks, starting with the fastest

clocks and proceeding to the slowest clocks, should be routed in metal and should jump only the supplies

or higher speed clocks in poly. The width of the poly cross-overs should be chosen to minimize RC

delays. Further, the cross-overs shouldbe kept very similarso thatone clock is not delayed more thanthe

other. The resistance of the cross over should be reduced as the capacitance of the line following the

cross over increases. If the clocks arerouted only in poly or metal, there is no chance that charge will be

injected into the substrate if an off-chip clock driver circuit produces a clock which rings below ground.

Finally, all remaining signals can be routed in metal with poly or diffusion cross-overs for crossing the

supplies, clocks and other signals.

C.5 SENSITIVITY

In NMOS circuits the power consumption and speed of the circuit are both strongly dependent

upon the depletion device Kp and effective width. In the static parts of the circuit the power consump

tion is almost solely determined by the depletion device current and VDD. When a node is pulled-down,

the depletion device is typically saturated and hence the DC current is only a weak function of the

enhancement Kp but a linear function of the depletion Kp and width. This is because changes in the

enhancement device Kp will change the output low voltage which has only a small effect on the deple

tion device current through channel length modulation effects. The speed of the circuit is also a strong

function of the depletion device current because the pull-up time is usually much greater than, typically

four times, the pull-down time. Therefore, if the enhancement currents are halved, the total delay time

(i.e. Xw+Xm,) is increased by only 11%. If the depletion currents are halved, the total delay is increased

by 66%.
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Because the circuit power dissipation and speed are very dependent upon the depletion device

currents, it is desirable to make these currents as insensitive as possible to processing variations. The

designer can do little about changes in Kp butcan reduce the sensitivity to depletion device width. The

useof minimum width depletion devices makes thedepletion device current more sensitive to processing.

This is because the depletion device width is reduced by the encroachment of the field regions and this

encroachment has a greater relative affect for small device widths. Therefore, the designer can use

greater than minimumwidthdevices in the timecritical parts of thecircuit to reduce the sensitivity of the

circuit speed to processing. Because the timecritical parts of thecircuit usually require large currents for

small rise andfall times, the power consumption and delay times will bothtendto stabilize.

C.6 REFERENCES

[1] Mead, C, Conway, L., VLSI Systems, Addison Wesley,Reading, Mass., 1980.
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APPENDIX D CAD INPUT DESCRIPTIONS

D.l INTRODUCTION

Thissection contains the CADdescriptions which wereused to generate various partsof the chips.

These are the actual descriptions that were used and not the descriptions that would be used with

upgraded versions of the programs.

Some parts of the linear convolver, contour tracer, feature extractor, non-linear post processor,

LUTROMs and sortingfilter weregenerated automatically.

D.2 SORTING FILTER

Thedata-path descriptions for the twodata-paths usedin the sortingfilter are givenin listings 1 and

2. These descriptions are for anoldversion of the generator thatdidnotdealwith control nets on the top

and bottom of the data-path.

D3 Feature Extractor

The three data-paths and the three PLAs used in thefeature extractor weregenerated automatically

with the data-path generator andModgen, respectively. Listings 3 to 8 show the inputdescriptions for

these circuits.

D.4 CONTOUR TRACER

The FSM ROM in the contour tracer was generated from a state transition table (listing9). A spe

cial program was written to convert this table to the binaryROM listing. The programgenerates some of

the ROM outputs that are more easily specified by simple logic in the program than in the state table.

The high three bits of the state numbers in general correspond to the current trace direction and the
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low three bits correspond to the test direction. Some exceptions are the scanning state (3), refresh states,

theerror state and the initial states afterscanning. Output value "4" corresponds to anerror output

D.5 Linear Convolver

The micro-code for the linear convolver arithmetic controller was generated from human readable

impulse responses (listing 10). A special purpose program was written to perform this task. The pro

gram determines thebinary control signals from theconstant definitions given atthe topof theinput file.

It also checks to see if arithmetic overflow could occur.

D.6 Non-Linear Low-Pass Filter

The data-path generator inputfile for thenon-linear low pass filter is given in listing 11.

DJLUTROMs

The LUT ROMs were generated automatically from a desired function (e.g. logarithmic). The

problem was broken up hierarchically. A program at the lowest level assembled aROMdirecdy from a

binary bitpattern for the desired number of rows and columns. A second program generates this bitpat

tern from a listof desired binary output words. This would bethe actual bitpattern if column decoding

were not employed. Finally, a third program generated thelistof output words from a desired function.

This approach makes it possible toenter the system atdifferent levels tosuitthedesigner.



Listing 1. Maximum-Median Data-Path Description

maxmed - compute maximum or medean over 3x3 region

7/16785
*

LEFT 'inl' 'in2' 'in3' * inputs *
RIGHT 'max' * output - max or med *

ORGANIZATION

CNT NODATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

GND NODATA

SLICE

* compute vertically *

'in2' > minus1 > minus1 > zero

> sort2 ('inb^'mlVouro'^imnlVout^'maxl')

'in3' > delay > delay >zero

> sort2 (,inb,=,maxr,,out'='maxout,,,outb'='min2')

'mini' > delay > delay

> sort2 ('inb'=,min2') > mux2tol ('inb'^maxout') >

* compute horizontally *

delay ('out'='max2')> delay ('out'='max3') > delay > zero

> sort2 ('inb'='max3','outb'='min3','out'='max4')

'max2' > delay > delay > zero

> sort2 (,inb'='max4',*out'='max5','outb*='min4*)

'min3' > delay > delay

> sort2 ('inb'='min4') > mux2tol ('inb'='max5') > buffer > 'max'

245
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Listing 2. Minimum Data-Path Description

*

mincircuit—performs minimum over3x3area(or subrectangle)
also has post processing to get max-min

inputs from 3 different lines

7/16/85 *

LEFT 'inl' 'in2' 'in3'

RIGHT 'out' 'max'

ORGANIZATION

CNT NODATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

GND NODATA

SLICE

* first compute min over vertical areas *

* compute min (inl,in2) *
'in2' > minusl > zero > minusl > sort2 ('inb'='inr,'outb'='minO')

'minO' > minusl > 'mini' * invert min *

'in3' > delay > delay > minusl > zero * invert in3 *

> sort2 ('inb'='minr) * inverted min (inl,in2,in3) *

* compute min over horizontal region *

> delay ('out'='mindelayr) > delay('out'='mindelay2')

> delay > zero > sort2 ('inb'='mindelay2') > 'min3' * first min*

'mindelayl' > delay > delay > zero > sort2 ('inb'='min3') * second min*

* no invert to get min, invert to subtract*

> minusl > varminusl > delay > 'min'

'max' > delay > zero > adder ('inb'='min') > delay

> buffer > 'out'



Listing 3. Main Data-Path Description used in the Feature Extractor

Input description for tracer post processor that
computes perimeter, odd perimeter, x average, y average
and the area.

Requires 16 bits

8/12/85

LEFT 'bus" *x*

RIGHT 'bus' y

ORGANIZATION

CNT NODATA

MSB DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

GND NODATA

SLICE

♦perimeter,odd perimeter*

'perimeter' > increment > delay-clear ('out'='perimeter') > TSbuffer
> 'bus'

'oddperim' > increment> delay-clear ('out'='oddperim') > TSbuffer
> 'bus'

* 1st moments of periphery *

'x' > shiftright > delay > zero > posadder ('inbr='xb')
> possataccum ('outl'='xb') > zero > TSbuffer > 'bus'

'y' > shiftright > delay > zero > posadder ('inbl'='yb')
> possataccum ('outr='yb') > zero > TSbuffer > 'bus'

247
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*area*

zero-one > 'temp'
y >delay>adderl ('mb'^'temp') >absvalue >zero >
adder (*inb'='area') >delay-clear ('out'='area') >TSbuffer >'bus'
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Listing 4. "X" Data-Path Description used in the Feature Extractor

Input description for tracer post processor part
that computes xmin, xmax and holds xstart
requires 7 bits.

8/12/85

LEFT 'bus' V

RIGHT 'bus' 'x'

ORGANIZATION

CNT NODATA

MSB DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

GND NODATA

SLICE

*xmax*

'x' > delay > zero > compare ('inb'='max','outb'='maxtemp') >
maxselect ('inb'='maxtemp') > invert-clear > delay > 'max' > increment
> TSbuffer > 'bus'

*xmin*

'x' > delay > minusl > zero> compare ('inb'='min','outb'='mintemp') >
maxselect('inb'='mintemp') > invert-clear > delay ('out'='min') > minusl
> TSbuffer ('out'='bus')

*xstart*

> buff > latch ('outg'='bus')

249
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Listing 5. "Y" Data-Path Description used in the Feature Extractor

Inputdescription for tracerpostprocessor part
that computes ymin, ymaxand holdsystart
requires 7 bits.

8/12/85

LEFT 'bus' 'y'
RIGHT 'bus' 'y'

ORGANIZATION

CNT NODATA

MSB DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

GND NODATA

SLICE

♦ymax*

y > delay> zero > compare ('inb^'maxYoutb'-'maxtemp') >
maxselect ('inb'='maxtemp') > invert-clear > delay > 'max' > increment
> TSbuffer > 'bus'

*ymin*

y > delay > minusl > zero > compare ('inb^'minYoutb^'mintemp') >
maxselect ('inb'='mintemp') > invert-clear > delay ('out'='min') > minusl
> TSbuffer ('out'='bus')

♦ystart*

> buff > latch ('outg'='bus')



Listing 6. Modgen PDL file for FSM used in feature extractor

(module
/* tracer post processor FSM

keeps track of state of tracer and generates some
basic outputs. The traceroutputs are delay for

writing into the RAM.
*/

(name fsm)
(type fsm)
(in 13)
(out 14)
(minterm 25)
(numclocked 12)
(output-plane

(array 00000000100111)
(array 00000000000011)
(array 00000000100110)
(array 00000000001101)
(array 00000000001001)
(array 00000000001011)
(array 00000000000000)
(array 00000010100100)
(array 00000010100101)
(array 00000000000000)
(array 00000010101100)
(array 00000010101001)
(array 00000010111110)
(array 00000000111100)
(array 00000100110111)
(array 00000110110100)
(array 00000100110100)
(array 00000000111010)
(array 01000001000000)
(array 01000001000000)
(array 01000001000000)
(array 01000001000000)
(array 00100000000000)
(array 00010000000000)
(array 00001000000000)

/♦ outputs (left to right):
dummy
validpointnc*
out2

outl

outO

resetreg*
done*

validpoint*
selstart*

outcodel*

outcode2*
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FSM state 0

FSM state 1

FSM state 2

♦/

)
(input-plane

(array OOOxOxxOOxxxx)
(array OOOxlxxxOxxxx)
(array OOOxOxxlOxxxx)
(array OOlxxllxOxxxx)
(array OOlxxOxxOxxxx)
(array OOlxxlOxOxxxx)
(array xxxxxxxxxxxxx)
(array OlOlxxxxOxxxx)
(array OlOOxxxxOxxxx)
(array xxxxxxxxxxxxx)
(array OlllxxxxOxxxx)
(array 01 lOxxxxOxxxx)
(array lOOxxxxxOxxxx)
(array lOlxxxxxOxxxx)
(array HOOOxxxOxxxx)
(array HOOlxxxOxxxx)
(array HOlxxxxOxxxx)
(array xxxxxxxxlxxxx)
(array OOlxxxxxOOxxx)
(array OOlxxxxxOxxxO)
(array OOlxxxxxOxOxx)
(array OOlxxxxxOxxOx)
(array xxxxxxxxxxxOx)
(array xxxxxxxxxxOxx)
(array xxxxxxxxxOxxx)

/♦ inputs (left to right):
FSM state 2

FSM state 1

FSM state 0

load

scanningin*
errorl+

dx=dy=0
cox

reset

outO

outl

out2

state=36*



Listing 7. Modgen PDL file for control PLA used in feature extractor

(module
/* tracer post processor PLA.

computes information from tracer state
and validpoint
♦/

(name plal)
(type fsm)
(in7)
(out 8)
(numclocked 6)
(minterm 9)
(output-plane

(array 10000000)
(array 01000000)
(array 00000001)
(array 00000001)
(array 00000010)
(array 00001000)
(array 00000100)
(array 00001000)
(array 00010000)

/♦ outputs (left to right):

scanningin*
state=36*

dummy
validoddpoint*
0*

1/2*

-1/2*

+1*

*/

)
(input-plane

(array xOOOOll)
(array xOl 1110)
(array xOlxxxx)
(array xlOxxxx)
(array xlxlxxx)
(array xxlOxxx)
(array xOxlxxx)
(array lxxxxxx)
(array OxxOxxx)

/* inputs (LR):

validpointnc*
tracer state 5

tracer state 4
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tracer state 3

tracer state 2

tracer state 1

tracer state 0

*/



Listing 8. Modgen PDL file for register select PLA used in feature extractor

(module
/* tracer post processor PLA

generates enables for different computational blocks.
*/

(name pla3)
(type fsm)
(in6)
(out 11)
(numclocked 0)
(minterm 14)
(output-plane

(array 11000000000)
(array 10000000000)
(array 01000000000)
(array 00100000000)
(array 00110000000)
(array 00010000000)
(array 00001000000)
(array 00001000000)
(array 00000100000)
(array 00000010000)
(array 00000001000)
(array 00000000100)
(array 00000000010)
(array 00000000001)

/* outputs (left to right):

xstart

ystart

xmax

ymax

perimeter
odd perimeter
xmin,ymin
xbar

ybar
area

input data

*/

)
(input-plane

(array xlOxxx)
(array OxOxxO)
(array OxOxOx)
(array OOOxxl)
(array xxlOOO)
(array 000x1x)

255
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(array lOOxxx)
(array xxlOOl)
(array xxlOlO)
(array xxlOll)
(array xxl 100)
(array xxl101)
(array xxl110)
(array xxl111)

/* outputs (lefcto right):

selstart*

reset

override

a2

al

aO

*/
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Listing 9. State Transition Table for Contour Tracer

current

state

current pixel off current pixel on

next

state dX dY out

next

state dX dY out

high low high low high low
4 0

4 1

4 2

4 3

4 4

4 5

4 6

4 7

2 5

4 0

4 1

4 2

4 3

4 4

4 5

6 1

0 0

0 1

1 0

1 0

0 -1

0 -1

0 0

1 0

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

0 2

1 4

2 4

3 6

4 6

5 0

4 5

3 6

-1 -1

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

3

3

5 0

5 1

5 2

5 3

5 4

5 5

5 6

5 7

5 7

2 5

5 1

5 2

5 3

5 4

5 5

5 6

0 0

0 0

1 0

1 0

0 -1

0 -1

-1 0

-1 0

3

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

5 7

1 4

2 4

3 6

4 6

5 0

6 0

7 2

-1 -1

3

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

6 0

6 1

6 2

6 3

6 4

6 5

6 6

6 7

6 7

0 1

2 5

6 2

6 3

6 4

6 5

6 6

0 0

1 0

0 0

1 0

0 -1

0 -1

-1 0

-1 0

3

3

4

3

3

3

3

3

6 7

2 4

2 4

3 6

4 6

5 0

6 0

7 2

-1 -1

3

2

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

7 0

7 1

7 2

7 3

7 4

7 5

7 6

7 7

7 7

7 0

7 1

2 5

7 3

7 4

7 5

7 6

0 1

0 1

0 0

0 0

0 -1

0 -1

-1 0

-1 0

3

3

3

4

3

3

3

3

0 2

1 4

7 1

3 6

4 6

5 0

6 0

7 2

-1 1

1

2

3

-4

-3

-2

-1

0



Listing 10. Impulse Response Description for linear Convolver

♦ impulses responses for image convolver chip
*

♦ 8/8/84
*

♦ legal constant values
*

1 0 invert/true

1 0 done/ not done

♦coeff code value

G

1 00001 1

1/2 10000 0.5

3/4 01000 0.75

7/8 00100 0.875

15/16 00010 0.9375

C

0 11111x0 0

1 01111x1 1.0

1/2 10111x1 0.5

1/4 11011x1 0.25

1/8 11101x1 0.125

1/16i 11110x1I 0.0625

E
*

♦ Impulse responses to put on chip

*LPF#1

G=7/8

1/8 1/8 1/8

1/8 1/8 1/8

1/8 1/8 1/8

♦LPF#2
*

G=3/4

1/8 1/8 1/8

1/8 1/4 1/8

1/8 1/8 1/8
*

♦LPF#3

1/16 1/8 1/16

1/8 1/4 1/8

1/16 1/8 1/16

♦ LAPLACIAN #1

•1/8 -1/8 -1/8

•1/8 1 -1/8

•1/8 -1/8 -1/8
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♦LAPLACIAN#2
*

0 -1/4 0

-1/4 1 -1/4

0 -1/4 0

*LAPLACIAN#3
*

1/8-1/4 1/8

-1/4 1/2-1/4

1/8-1/4 1/8

♦SOBELX

-1/4 0 1/4

-1/2 0 1/2

-1/4 0 1/4
*

*SOBELY

1/4 1/2 1/4

0 0 0

-1/4-1/2-1/4
*

* EDGE ENHANCEMENT
*

-1/16-1/16-1/16

-1/16 1 -1/16

-1/16-1/16-1/16
*

♦ALL PASS #1

000

010

000

♦ALLPASS#2
*

0 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
*

♦ALL PASS #3
*

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 1 0
*

* Compass Gradient West
*

G=3/4

1/4 1/4-1/4

1/4-1/2-1/4



1/4 1/4-1/4
*

♦ Compass Gradient East
*

G=3/4

-1/4 1/41/4

-1/4-1/21/4

-1/4 1/41/4
*

♦ Compass Gradient North
*

G=3/4

1/4 1/4 1/4

1/4-1/2 1/4

-1/4 -1/4 -1/4
*

♦ Compass Gradient South
*

G=3/4

-1/4-1/4-1/4

1/4 -1/2 1/4

1/4 1/4 1/4

E
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Listing 11. Data-Path Description for Non-Linear Low-Pass Filter

non linear low pass filterprocessor
5/2/85

LEFT 'laplac_in' 'allpass_in' * inputsignals ♦

RIGHT 'out' 'thresh' ♦ output signaland threshold ♦

ORGANIZATION

CNT NODATA
MSB DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

ODD DATA

EVEN DATA

GND NODATA

SLICE

'allpass__in' > delay > 'allpass*

♦ generate low pass signal ♦

'laplac_in' > minusl > delay> adder('inb'='allpass') > satregister > 'lowpass'
'allpass' > delay > 'allpassl'

♦ generate decision ♦

'laplacjn' > absvalue > delay > adder (*inb,='thresh*)> delay

♦ generate output ♦

'allpassl' > mux2tol('inb'=»*lowpass') > delay> modify > 'out'
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APPENDIX E USING THE IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM

To aid in the development and characterization of the image-processing/recognition system, the

custom hardware was interfaced to a SUN workstation. The image processing hardware can be con

trolled via a graphical program, "ittool". Ittool allows the user to set the systemconfiguration, gather

results from the chips and display these results.

E.1 THE GRAPHICAL INTERFACE

The program has threewindows (figures 1-6), the multi-use graphics window at the bottom of the

tool, thecontrol window in themiddle of the toolanda small message window at the topof the tool. The

message window is used to reporterrors and to display general information. The control window is used

to manipulate some of the chips (top line), to control the writing of hardware control registers and the

frame buffer (2nd line), tocontrol the digitizer and frame buffer operation (3"* line), to control the con

tour tracer (4th line), and to select the display mode of the graphics window (5th line), and toselect the

features used by the recognizer. Five types of information can be displayed in the graphics window,

including: a graphical representation of the most of the hardware system, the contours of objects that

have been traced, the histogram of the image in the frame buffer, the symbolic representation of objects

afterrecognition, the curvature andslopesignals, and the impulse responses of the twolinearconvolvers.

E.1.1 The Control Window

The control window contains "buttons" spread over 5 lines. "Pressing" the "button" (or selecting a

menu item) causes some action to occur. Buttons on the first (top) line control the input ROM, output

ROM, logical convolver and the sorting filter. For each ROM, there are two modes of operation: active

and inactive. Selecting the proper button toggles the mode of the ROM. There are 4 modes of operation

for the logical convolver: bloat 0 (inactive), bloat by 1, bloat by 2, and bloat by 3. These options can be
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selected by the "pressing" the bloat button. The type of operation performed by the sorting filter can be

chosen with the 4th button on the top line. The region ofoperation of the sorting filter iscontrolled bythe

5th and 6th buttons. The button marked "H" controls the horizontal region of operation while the button

marked "V" controls the vertical region of operation. Selecting "0" makes the region of operation a sin

gle point Selecting"1" or "2" makes the region 2 pointsandselecting"3" makes the region3 points.

The second line in the control window gives the user the ability to write into the hardwareregisters

on the Imaging Technology boards and the recognition board, to change or store the hardware

configuration and to load or store the frame buffer. The first button controls which register is changed.

For all choices except "Set-up" and "Frame Bu" when a new value is entered and the user presses

<return>, the register is loaded with the new value. When "Set-up" or "Frame Bu" is selected, the new

value entered should be a file name. Pressing the readbutton will readdata from the file and pressingthe

write button will write data to the file. If "Frame Bu" is selected, the green frame buffer will either be

loaded from the file or written to the file. If "Set-Up" is selected, the current hardware configuration will

eitherbe loaded from the fileor written to the file. Forthe "Set-Up" selection, the actual filename used is

the concatenation of".itinfo." and the name enteredby the user.

The third line of buttonsmakes it possible to change the way in which video signals aredigitized.

Selecting the first button, toggles the digitizer between 10MHz and 5 MHz modes (512 pixel lines and

256 pixel lines). Selecting the second button toggles thenumberof linesdigitized. The thirdbutton indi

cates whether both interlaced fields are displayed. The "Red", "Green" and "Blue" buttons indicate if

"Watch", "Grab" and"Clear" will affect the corresponding frame buffers. When "Watch" is pressed, the

digitizer will continuously digitize all selected colors. When "Grab" is pressed the data in the selected

colors will be frozen in the corresponding frame buffer. "Clear" will set the selected frame buffers to all

zeros.

The fourth line of buttons is used to control the contour tracer. The mode button (third button)

indicates the tracing mode. When "Man" (manual) is selected, tracing stops after every encountered con

tour. When "Auto-I" (auto image) is selected, tracing will stop after a valid image is found. Tracing will

stop only when the end of a frame is found when "Auto-F" (auto frame) is selected. Pressing the
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"Acquire" button commands the tracer to load a new frame into its buffer and trace according to the

selected mode. The"Next" button can be used to have the tracer search for thenextobject If "read" is

selected, contour data is taken not from the tracer but from a file (the nameis the same as thatused for

changing the hardware set up). If "write" is selected, the traced data is written a file. These options are

used to save template objects and recall them later.

The first two buttons on the fifth linecontrol thedisplay modes. The first button indicates whatis

being displayed in the graphics window. The second button indicates whether diagnostic information

should be printed when contour tracing. The next four buttons indicate which features will be used by

the recognizer. The next button (mse n) sets the the length of one FIR filter used inthe feature computa

tion. Pressing "train" causes a new "templates" file to be generated using information stored in the file,

"templates.input". Pressing "equal" causes the image in the buffer tobehistogram equalized (the histo

gram should be computed first).

E.1.2 Graphics Window

In the schematic mode, the graphics window shows agraphical representation (figure 1) of part of

the system. The configuration can bechanged by moving the cursor to the appropriate area (a box will

appear whensomething can bechanged) and pressing theleftorcenter buttons.

When changing the impulse response of the convolvers, the available responses (figure 2) willbe

displayed in the window. When one of the impulse responses is selected, the schematic will be displayed

and the change will be made.

If the"hist" option is selected in thecontrol window, the histogram and other information regard

ing theimage in the frame buffer willbe displayed (figure 3).

If the "contour" option is selected, the contours of any objects that have been traced will be

displayed in the graphics window (figure 4). In addition, the values of the features for each object and

the results of the recognition will be displayed. The two top choices and the corresponding errors are

printed.

When "recog" is chosen, the continuous recognition modewill be activated by pressing "Acquire".
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In this mode, frames will be continuously processedand the imagesrecognized. The results of the recog

nition are shown symbolically in the window (figure5).

The filtered curvature and slope of the last traced object are displayed when "curvat" is selected

(figure 6).

E.2 Input and Output Formats

There are several files that are read by ittool: the set-up file, the template file, "templates", the tem

plate input file, "templates.input", the curvature filesand imageraster files.

The set-up files are not humanreadableand are simplya binarydump of a structure.

The curvature files written and read by the program have the same format The first line contains

A

P'
(xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, perimeter, even perimeter, area —£, true perimeter) for the object On the

following lines, thevalue of thecurvature at each point on thecontour is given and there willbe"perime

ter" curvature values.

The template input file has one line for each objectbeing trained. The format for each line is the

name of the object followed by the number of images at each particular size. For example, one line

might be "square 4 4 4 4 4". This means that there is a file called"square.image" which contains thecur

vature for 20 images. There are 4 imagesat each of 5 different sizes. The format of the curvature file is

the same as that described above. In the template file, for each object the object name is given and the

nameof thepixrectfile for thatobject(forsymbolic representation). Following this are the area, perime-

A Ater and —j for the standard object size. Next the area, —jfc^ and ]£ curv is given for each
* curv >0

area. For example, for the square, part of the template file would be:

square squarcpr 645 103 0.060065
2710.0621431504

7560.060389248 41

2162 0.058840333 113
64310.058582406132

The raster files have an 8-byte header. The first four bytes are the number of columns (lsb first) in

the image. The second four bytes are the number of rows (lsb first) in the image. After the header, the
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raster scanned image(row by row, left to right) is stored withone pixelperbyte.

To run the program, one can type "ittool>/dev/null &". This will prevent the recognition statistics

from being displayed that are generated and dumped each time the continuous recognition mode is

chosen. If there is no template file or set-up file in the current directory, the program will still run.

Without a template file the program willnot attempt torecognize anyobjects.
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Image Processing Tool 2.0

Input RomJ [Output Rom J [bloat lj [median] [H: 3] [V: 3]
sjjj^jTj fRiid] (Write) New value: a HEX: 584f DECIMAL: 22607
10 MHz) [4SB Line) tffiETaEreV 'MMM. jEB)] '$5BEi] [Watch] f Grab ) [Clear]
Acquire) (Next] [Auto F) (Tialf] (UiFTti] status: FRAME DONE
hist JHED] [BSf [G&! [per1mJ [B] [mse 1) (train) [equal]

br "**&> ^d? 160 192 224

total number of points: 245768

average: 132.847

non zero values: 176

entropy: 5.366
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Image (?rQcessing.;,Too.l-.'2.0.
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[Acquire] (Next) [Auto F] [read ][urite] status': FRAME DONE
[contour] TflffiglT Jjsgj JB23] [perim] 't»SSi [mse 1][train] [equal]

A A/P*2 mse pos image error 1mage2 error2
788 8.8134 1352 592 strlpa 238 pllersa 494
443 0.8159 989 530 pllersa 134 strlpa 2981
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Image Processing Tool 2.
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Image Processing Tool 2.0
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APPENDIX F IMAGE PROCESSING PROGRAMS

A set of programs was written to make simulations of image processing algorithms convenient. A

standard input/output scheme was used so that programs could be piped together to cascade different

functions. The programs include:

conv performs nxn convolution

add adds two images together
bloat performs 3x3 expansion
bloatbuff performs3x3 expansionon datain green buffer
combine combines up to four images for display at one time
dither dithers images
ditherprint dithers animageandprints it on the laserprinter
downsample downsamples an image
expand expands each point in an image into a rectangle
hist computes the histogramof an image
histequal performs histogramequalization
invert inverts the green frame buffer
lut performs arbitrary point-wise modifications
noise addsdifferent types of noise to an image
offsetgain adds anoffset to animageanmultiplies by aconstant

putsunraster
converts an image from the format for the programs to
SUN format

rcdisp display animageon FT colordisplay(green)
rdisp display an image of the SUN color monitor or BW window
read readimage from IT green frame buffer

readsunraster
converts images in SUN raster format to the format
used in these programs

thresh thresholds an image

Programs withasingle image input, typically read theinput from standard in. Programs withasin

gle image output, typically write thisoutput to standard out
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